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This dissertation comprises a study of ancient aesthetics and sensory experience
by focusing on the concept of poikilia in archaic and classical Greek literature. As a term
that characterizes a seemingly disparate array of phenomena (ranging from textiles and
armor to speech and music), an analysis of the different ways that ancient authors use the
terminology of poikilia creates a panoptic perspective on how the perceptual experiences
of these different media were thought to converge and diverge. Moreover, this work
reveals that close attention to aesthetic terminology provides access to the complex and
multivalent character of ancient sensory experience. I demonstrate in this dissertation that
poikilia encompasses a diverse but coherent range of aesthetic sensibilities, and that these
attitudes reflect the different sensations and affects that were thought to accompany the
perception of poikilia. By taking an interdisciplinary approach that combines traditional
philological methods with theories drawn from philosophy and the social sciences, my
vii

dissertation illuminates the existence of sensory practices (culturally contingent ways of
using the senses and interpreting sensory data) that account for the wide range of
connotations associated with the term poikilia from the earliest sources onward.
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Introduction
A glance at the entry for !"#$%&"' in the most recent edition of the Liddell-ScottJones Greek lexicon reveals a bewildering array of possible translations for this adjective:
"many-colored" or "dappled" gets pride of place as the primary meaning, which is
divided into two sub-categories that further subdivide into literal and metaphorical
applications: !"#$%&"' literally means "many-colored" with respect to a robe, but
"intricate" or "cunningly wrought" when it refers to metal, while the metaphorical
definition includes terms like "changeful, diversified", "subtle" or "artful" as well as
"changeable" or "unstable." The complexity of the entry thus reveals that the word's
semantic field is as variable as the phenomena it purports to describe, phenomena which
themselves comprise a seemingly disparate set of referents: animals, textiles, metalwork,
walls, and drugs represent just the first four sub-entries. This raises the question: what do
all of these have in common such that they all could be intelligibly characterized in terms
of poikilia? For this apparent miscellany is not the product of the word's evolution
through time: Homer, for one, uses forms of the adjective in attribution to textiles and
armor as well as to Odysseus' particular brand of intelligence, m!tis. Herodotus'
characterization of the convoluted structure of the Egyptian labyrinth with the superlative
!"#$#&()*)"# (2.148) proves to be an apt way to describe the semantics of poikil/.

1

Faced with this semantic puzzle, scholars have often adopted an approach that
seeks after the original or most basic meaning of the term.1 This is an approach that
proceeds first by identifying the particular properties that the word denotes in each of its
applications with the aim of then uncovering the common quality or qualities between
these categories (e.g. music and textiles). For good reason, the etymology of the word (in
the Indo-European *peik-/pik, meaning "to prick" or "pierce") often plays a prominent
role in such inquiries.2 Since its earliest linguistic predecessors seem to have denoted
both activities of manual craftsmanship as well as the decorated textiles that were the
products of such techniques, the word's etymology thus reveals a significant connection
with artistry and artifice, and this is a connection that will feature prominently in this
study.
While the lexical peculiarities of the word have attracted significant attention, the
range of connotations attached to the term has exerted even more fascination, since it can
(positively) refer to superlative beauty (e.g. the textile that Hecuba offers to Athena at Il.
6.294-5) as well as (pejoratively) comment on a tortured musical sound (e.g. Prat. TrGF
1

The most recent studies of this type include Grand-Clément (2015) and (2011) 419-488
and the essays collected in Berardi, Lisi, and Micalella (2009), which individually
address different segments of the semantic field of poikilia.
2
Chantraine (1983) 923-4; cf. Bader (1987). Chantraine translates *peik-/pik-as «piquer,
marquer», "to stitch, to mark", cf. Sanskrit pé"a ("to ornament", "to adorn") and the
Avestan pa!sa, which also refers to adornment. The same root appears in Linear B as poki-ro-nu-ka, where it is used to describe the decorated borders (o-nu-ka) of garments (KN
Ld 579.a, L 598, cf. Chadwick and Baumbach 1963, 226-7, 237). It also appears as po-kiro-qo (PY Jo 438.22) (Greek +"%$#&", or –&"!"'): the name of a male figure that
seems to refer to his multi-colored eyes (Chantraine 1983, 923; Chadwick and Baumbach
1963 237). This indicates that, already in Mycenaean Greek, poikil/ was a quality that, as
in archaic and classical Greek thought, was thought to be apparent in objects besides
textiles. On the other hand, the prevalence of its applications to woven garments suggests
that this was its most common usage in Mycenaean Greek.
2

3.10).3 The apparent shift in the word's valence that occurs in the fifth century has been
plausibly attributed to a variety of sociopolitical and historical factors. These include, for
instance, changing attitudes towards imported luxury goods in the wake of the Persian
Wars (cf. Grand-Clément 2011 473-6) and the development of a metaphorical, technical
vocabulary for music that effectively divorced terms like poikilia from their original
aesthetic contexts (Rocconi 2004, LeVen 2013). And what studies of the latter type have
shown is that the terminology of poikilia is deeply concerned with capturing aspects of
sensory experience: with how objects and phenomena looked, felt, or sounded more than
the exact empirical, sensory qualities that made them look, feel, or sound a certain way
(e.g. color, shape, texture).
James Porter (2010) has characterized this kind of approach to ancient aesthetics
as follows, "… to have an aesthetic perception is to have an empirical—phenomenal,
material, sensual—encounter with that object, the experience of which can never be shed
subsequently."4 And poikilia is a particularly rich locus for such a study of aesthetic
thought precisely because it characterizes such a variety of material and media (e.g.
fabric, sound, metal, speech) and involves the senses of sight as well as hearing. The
study of poikilia that I will produce here will shed new light on how the experiences of
these different media and sensory modalities were thought to converge and diverge.5 My
project, in its attempt to formulate a holistic perspective on the different types of sensory
encounters associated with poikilia in archaic and classical poetic texts, thus aims to
3

On the varying connotations of poikilia see especially LeVen (2013), Wallace (2009),
and Villacéque (2010).
4
(2010) 5, emphasis in original.
5
See also Neer (2010a) passim on poikilia in sculpture and vase painting.
3

uncover the "phenomenal, material, sensual" facets of poikilia rather than to define the
rules governing the term's use.
For what becomes clear from the lexicon entry alone is that there is no consistent
set of features that must be present in order for any object or phenomenon to be
characterized in terms of poikil/.6 The features that qualify a textile, for instance, as
poikil/ are not identical to those that account for the characterization of a song with the
same term. Simply put: it is impossible to adduce criteria governing the use of poikil/. In
this sense, poikilia typifies Frank Sibley's definition of the aesthetic term or concept that
he put forward in his influential 1959 paper "Aesthetic Concepts", which sought to
elucidate the relationship between aesthetic terms like "graceful" and aesthetic concepts
like "gracefulness."7 By understanding poikil/ as an aesthetic term (rather than as a purely
descriptive and therefore non-aesthetic term like "round" or "woolen"), we are thereby in
a position to focus on the sensory, phenomenological features that account for the
characterization of a given object as poikil/. This is because, as Sibley (1965) has aptly
summarized the relationship between aesthetic qualities and perception, "aesthetics deals
with a kind of perception. People have to see the grace or unity of a work…the crucial
thing is to see, hear, or feel" (137). Thus one reason that I focus on one word alone is
6

A note on terminology: in order to distinguish when I am talking about the aesthetic
concept of poikilia versus the particular form of the word used to signal the presence of
this quality (cf. the difference between terms like "beauty" versus "beautiful"), I will use
poikilia to refer to the former and poikil/ as a shorthand to denote the latter.
7
See also Sibley (1965) for further discussion of the distinction between aesthetic and
non-aesthetic terms. His views on the importance of aesthetic vocabulary for our
understanding of aesthetic experience continue to be influential in contemporary
scholarship on aesthetics. For a summary of his influence see Brady and Levinson (2001)
1-21.
4

because, for Sibley, as for my study, I will maintain that we can access the activity of
perception through an examination of the precise language used to describe interactions
with sensory phenomena.8
My adoption of this premise is in line with Richard Neer's (2010b) injunction to
turn to verbal descriptions of artifacts in order to gain insight into the Greek concept of
art and the aesthetic:
We cannot know what a statue does without describing its effects on beholders—
for a statue does nothing at all but elicit such effects. We cannot know these
effects without knowing the expressions to which they give rise—for there is
nothing else to know (194-5, emphasis added).9
Thus my goal is not to posit a single, monolithic definition of the concept of poikilia, but
is instead to illuminate the distinctive effects associated with the different uses of the
term, and further, to show how these uses signal the subtle, often complex ways that a
variety of phenomena were thought to interact with one another. And given that aesthetic
responses are themselves culturally conditioned and reflect existing systems of valuation,
8

cf. Brady (2001) on Sibley's work, "Sibley located the richness of aesthetic experience
not in the emotional, imaginative, or cognitive aspects of appreciation, but rather in the
immediate, first-hand perception of various qualities expressible through the variety and
diversity of aesthetic language" 5.
9
Rudolf Arnheim (1974) also articulates the relationship between sensory experience and
verbal expression and, accordingly, stresses the importance of attending to the vocabulary
of experience: "Such a classification ["the language of the Klamath Indians has prefixes
for words referring to objects of similar shape or movement" p. 453] groups things
together that to our way of thinking belong in very different categories and have little or
nothing in common. At the same time, these features of primitive language remind us that
the poetical habit of uniting practically disparate objects by metaphor is not a
sophisticated invention of artists, but derives from and relies on the universal and
spontaneous way of approaching the world of experience" 454, emphasis added. His
reference to the capacity of language to "unite practically disparate objects" illustrates
well one of the facets of poikil/ that has so often attracted philological attention.
5

it will also be my purpose to identify some of the cultural, social, and political factors that
shape reactions to and evaluations of these experiences.10 Hence my title, "Sense and
Sensibility," refers to sensory experience on the one hand and to cultural attitudes and
dispositions towards those experiences on the other.11
The structure of what follows corresponds roughly to the shape of the LSJ entry in
its progression from the concrete (textiles, animals, armament) to the more abstract
(speech, cunning, music). In the first chapter, I will focus on the passages that link
poikilia with animals as well as textiles and painting. It is here that a clear relationship
between poikilia and color perception will emerge, and this is one that will prove central
to each of the subsequent chapters. For in those studies, poikilia will often be linked with
the particularly dynamic and illusory visual effects that, as the first chapter will show, are
most apparent in the uses of the term to characterize the appearance of colors. In the next
chapter I will turn to the manifestation of poikilia within the dressed human body (in
textiles as well as in armor). There it will become clear how the term in both types of
media (fabric and metal) denotes an especially luminous, shimmering aspect, but to
different effects depending on the relationship between the wearer and viewer. As I will
show, these distinctions are markedly gendered: the poikilia of a woman's robe or jewelry

10

cf. Classen (1993) and Howes and Classen (2013), which are two of the preeminent
examples of this kind of sensory anthropology.
11
cf. the definition of aesthetic formulated by Sluiter and Rosen (2012), "We will not be
concerned in this volume with the question of 'the aesthetic' as a universal feature or
faculty of humans (or not)….[we] will be looking for historicized, embodied, and
(potentially) culturally specific reactions to and evaluations of how the outside world
impinged on the senses of ancient Greeks and Romans" 2.
6

is closely correlated with her ability to evoke male desire, while the poikilia emanating
from metal objects is linked with wonder and fear.
The third chapter considers more closely how poikilia manifests itself between
persons (rather than between artifacts and viewers) by focusing on examples that attribute
poikilia to ruses and deceit, and to that form of intelligence that excels in engineering
such tricks: m!tis. I will contend here that such uses of the term reveal the conception of
the human body, and human speech, as a medium akin to fabric or metal, in which
comparably illusory and beguiling effects can be obtained. And it is in this context that
the pitfalls of visual and aural perception will be at their clearest, for it is the inability to
distinguish the genuine from the affected that makes individuals become victims of
deceit.
In the fourth chapter, I turn to the body of passages that attribute poikilia to
various types of musical sounds: voices and instruments as well as songs themselves.
Whereas previous chapters have drawn examples from a wide range of authors and
genres, here Pindar will play a particularly prominent role, since it is Pindar who is the
first to explicitly ascribe poikilia to music and construe this as a highly desirable quality
of praise poetry in particular. But by analyzing Pindar's allusions to musico-poetic
poikilia alongside its portrayal in later fifth-century sources, I will demonstrate that
poikil/ is bound up specifically with different types of musical movement (rhythm and
melody as well as dance) and thus conveys how superlative music is that which effects a
symbiosis between vision and audition.

7

The fifth and final chapter considers the representation of poikilia in Plato, and is
thus particularly concerned to illuminate why he is so critical of this quality. This is the
natural endpoint for my study because it is Plato who is the first to deal at length with the
popular appeal of poikilia in the visual and performing arts, a topic that is particularly
prominent in the Republic. More precisely, Plato expresses concern about the
psychological effects of the types of experiences discussed in the preceding chapters, and
with the intersection between ethics, politics, and aesthetics contained in such
experiences. Ultimately, I will argue here that the dynamic, affective character of poikilia
makes this a particularly apt concept to illustrate Plato's worries about the vicissitudes
and pitfalls of sense perception, and that this is why Plato refers to this quality again and
again as an example of a deceptively pleasurable aesthetic experience.
Finally, a note on translation: since my aim is to illuminate those aspects of
sensory experience that seem to be peculiar to poikilia and not to provide a catch-all
translation for every instance of the term, it will quickly become clear that I do not favor
any one particular English translation of the word. Instead, I will endeavor to translate the
word in a way that best reflects the particular context in which it appears. For instance,
while the term's attribution to the textiles used as dedicatory offerings denotes their
elaborate, beautiful aspect, the fabric that Clytaemnestra and Medea use in deadly plots
are "beguiling" in their beauty, since, as I will argue, it is the tantalizing allure of this
material that enables their snares to take effect. Thus, in instances like these, where I
think a certain English term is especially apt to express the particular valence of poikil/ in

8

that example, I will flag it as such, but otherwise will rely on a range of English terms to
capture poikilia rather than one in particular.

9

Chapter One. Poikilia and the Aesthetics and Phenomenology of Color
One aspect that will prove to be fundamental to poikilia is the possibility for its
expression in a wide variety of media, but I want to begin with the passages that attribute
poikilia specifically to the visual experiences of textiles and painting. This is because it is
in these descriptions that we can most clearly discern some of the formal features
associated with this quality as well as gain a sense of the unique kind of visual impression
that these features create. For in order to begin to understand what poikilia represents as
an aesthetic concept (expressed in its use as an aesthetic term), it is necessary to first
discern the empirical and therefore non-aesthetic features that enable the quality of
poikilia to emerge and which underpin the characterization of particular phenomena in
terms of poikil/ (the examples addressed here will include features like color, material,
and shape). For this reason, it will be necessary here and elsewhere to attempt to identify
some of the non-aesthetic terms (and their corresponding non-aesthetic properties)
associated with poikilia. And the examples discussed in this section will underline color,
and specifically variegation in color, as one of the fundamental material properties that
contributes to a peculiar visual aspect unique to poikilia. 12

12

cf. Porter (2010) on the relationship between material and appearance, "The congener
of matter is appearance, for that which makes matter aesthetic is the way it offers itself to
sensation and experience: appearance is matter's face" 121.
10

That poikilia is generally associated with color, and specifically with multiplicity
of color, is clear from a number of examples. For one, it appears frequently as a way to
encapsulate the characteristically colorful appearance of particular animals. For example,
a late classical text, the pseudo-Aristotelian De Coloribus, uses poikilia to characterize
the multicolored aspect of birds' plumage: "But even all the manifold colors of birds were
once what we would call black…it is only later that they take on all such variegation"
(-&&. $*/ ). !"#$%&* )01 231451 !617’ 8' 9:!9;1 <4&*1*…=>)93"1 ?@ &*<A619#
!6>*' ).' )"#*B)*' !"#$#&%*', 799b11-14).13 Similarly, Aesop refers to the spots of the
leopard and deer in terms of their poikilia. In the fable of the stag at the spring, the stag
"exalts in" this quality and in his stature (CD6&&9)" E30>* )F <4D97"' $*/ )G1
!"#$#&%*1, Fab. 76). And in the fable of the fox and the leopard, the leopard boasts that
the poikilia of his body makes him more beautiful than the fox (-&(!HI $*/ !63?*&#'
!93/ $6&&"J' K3#L"1. )M' ?@ !*3?6&95' !*3’ N$*>)* )G1 )"O >(<*)"' !"#$#&%*1
!3"A*&&"<41H', Fab. 12). I will discuss these passages again in greater detail below,
but for now I want to emphasize how the examples cited so far allude to a close
connection not only between poikilia and color, but also indicate how this variegated
aspect contributes to the aesthetic value of phenomena by making them beautiful and
therefore pleasurable to look upon.
Plato's description of the appearance of the world below heaven in the Phaedo
("The earth, when seen from above, is variegated and divided into patches of color," P DM
*Q)G :?9;1, 9R )#' S15791 79T)"…!"#$%&H, U3(<*>#1 ?#9#&H<<41H, 110b5-6)
13

Unless otherwise noted, all translations are my own.
11

explicitly links both of these facets, but also gives clearer indication as to how this quality
may be perceived. This is because he goes on to describe the perception of poikilia
specifically as a kind of "appearance," phantasia, (V*1)6L9>7*#) and attributes a
shining, gleaming quality to this aspect: "[The hollows of the earth] furnish a certain
appearance of color as each one [color] gleams amid the variety of other hues, such that it
creates the impression of one continuous appearance of variegation" (U3(<*)W' )# 9X?"'
!*34U9>7*# >)%&A"1)* Y1 )Z )01 S&&51 U35<6)51 !"#$#&%[, \>)9 N1 )# *Q)M'
9X?"' >J119U@' !"#$%&"1 V*1)6L9>7*#, 110d1-3). This passage articulates two aspects
of poikilia that will recur in many of its other applications: the shininess or gleam
(>)%&A"1)*) that poikilia can manifest and the link between poikilia and the perception
of an image (9X?"') or visual impression (V*1)6L9>7*#).14 The link between poikilia
and phantasia is significant because it conveys how a visual impression (the
phenomenological qualities of a visual experience) may be qualitatively distinct from the
material, empirical reality of the object perceived. And as the examples discussed here
will attest, the conception of poikilia as an emergent property (i.e. one that becomes
perceptible because of a particular configuration of material, empirical elements) derives
from its association with color.

14

A note on typography: I will transliterate Greek into the nominative form when I refer
to the word in general, whereas I will use Greek characters in order to quote a specific
instance of the word.
12

I. Fabricating Poikilia on the Loom

I want to begin with a focus on the poikilia of textiles, since these examples will
provide the clearest indication of why this quality was desirable, as the types of fabric
characterized in terms of poikil/ were prized for their appearance at least as much, if not
more, than their utility.15 Attention to what this term signifies in relation to textiles will
thus provide the richest scope for elucidating the contours of poikilia's aesthetic value
(i.e. what makes its perception a positive, pleasurable experience).
Since weaving was an activity almost exclusively carried out by women, in
archaic and classical texts poikil/ is very often used to describe feminine garments,
especially peploi. Not only are these the products of feminine handiwork but they can
also, in their function as garments, comprise an aspect of a woman's appearance.16 This
imparts a gendered dimension to the use of poikil/ to describe garments that I will discuss
more fully in the next chapter, where it will become clear how this association with
feminine handiwork can impart a seductive, sexually desirable quality to poikilia.17 But in
this chapter I want to concentrate on how weaving can lend to textiles great aesthetic
15

cf. Barber (2007), "the intricacies of their [textiles'] designs…bespeak artistry over
efficiency" 174. In this sense, the textiles that I will discuss here fit the bill for Thomas
Habinek's (2010) correlation of aesthetic experience with "special" artifacts: "If every
culture gives evidence of the production of artifacts that have been made special, then we
can safely denominate the qualities that allow us to identify such an object in a given
context as 'aesthetic'. The aesthetic features of an artifact would thus be those perceivable
characteristics that differentiate it from the everyday and/or adapt it to a system of
meaning-making through form in a given context" 223.
16
cf. Grand-Clément (2011), "la bigarrure semble constituer un trait caractéristique de la
garde-robe féminine" 436.
17
cf. Jenkins (1985), Sebesta (2002), Van Wees (2005).
13

value, an aspect evident from their depictions as objects produced both by and for elite
women.18 That such garments are frequently used as gift-offerings in archaic and classical
works also makes it clear that poikilia enjoyed a long existence as a precious, desirable
quality suitable for elite consumption and production.19
An additional reason for beginning with textiles is that the etymological roots of
poikil/ indicate that its earliest linguistic predecessors denoted activities of manual
craftsmanship as well as the decorated textiles that were the products of such
techniques.20 The use of poikil/ to describe both textiles and their production continues to
be one of the most common attributions of the word in archaic and classical sources, and
this is significant because it suggests an intimate association between poikil/ and manual
artistry, with the term designating both the process and products of such work. And

18

cf. Aristoph. Pl. 530 and Lys. 1189-90, which explicitly identify poikil/ textiles as a
staple of the elite woman's wardrobe.
19
e.g. Hecuba's offering to Athena (Il. 6.289-90), Helen's gift for Telemachus' future
bride (Od. 15. 104-8), Antinous' offering to Penelope (Od. 292-3), Sappho's mention of
Andromache's bridal gifts (!"%$#&’-7B3<*)*, fr. 44 L-P, 7), and Medea's present for
Glauce (Eur. Med. 1159).
An inscription that records the vestments dedicated to Artemis Brauronia in 446
(IG II 754.8-9 (=C. Michel Recueil d'inscriptions grecques [Paris, 1900], no. 819, 8-9)
offers an example of a historical use of poikil/ textiles as a gift offering and so indicates
that poikil/ could denote real-life items of great value and prestige and is not just a
construct of the poetic lexicon. This includes a cloak (U#751%>$"') that is described as
!93#!"%$#&"', where the prefix suggests that the entire garment was decorated, and not
just the border, for instance. Thus when Homer describes Hecuba's offering as ]'
$6&&#>)"' ^H1 !"#$%&<*>#1 C?@ <4D#>)"' (Il. 6.294), he may well be imagining a
similar all-over decoration. In the inscription, the adjective must refer to the grammata
(which could be either letters or images) that are said to be woven into it: D36<<[<*)]*
Y|1JV*><41* (3). See also Cleland, Davies, and Llewellyn-Jones (2007) s.v. poikilos.
And the fact that the letters are said to be woven in (Y|1JV*><41*) offers evidence that
the quality of poikil/ could be achieved by weaving, not embroidery, an aspect of the term
that I discuss in greater detail below.
20
See above, Introduction n. 2.
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although it is impossible to assert that the application of the term to textiles in particular
is primary (and therefore, that all of its other uses are derivative from this one), the
association of poikil/ with textiles is prominent. This is evident from the number of
cognates that associate poikil/ specifically with weaving and/or textiles. For example, the
substantive !"%$#&<* is consistently only used to designate textiles or parts of textiles,
and the emergence of the term !"#$#&)_' in Aeschines and Aristotle to refer to a
professional textile worker also indicates a persistent and close link between weaving,
textiles, and poikilia.21 This aspect of the term's history will be of particular relevance
when we consider its application to m!tis and to intellectual activity more generally.
But although there are many attributions of poikil/ to textiles in archaic and
classical sources, in most cases the adjective is the only descriptive term used for the
garments in question. In other words, most passages do not specify the sensuous (i.e.
empirical properties such as lines, shapes, colors, and materials) elements in the
individual textile that contributed to the manifestation of this quality. On the one hand,
this suggests that the signification of the term itself was sufficiently familiar to require no
further explanation of the elements it denoted, which in turn implies that poikil/ was a
well-known or common aspect of textiles. On the other hand, this does not entail that it
denoted a non-specific property, one that is implied by translations like "elaborate",
"multi-colored", or "highly-wrought". Instead, I will argue that it signifies the vividness
or lifelikeness of the images woven within such textiles by means of colored threads. It is
in this use of color that we can begin to discern a similarity between woven poikilia and
21

Aeschin. 1.97.9, Aristot. Meteor. 375a27.
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painting, for the latter also relies on material components (i.e. pigments) for its
construction of images.
Indication of poikilia's value as a quality of textiles is the fact that numerous
examples connect a poikil/ aspect with beauty (kal/) by describing textiles with both
terms (e.g. Od. 18.293, HHAphr. 88-9, Aesch. Ag. 923). Homer's description of the
peplos that Hecuba offers to Athena affirms that the robe is "the most beautiful"
($6&&#>)"') because of the presence of "fancy handiwork" (!"#$%&<*)*) within: ]'
$6&&#>)"' ^H1 !"#$%&<*>#1 C?@ <4D#>)"' (Il. 6.294, repeated at Od. 15.107). Likewise,
Plato asserts that children and women would judge an "elaborate cloak" (!"#$%&"1
`<6)#"1) to be "the most beautiful", $*&&%>)H a1 V*%1"#)", 557c5-6. These examples
thus suggest a certain degree of overlap in the application of these terms to textiles by
indicating that poikil/ and kal/ equally described the visual appeal of such objects. To be
clear, I am not making the claim that these terms are entirely interchangeable (i.e. that all
things described as kal/ are also poikil/ or vice versa), but am emphasizing how both of
these qualities often appear in concert and so equally denominate the superlative quality
of such fabric.
Given the clear aesthetic value associated with poikilia, this raises the question as
to what such garments may have looked like, and why this kind of appearance was so
sought-after. With respect to the first question, there is good indication that the poikilia of
fabric manifested itself in patterns of bright colors. Orestes, for example, refers in the
Libation Bearers to the "many dyes" of "decorated fabric" (!"&&.' A*V.'… )"O
!"#$%&<*)"', 1013), and similarly, Ibycus mentions !"#$%&* b4D<*)* (fr. 35 Page=10b
16

Bergk), which the lexicographer of the Etymologicum Magnum glosses as "dyed cloth."22
And that Plato says that a "decorated cloak" (`<6)#"1 !"#$%&"1) is one that is "adorned
with all manners of dyes " (`<6)#"1 !"#$%&"1 !c>#1 S179># !9!"#$#&<41"1, 557c5)
links both the quality and activity of poikilia with the creation of an artificial
polychromatic aspect.23

22

Dyes could be used either to dye individual threads, which could then be woven into a
pattern or image, but these tinctures could also be applied to a pre-made textile and create
a similar effect. Herodotus (I.203.2) claims that this practice was native to the Caucasus
and that it created a similar effect to that of weaving in differently-colored threads (Y1
)";># $*/ ?41?39* VB&&* )"#M>?9 :?4H' !*39UW<91* 9X1*# &4D9)*#, ). )3%A"1)6' )9
$*/ !*3*<%>D"1)*' =?53 LT* d5J)";># Y' )G1 Y>7M)* YDD36V9#1: ). ?@ LT* "Q$
Y$!&B19>7*#, -&&. >JD$*)*DH36>$9#1 )T S&&e 9:3%e $*). !93 Y1JV*1741)*
-3U_1. <;I#1 ?@ )"B)51 )01 -173(!51 9X1*# Y<V*14* $*). !93 )";># !3"A6)"#>#)
On dyes in textiles see also Vickers (1999) 20-22. Barber (1991) 379 identifies this
practice as a cheaper alternative to the tapestry weave technique that allowed for the
inclusion of elaborate images.
Although it is not my purpose here to elucidate the precise techniques associated
with the production of poikil/ textiles, that verbs that specifically denote weaving (rather
than dyeing or painting) are consistently used to describe the creation of elaborate images
in textiles (e.g. Il. 3.125-7, Aesch. Choeph. 231-2, Eur. Ion 1417-1423) suggests that
these were created through the use of dyed threads, and not by the dyeing technique
alluded to by Herodotus, cf. Barber (1991) 225, 359 n.2.
23
Steiber (2011) 323 n. 37 rightly emphasizes the importance of keeping in mind the
distinction between floral designs and the flowers that were frequently used for dyeing
textiles (cf. Barber 1991 275), which could both be designated by the term S17"'.
However, the uses of poikil/ in the passages discussed in this chapter indicate that this
term, at least, consistently refers to the arrangement of such dyes rather than to the dyes
themselves. As such, I will not be devoting much attention here to the particular
terminology for dyes and dyeing processes.
See Grand-Clément (2011) 435-9 and 459-463 for an excellent discussion of
poikilia in textiles that focuses specifically on the term's relationship to a polychromatic
aspect. Her work has been particularly instructive for my own discussion of poikilia and
color, but whereas her interest is in how the archaic and classical Greeks conceptualized
color both in the material arts and in their use of color terms, my focus is specifically in
the phenomenology of color (as well as the other formal characteristics linked with
poikilia).
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More specific illustration of what poikilia consists in comes from its link with
floral patterning. Homer's description of Andromache's weaving provides the earliest and
one of the most illuminating descriptions of the visual effect of poikilia: "But she was
weaving a double-folded purple robe at her loom in the inmost part of the house and was
sprinkling in it different-colored flowers" (-&&’ f D’ `>)F1 =V*#19 <JUT ?W<"J
g,H&";" | ?%!&*$* !"3VJ34H1, Y1 ?@ 73W1* !"#$%&’ ^!*>>9, Il. 22.440-1).24
Moreover, the epithet !"#$#&W73"1*, which seems closely akin to the 73W1* !"#$%&*
described here, also appears in Sappho's address to Aphrodite (1.1 L-P). And while the
precise meaning of 73W1* has long been debated, it is now generally accepted that it
must refer not to a throne or seat, but to flowers of some sort. The current debate
concerns whether it denotes actual ones or a kind of floral pattern.25 But whether 73W1*
could refer to particular flowers or not, it is safe to assume that the reference to
Andromache's 73W1* !"#$%&* at the very least describes the image of flowers within the
mantle, and it seems likely that Sappho's epithet refers to a similar kind of appearance.26
24

Many have noted the significance of the choice of the verb Y<!6>>5 because of its
association with pharmaka (cf. Il. 5.401, 900). I will return to this in the next chapter, in
discussing the affects associated with poikila textiles.
25
Bolling (1958), following Lawler's (1948) discussion of 73W1"' in Homer, argues that
in both Homer and Sappho the epithet should be understood to refer not to a throne, but
to flowers, an interpretation followed closely by Putnam (1960-1), who proposes that the
epithet denotes Aphrodite's floral-patterned robe. More recently, Scheid and Svenbro
(1996, 53-8) have addressed this issue at length and provide a useful survey of the ancient
testimonia on 73W1*. They have also shown definitively that !"#$#&W73"1* would have
been understood as referring to a woven floral motif. On this term see also GrandClément (2011) 461-2, who discusses in greater detail the connotations of magic
associated with this term.
26
See Putnam (1960-1) 82 and Scheid and Svenbro (1996) 53-8. This epithet will be
discussed in greater detail in the next chapter for its association with love-charms, as will
the poikilos kestos of Aphrodite portrayed in Iliad 14.
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But what I want to underscore here is the contrast between the color of the diplax
and the flowers that Andromache adds to it. That these are specifically said to appear
against a dark background (!"3VJ34H1) emphasizes the bright colors of the floral design
and creates the impression of a stark chromatic contrast between fabric and pattern.27 The
relationship between poikilia, patterning, and chromatic contrast is even clearer in the use
of this adjective to describe the appearance of the night sky. In the Prometheus Bound,
Aeschylus' allusion to Night with the epithet !"#$#&9%<51 "arrayed in spangled garb"
(24) embodies a similar juxtaposition between light and dark.28 This was clearly not an
uncommon way to characterize the night sky, since Euripides too refers to the "brocade
of the stars" (->)4351 !"#$%&<*)*, Hel. 1096), as does Critias in equivocating the
"starry body of heaven" with the "beautiful, elaborate handiwork of Cronos, the skilled
craftsman" ()W )’ ->)935!F1 "Q3*1"O ?4<*', | h3W1"J $*&F1 !"%$#&<* )4$)"1"'
>"V"O, 88 [81] DK fr. 26, 33-4). Not only do these examples envision the night sky as a
kind of textile (in a manner similar to Pherecydes' description of the kosmos as a kind of
robe in a passage that I discuss in detail below), but conversely, also testify to the
capacity of textiles to manifest an appearance similar to that of the night sky. And this is
one that, like Andromache's diplax, is characterized by stark chromatic contrasts: bright
stars against a dark background. Moreover, these examples hint at a relationship between
poikilia and what we would call "patterning" in English, since the chromatic contrasts of

27

In describing textiles, porphureos almost certainly denotes a particular deep purple dye
(cf. Irwin 1974 18).
28
LSJ s.v. !"#$#&9%<51 as a compound of !"#$#&/ and 9i<*.
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these textiles are organized specifically so as to form a coherent, recognizable set of
images of flowers or stars.29
Moreover, as the Critias example indicates, woven forms of poikilia came about
through the exercise of great technical skill ()4$)"1"' >"V"O). Indicative of this fact is
Homer's diligence in recording who made individual peploi.30 That Athena, for instance,
is said to wear a poikilos peplos that she "made herself" (j1 b’ *Q)G !"#_>*)" $*/ $6<9
U93>%1, Il. 5.735, 8.386) illustrates this point perfectly. Not only was poikil/ a quality
appropriate for a goddess' robe, but it also was a characteristic of the handiwork of the
patron goddess of weaving herself, which suggests that only the very best weavers could
achieve this quality. This example thus succinctly typifies an aspect of the term's usage
that will prove to be fundamental to all of its various applications to artificial, manmade
creations (whether in weaving, metallurgy, music, etc.): namely, that the attribution of
poikil/ refers both to the appearance of the object itself as well as to the apparent skill and
technique needed to produce this effect.31
In this section, my aim has been twofold: 1) to begin to adumbrate some of the
formal, empirical elements that comprise the poikilia attributed to textiles and 2) to
demonstrate how and why these properties lend these works visual appeal. I have
29

cf. Cleland, Davies, and Llwellyn-Jones (2007) s.v. "Patterned Textiles".
cf. his mentions of the Sidonian women at Il. 6.289-90, "` !4!&"# !*<!"%$#&* ^3D*
DJ1*#$01 | k#?"1%51 as well as Helen,l&41H ?@ !*3%>)*)" V53#*<";>#1, | ^17’ ^>*1
"` !4!&"# !*<!"%$#&"#, "m' $6<91 *Q)_. (Od. 15.104-5).
31
A further product of this technical skill may have consisted in the inclusion of tiny
beads or pearls, as Elizabeth Barber (1991) has convincingly shown (171-2). Since this
kind of adornment was referred to with the term !*><6)#*, this would also help to define
the verb Y<!6>>5 that is used to describe Helen's weaving (Il. 3.126) and Andromache's
"sprinkling in" (^!*>>9) of !"#$%&* 73W1* at Il. 22.441.
30
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highlighted color, and specifically variegation or patterning in color, as one of the
fundamental components of woven poikilia. But we can better understand why the stark
color combinations alluded to here were a desirable feature of textiles by inquiring more
closely as to the visual effects of color variegation and chromatic contrasts. In the next
section, therefore, I want to turn to passages that describe the perception of multiple
colors and the phenomenological qualities of such perceptions. Thus, although some of
these passages do not explicitly discuss poikilia, they will nonetheless give us insight into
the phenomenological character of this concept because they describe the sensory
experiences of very similar visual phenomena (like the appearance of dyes in textiles).
For an additional feature that is often linked with the poikilia of textiles is the impression
of extraordinary luminosity (e.g. when Homer says that Hecuba's and Helen's peploi each
"shone like a star", ->)G3 ?’ n' -!4&*<!91, 6.295; Od. 15.108). While this is likely to
be in part a reference to the texture of the fabric itself, which could have been treated
with oil in order to lend it sheen, softness, and possibly fragrance, in the next section we
will see how this pronounced brightness was also thought to be a result of color
combinations (particularly those that appear in very smooth surfaces like birds' feathers
or finely-woven fabric).32

32

The practice of treating cloth with oil is more explicitly described in the depiction of
the Phaecian women's weaving at Od. 7.107 ($*#3"J>>451 ?’ 27"1451 -!"&9%A9)*#
gD3F1 ^&*#"1). On this see Janko (1992) ad Il. 14. 172-4 and Shelmerdine (1985) 12830.
The evidence for perfuming clothes as a widespread practice in the archaic period
is scanty but suggestive. There are only a few examples in archaic poetry that testify to
the "fragrant" quality of clothes: 7J(?9* 9o<*)’, Od. 21.52; 2?<G ?’ `<93W9>>*
7JH41)51 -!F !4!&51/>$%?1*)", HHD 277-8, cf. Il. 6.288, 76&*<"1 $H(91)*. Thus,
while it is possible that the practice of perfuming cloth (instead of or in addition to the
21

II. The Dynamics of Color Perception: Textiles and Painting

As will shortly become clear in this section, one common attitude discernible
among three authors that discuss color perception in detail (Plato, Aristotle, and the
pseudo-Aristotelian author of the De Coloribus) is the idea that certain chromatic
contrasts had specific phenomenological effects: namely, that the juxtaposition of certain
hues served to make one or both appear brighter. Not only does this suggest that the
"shining" aspect of poikil/ textiles may consist in the vibrancy obtained by strategic
contrasts of hue, but this belief also reflects an idea alluded to in the passage from the
Phaedo quoted at the beginning of this chapter (>J119U@' !"#$%&"1 V*1)6L9>7*#,
110d3): there, the characterization of poikilia's perception in terms of phantasia hinted at
the possibility for combinations of colors to confuse or even deceive their viewers
because their appearance may be at odds with their material reality (i.e. the colors of the
actual dyes used).
Aristotle, for example, claims that the rainbow only appears to exhibit a streak of
a yellowy-orange and that this is an optical illusion generated by the juxtaposition of red
and green: "The yellowy color appears to be there because it appears between the others,
for red seems light alongside green" ()F ?@ I*17F1 V*%19)*# ?#. )F !*3’ S&&H&*
V*%19>7*#. )F D.3 V"#1#$"O1 !*3. )F !36>#1"1 &9J$F1 V*%19)*#, Meteor. 375a6-

use of perfumed oil on bodies) was more widespread than this evidence would suggest, I
do not want to put too much weight on the presence of an olfactory element in sensory
engagements with textiles. It is clear, on the other hand, that women did use perfumed
garments during the Anthesteria (see Lee 2015 222 with fig 7.14). See Lee (2015) 256-7
for extensive bibliography on all aspects of the ancient uses and production of perfume.
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8).33 That this effect was thought to be prominent in textiles is marked by the fact that he
goes on to cite the use of dyes in fabric as an analogy for this kind of illusion:
D%D19)*# ?@ )"O)" )F !67"' $*)*V*1@' $*/ Y!/ )01 -1701· Y1 D.3 )";'
gV6><*>#1 $*/ !"#$%&<*>#1 -<B7H)"1 ?#*V439# )Z V*1)*>%[ S&&* !*3’
S&&* )#74<91* )01 U35<6)51, "i"1 $*/ ). !"3VJ3c Y1 &9J$";' p <4&*>#1
Y3%"#', ^)# ? Y1 *QDZ )"#[?/ p )"#[?%· ?#F $*/ "` !"#$#&)*% V*># ?#*<*3)619#1
Y3D*LW<91"# !3F' )F1 &BU1"1 !"&&6$#' )01 -1701, &*<A61"1)9' N)93*
-17’ d)4351.
The same effect is visible in dyes. For the placement of different colors alongside
others in woven and decorated textiles produces an indescribable (-<B7H)"1)
difference in the appearance (V*1)*>%[) of their colors, such as purple against
white versus black; and a similar difference occurs when colors appear in one
kind of light or another. For this reason, pattern weavers (!"#$#&)*%) say that they
often make mistakes in the dyes when working in lamplight and end up choosing
the wrong colors (Meteor. 375a22-8).
It is telling that Aristotle cites dyes and textiles as a way to illustrate the illusory
effects of color perception, because this suggests that this "indescribable difference"
generated from different arrangements of dyed threads was a well-known phenomenon.
This in turn implies that the activity of the pattern weavers (!"#$#&)*%), and the quality of
poikilia, likely consisted in an artful arrangement of dyed threads such that the textile
produced the impression, phantasia, of the brightness and luminosity alluded to in the
passages discussed in the section above. That Aristotle characterizes color perception in

33

On !36>#1"' as "green", see Rowe (1972) 349. Aristotle maintains that one
explanation for the appearance of colors other than white (leukos) and black (melas) is
that different proportions of these two in mixture (as opposed to their combination via
overlaying or juxtaposition) produce other colors like red and purple (De Sens. 439b19440a6, cf. Keuls 1978 70-1). Thus in saying that the red of the rainbow looks leukos, he
doesn't mean that it looks "white," but that, in conjunction with green, there appears to be
a greater proportion of white within the red, causing it to look lighter. For a fuller
explanation of the optical illusion to which Aristotle here refers, see Keuls (1997) 141-2,
who sees Aristotle's remark here as a description of the effects of optical fusion, which
will be discussed further below.
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terms of V*%15 (V*%19)*#, V*%19>7*#, 375a7) rather than aisth!sis, is also significant,
because this designates the perception of color as something distinct from empirical
reality.34 qf the perception of color is inherently a phantasia and therefore
phenomenological (and non-veridical, as would be the case with an empirical property) in
character, then this intimates that the perception of poikilia is highly subjective as well as
dynamic (in the sense that color's perception shifts depending on the degree of light in
which it is viewed). This in turn suggests a corresponding instability to the perception of
poikilia, and the implications of this fluidity will become particularly apparent in chapter
three's focus on the link between poikilia and deception.
The author of the pseudo-Aristotelian De Coloribus, who was certainly a student
of Aristotle's,35 also attests to the subjective character of color perception by going so far
as to say that we "never perceive pure colors":

34

This term reflects the close connection that Aristotle elsewhere draws between vision
and imagination in saying that the latter is impossible without the former (DA 429a3-5).
It is in the De Anima, too, that Aristotle offers a definition of phantasia as "the process by
which we say that an image is presented to us" (9: ?G Y>)#1 P V*1)*>%* $*7’ p1
&4D"<91 V61)*><* )# P<;1 D%D19>7*#, 428a1-2, trans. Hett 1936) that is "not identical
with sensation" (j)# <@1 "r1 "Q$ ^>)#1 *R>7H>#', 428a5-6).
The bibliography on Aristotle's conception of phantasia is vast and vexed. This is
because it is not at all clear what precise function Aristotle wants to attribute to it and so
some commentators have suggested that Aristotle uses the term in different ways even
within the same text. It is sufficiently clear from his discussion of it in the De Anima,
however, that a) phantasia is a kind of subjective experience distinct from purely sensory
perception (aisth!sis) and b) that color perception constitutes just such an experience
because of the privileged connection that he identifies between sight and color (DA
418b3-419a23). What is relevant to my purposes here is Aristotle's explanation of the
illusionistic quality of the kind of color combination that is characteristic of poikilia. See
Scheiter (2012) n. 2 for a recent survey of important contributions to the study of
Aristotelian phantasiai.
35
Gottschalk (1964) provides a useful survey of the arguments against genuine
Aristotelian composition and of the various alternative candidates for its authorship.
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)01 ?@ U3(<*)51 "Q?@1 E30<91 9:&#$3#1@' "XW1 Y>)#1, -&&. !61)*
$9$3*<41* Y1 d)43"#'…)*;' D9 )"O V5)F' *QD*;' $*/ )*;' >$#*;'
$93*11B<91* -&&";*, $*/ "QU "X6 Y>)#, V*%19)*#.
We never see pure colors, but all mixed up with others…or as they are mixed with
rays of light and with shadows, and so they appear different and not as they really
are (793b13-117).
Thus while Aristotle maintains that there are only seven distinct colors, the author of the
De Coloribus places no such limit on the variability of hues and in fact characterizes as
poikil/ the multiplicity of shades that, as in Aristotle's account, can be created both by
color mixture and by the interaction of different intensities of light.36 That the author of
this text is interested in what colors are perceptible and why, rather than in distinguishing
"real" colors from the merely apparent, makes this a particularly useful source for
understanding ancient reactions to color mixtures. This is because of this work's attention
to the phenomenological character of color perception in its focus on the appearance of
colors, rather than on physics.37 Like Aristotle, this author also testifies that the illusory
nature of color perception is particularly apparent when colors are combined with one
another. Artificial dyes in fabric are again used to illustrate this point:
A6!)9)*# ?@ $*/ ). <4&*1* )01 Y3%51, "Q <G1 E<"%5' D9 )T U3(<*)#
D%D19)*# &*<!36, ?#. )F A6!)9>7*# )"s' !W3"J' *Q)01 9:' )"s' )01 -1701
9:>#W1)*', ). ?@ <9)*Is ?#*>)_<*)* )M' )3#UF' <H?9<%*1 &*<A619#1 A*V_1.
)*O)* &9J$. <@1 t1)*, $*/ !*3’ S&&H&* $9%<91* )";' U3(<*>#, !"#9; !61)*
36

u. ?’ S&&* Y$ )"B)51 )Z $36>9# $*/ )T <c&&"1 $*/ v))"1 D#D1W<91* !"&&.' $*/
!"#$%&*' !"#9; U35<6)51 V*1)*>%*' (792a4-6) (cf. ). <@1 )*;' )"O P&%"J *QD*;',
). ?@ )*;' )"O !J3W', !"&&.' $*/ !"#$%&*' !"#"O># <9)*A"&.' U35<6)51, 792b2830).
"And the others (i.e. the non-primary colors) come about from mixtures of these (the
primary colors of black, white, and yellow) in various degrees, mixtures which produce
many diverse appearance of colors."
37
cf. Gottschalk (1964) 78: "He [the author of the De Coloribus] was trying to explain
why things appear to have certain colours, not to distinguish 'true' from apparent
colours."
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V*%19>7*# ). S17H &*<!3W)93*· ). <4&*1* ?@ )"Q1*1)%"1 >$#93. $*/
L"V(?H. ?#F $*/ )F $*&"B<91"1 t3V1#"1 9Q*174>)93"1 D%19)*# )01
<9&6151 p )01 &9J$01· "=)5 D.3 -$3*)4>)93"1 *Q)01 V*%19)*# )F S17"',
$93*11B<91"1 )*;' )"O <4&*1"' *QD*;'. (794a32-794b7)
When black fleeces are dyed they do not become uniformly bright in color,
because their passages are dyed when the dye enters into them, but the spaces in
between the hair receive no dye. These being white, when they lay side by side
with the colors (of the dyes), they make the dyes appear brighter. Conversely, the
black parts are shadowy and dark. For this reason, that which is called brown-grey
becomes brighter on black wool rather than on white. For in this case the dye
appears purer from being mixed with the rays of the black (trans. Hett 1936,
slightly modified)
According to this text, the imposition of colors against a dark or light background in turn
can enhance their brightness and make the whole object appear "more luminous"
(&*<!3W)93*). The author here thus elucidates the "indescribable difference"
(-<B7H)"1 ?#*V439#, 375a23) alluded to in the passage from the Meteorologica quoted
above. And like Aristotle, the author clearly recognizes that the subjectivity characteristic
of color perception is particularly marked in the perception of multiple colors in
juxtaposition. Although the De Coloribus was written long after Homer's allusion to
Andromache's 73W1* against their dark background, it is nevertheless clear that
sophisticated dyeing and weaving techniques, similar to those that Aristotle and pseudoAristotle allude to in their discussion of textiles, were available in the archaic period.38
The author of the De Coloribus here thus provides uniquely detailed insight into the
perceptual experience of poikil/ textiles: namely, that the variegation in hue characteristic

38

cf. Barber (2007) 173-8, (1991), esp. 225, "Real polychromy in the fabrics—the
showing of several different colors on one piece of cloth—seems from the direct
evidence to have developed gradually in the 3rd and 2nd millennia."
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of poikilia contributed to a particular phenomenological quality that consisted in the
perception of the colors in textiles as especially vibrant and bright.
In Plato's allusions to painting, we can discern an important similarity in the way
that color is perceived in textiles as well as in painting, and further, it is here that we will
gain a clearer sense of how the use of color in both media aided in the creation of lifelike
images. This discussion will therefore provide a segue into the subsequent section, which
examines the relationship between poikilia and the creation and appearance of
representational images in textiles.
Plato, too, alludes to the illusory effects of color contrasts at several points, and,
significantly, he does so in connection with a certain style of painting termed
skiagraphia, "shadow painting." As in the passages from the Meteorologica and De
Coloribus, Plato recognizes how contrasts of certain hues can make one or both appear
brighter. For example, in book 9 of the Republic, Socrates describes this effect as
analogous to the way that the perception of both pleasure and pain intensifies when those
sensations occur concurrently:
w3’ "r1 "Q$ -16D$H $*/ P?"1*;' >J19;1*# <9<9#D<41*#' &B!*#', 9:?(&"#'
)M' -&H7"O' P?"1M' $*/ Y>$#*D3*VH<41*#', g!F )M' !*3’ -&&_&*#' 74>95'
-!"U3*#1"<41*#', \>)9 >V"?3"s' d$*)43*' V*%19>7*# (586b7-c3)
And are not the pleasures with which they dwell inevitably commingled with
pains, phantoms and painted illusions of true pleasure, deriving their color from
the juxtaposition of elements, such that each seems particularly intense in contrast
to the others (trans. Shorey 1935, slightly modified)
Although it is difficult to identify with confidence the precise techniques that constituted
skiagraphia, (since there is very little extant material evidence of the wall painting to
which he refers), it is telling that Plato closely associates this style with illusion and
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deception.39 This is because in paintings of this type, the colors and shapes within looked
different depending on where the viewer stood: up close, the image was blurry and
indistinct, whereas from a distance, a vivid image was formed.40
In her study of classical painting techniques, Eva Keuls (1978) has convincingly
shown that Plato's references to this style indicate that it involved not the use of linear
perspective, but the creation of optical fusion, in which surfaces are divided "into small
areas of pure color which, when viewed from the appropriate distance, are not perceived
separately by the eye but blended on the retina" (61). As a result of this technique, such
paintings only formed images when viewed from a suitable distance; but when viewed up
close, they were perceived as incoherent patches of color. And a passage from the
Parmenides more fully describes the effect of such chromatic contrast:
""i"1 Y>$#*D3*VH<41* -!">)61)# <@1 x1 !61)* V*#1W<91* )*Q)F1
V*%19>7*# !9!"1741*# $*/ j<"#* 9X1*#." "!61J D9." "!3">9&7W1)# ?4 D9
!"&&. $*/ N)93* $*/ )T )"O d)43"J V*1)6><*)# d)93";* $*/ -1W<"#*
d*J)";'." (165c10-d3)
"Just as things painted in skiagraphia, when viewed by one who is standing at a
distance, appear to be in the same state and to be alike." "Certainly." "But, as one
approaches them, they prove to be many and diverse and unequal to each other
because of the appearance (V*1)6><*)#) of one in contrast to the other" (trans.
Keuls 1978, slightly modified)
Like Aristotle and the author of the De Coloribus, Plato conceptualizes color perception
as a kind of visual impression (V*1)6><*)#, 165d2, cf. V*%19>7*# at Rep. 586c3, above)
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e.g. Rep. 583b, 602d, Crit. 107c-d, Phd. 69b. Keuls (1975) and (1978) 59-87 remain
the definitive studies on the subject and both pieces contain exhaustive surveys of the
ancient evidence for the practice of skiagraphia, but see also Demand (1975), who
provides a useful analysis of Plato's references to and descriptions of painting in general,
not just skiagraphia.
40
cf. Prm. 165c-d, Tht. 208e.
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rather than as a type of empirical data. Moreover, this passage depicts in greater detail
just what the "appearance" (V*1)6><*) of color variegation consists in by delineating
the effect of the chromatic contrast alluded to in the passage from the Republic quoted
above: it is not just that individual contrasting dabs of color look brighter in opposition to
one another, but that these are perceived as a blended shade that is brighter than any of its
constituent elements.41 Skiagraphia was a type of painting that capitalized on this feature
of color perception, but it is clear that Plato understands this to be an effect naturally
produced by color mixture and not just by the technique of skiagraphia.
Skiagraphia may seem to have taken us far from the textiles that I have focused
on so far, but Eva Keuls (1997) has also proposed that the manipulation of colors in
textiles could have produced the same effect of optical fusion as did skiagraphia (1412).42 In linking the techniques of weaving with painting, she draws on the seminal studies
in color mixture done by Michel Eugène Chevreul, who derived the principles of optical
fusion specifically from his studies of tapestry weaving.43 If we are right to suppose that a
similar use of color (i.e. one that relied on the juxtaposition of hues) was employed both
in textiles and in skiagraphia painting, then this gives a new dimension to poikilia by
revealing the capacity of its characteristic polychromatic contrast to produce optical
effects: namely, that in combination, the colors within textiles took on an enhanced,
illusory brightness.

41

Keuls (1975) 3-4.
Moreover, as Mansfield (1985) has shown, peploi were often displayed as wall
hangings, which would offer a further similarity between wall paintings and textiles.
43
On this see Keuls (1975) 3-4, (1997) 142 n. 84, citing Chevreul (1839) De la loi du
contraste simultané des couleurs.
42
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For Plato, this illusory quality is what underpins his association of skiagraphia
with deception. At the same time, however, he also recognized that other techniques of
coloration contributed to the clarity or vividness (Y163D9#*) of an image:
&WD"' P<;1 \>!93 LT"1 )G1 NI5791 <@1 !93#D3*VG1 ^"#$91 `$*10' ^U9#1,
)G1 ?4 "i"1 )";' V*3<6$"#' $*/ )Z >JD$36>9# )01 U35<6)51 Y163D9#*1
"Q$ -!9#&HV41*# !5. (Stat. 277c1-3)
"For our talk, just like an image of a living creature, seems to have a sufficient
outline, but has not yet achieved the vividness (Y163D9#*1) that comes from
pigments and the mixture of colors."44
Here Plato refers to the way that the blending of pigments can create true-to-life
shades that give a mere outline (!93#D3*V_) clarity or vividness. The blending of
pigments is a technique distinct from the patterning of disparate shades that seems to
characterize skiagraphia, but the point that I want to emphasize here is Plato's
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This is the only time that Plato uses the noun enargeia as opposed to the adjective
enarg!s (which appears frequently in archaic and classical texts), and it is significant that
he uses it to define the visual effects of blended pigments as an analogy for clarity of
speech. See Zanker (1981) for a survey of ancient uses of enargeia.
Dionysius of Halicarnassus' discussion of color in painting echoes Plato's
discussion here, but he uses poikil/ to characterize the blending of shades (<%D<*>#1
^U"J>*# !"#$#&%*1) and the creation of contrasts (>$#y )9 $*/ V5)/ !"#$#&&W<91*#):
9:>/ ?_ )#19' -3U*;*# D3*V*%, U3(<*># <@1 9:3D*><41*# z!&0' $*/ "Q?9<%*1 Y1
)";' <%D<*>#1 ^U"J>*# !"#$#&%*1, -$3#A9;' ?@ )*;' D3*<<*;' $*/ !"&s )F U*3%91 Y1
)*B)*#' ^U"J>*#. *` ?@ <9)’ Y$9%1*' 9{D3*<<"# <@1 |))"1, YI9#3D*><41*# ?@
<c&&"1, >$#y )9 $*/ V5)/ !"#$#&&W<91*# $*/ Y1 )T !&_79# )01 <#D<6)51 )G1 :>Us1
^U"J>*#. "There are some old paintings which are worked in simple colors without any
subtle blending of tints, but which are clear in their outline, and thereby possessing great
charm; whereas the later paintings are less well-drawn but contain greater detail and a
subtle interplay of light and shadow, and are effective because of the many nuances of
color which they contain". (De Isaeo 4, trans. Usher 1974, slightly modified). His
association of poikil/ with greater detail (YI9#3D*><41*# ?@ <c&&"1) is most clearly
reflected in the use of the word to describe representational imagery, to which I turn in
the next section.
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recognition of the utility of color for imparting enargeia.45 This is because, in the next
sections and chapters, I will claim that references to and descriptions of poikilia often
help to visualize the language of poetry by drawing attention to how this quality could
manifest itself even in seemingly immaterial forms like music and speech.
Empedocles offers further evidence of the relationship between color, color
mixture, and the creation of images by citing pigment mixture as the means by which
painters create "forms resembling all things" (9R?9* !c>#1 -&%D$#* !"3>B1"#>#, DK
B23). Thus whereas Plato identifies shape and color as equally constitutive of figural
imagery, Empedocles emphasizes the importance of color for representational
verisimilitude. Moreover, he equates the activity of creating poikilia (!"#$%&&9#1) with
the process of creating lifelike images:
8' ?’ E!")61 D3*V49' -1*7_<*)* !"#$%&&5>#1
-1439' -<V/ )4U1H' g!F <_)#"' 9r ?9?*0)9,
"} )’ Y!9/ "r1 <63,5># !"&BU3"* V63<*$* U93>%1,
z3<"1%H# <9%I*1)9 ). <@1 !&45, S&&* ?’ Y&6>>5,
Y$ )01 9R?9* !c>#1 -&%D$#* !"3>B1"#>#
"As when painters are decorating offerings, men through cunning well skilled in
their craft—when they actually seize pigments of many colours in their hands,
mixing in harmony more of some and less of others, they produce from them
forms resembling all things."46
Empedocles cites several of the features already identified as fundamental to poikilia:
skilled manual craftsmanship (-<V/ )4U1H' g!F <_)#"' 9r ?9?*0)9), multiplicity of
color (!"&BU3"* V63<*$*), and the purposeful manipulation of those colors (z3<"1%H#
<9%I*1)9). It is also significant that he invokes the work of painters (and their activity of

45
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cf. Keuls (1975) 66-8 and Grand-Clément (2011) 174-183 and 485.
DK B 23, trans. Kirk, Raven, and Schofield (1983).
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poikillein, !"#$%&&5>#1) specifically as an analogy for the generation of beings ($*/
!*36?9#D<* ?@ Y1*3D@' !*3479)" )"O Y$ )01 *Q)01 D%19>7*# ). ?#6V"3*, Simpl.
Phys. 159, 27 (DK B23). For not only does this typify the link between poikil/ and
creative production, but it also provides clearer indication of the effect of the colors of
poikilia: that coloration contributes to a distinctively lifelike appearance.
This section has augmented our understanding of poikilia in two ways. First, we
have gained a much clearer sense of the phenomenological character of color perception.
This is most evident in the capacity of color combinations and contrasts to produce the
appearance of an illusory (i.e. artificially enhanced) brightness or vibrancy. Second, it has
revealed an affinity between painting and textiles by demonstrating the centrality of color
manipulation for both, and how color contributes to the clarity (enargeia) and lifelike
quality of images. A further affinity between these media derives from the fact that
textiles could equally function as wall hangings as much as garments.47 With this in mind,
it is therefore unsurprising that, in the next section, we will find examples in which the
quality of poikil/ is attributed to textiles that exhibit the kind of elaborate narrative scenes
that would have been equally characteristic of wall painting.48

47

See Steiber (2011) 307-314 for a good discussion of this use of textiles.
See Keuls (1997) 109 n.10 and 114-137 for a survey of the evidence for and testimonia
on classical wall painting.
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III. Images and Imagination in Textiles

In the first section, we saw that epithets like !"#$#&W73"1* and !"#$#&9%<51
appear to denote what we might classify as patterns, whose vividness consists as much in
the colors used as in their contrasts with one another, as the evidence from the second
section can attest. It is clear, however, that poikil/ could equally describe figural imagery,
as the passage from Empedocles above implies.49 In this section, then, I want to explore
the use of poikil/ to characterize the scenes that can appear in textiles in order to
determine the relationship between poikilia and the creation of lifelike pictures. As I will
show, poikilia is closely tied to the verisimilitude of such depictions specifically because
of the way it contributes to the dynamism of these images by making the figures within
appear to be alive and in motion. Moreover, since this section will include examples in
which it is often difficult to distinguish between literal and metaphorical uses of the term,
it will become clear here how poikil/ (particularly its verbal form, !"#$%&&9#1) can also
self-reflexively designate the vivid, animate quality of language itself that comes from its
ability to create visual effects.50
In Empedocles we saw how the activity of poikillein provided a useful metaphor
for creation, and the verb plays a similar role within Pherecydes' fragmentary prose
49

It should be noted that I do not take poetic descriptions of poikilia to necessarily refer
to real-life objects: my focus instead is on the features that could be imagined to be
exhibited by textiles and on how the images therein are depicted.
50
Thus my analysis owes much to Ruth Webb's (2009) study of ekphrasis and enargeia,
and her characterization of the relationship between ekphrastic description and
visualization has greatly influenced my thinking here, "For what enargeia, and thus,
ekphrasis, seek to imitate is not so much an object, or scene, or person in itself, but the
effect of seeing that thing" 127, emphasis added.
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treatise on the origins of the universe. That both Presocratic philosophers conceptualize
genesis in terms of poikil/ testifies to the utility of poikilia as a metaphor for describing
processes of creation and generation. More specifically, the imagery of poikilia provides
a useful means by which an author can visualize particular physical phenomena (like the
appearance of the earth):
)W)9 ~.' !"#9; Vc3"' <4D* )9 $*/ $*&F1 $*/ Y1 *Q)0# !"#$%&&9# M1 $*/
ÄDH1F1 $*/ ). ÄDH1"O ?(<*)* (DK 7 [2]).
Then Zas made a large and beautiful robe, on which he depicted Earth and Ocean
and the houses of Ocean.
In this passage, Pherecydes envisions the world as a "large and beautiful robe" (Vc3"'
<4D* )9 $*/ $*&F1), to which Zas then adds Earth and Ocean.51 The prevailing scholarly
tendency is to interpret Zas' creation of the pharos as an allegory rather than as a literal
account of the world's creation,52 although the extant fragments provide no certain
evidence of this. But the fact that it is impossible to determine whether this is a literal or
allegorical account is itself telling. I propose that this is due not just to the fragmentary
state of the work, but testifies to a close conceptual link between poikilia and physical
(literal) or metaphorical creativity or productivity. For whether or not this account is
interpreted allegorically, !"#$%&&9# here denotes the arrangement of disparate elements

51

Two separate traditions are preserved about what Zas then does with the garment. In
one account, it is then presented as a wedding gift to Chthonie and draped around her
(Grenfell-Hunt Greek Papyr. Seri. II no. 11, p. 23, DK 7B2), whereas Isidorus'
interpretation of the pharos claims that the cloth was draped over a "winged oak tree"
(ap. Clement. Al. Strom. VI, 53, 5, DK 7B2).
52
Isidorus clearly recognizes it as an allegory (-&&HD"3_>*' Y79"&WDH>91), and
likewise do Kirk and Raven (1971) 61 interpret the passage.
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(Ocean and Earth) into a single surface.53 In other words, this particular arrangement of
Earth and Ocean comprises the literal (i.e. material) surface of the world, and the
representations of them within the garment likewise form an integral part of the material
surface of the pharos.
This renders imprecise the common translation of !"#$%&&9# as "adorns", since
this undermines the significance of Ocean and Earth to the creation of both the world and
the robe. "Adorns" suggests a purely decorative function, but these figures are not added
merely as decorative ornaments, but specifically as constituents of the world's natural
order, the kosmos,54 that the pharos either embodies literally or represents allegorically.
Thus, !"#$%&&9# here emphasizes how disparate elements can be arranged into a cohesive,
unified whole both physically and metaphorically. Since this fragment formed part of a
prose work that purported to provide an account of the world's origins, the use of the verb
poikillein to characterize the orderliness of the kosmos mirrors the purpose of the work
itself: that is, to verbally depict how the visible, physical, and phenomenal universe came
into being.55 The example of Pherecydes thus illustrates how the verbal form of poikil/

53

cf. Purves (2010) 106.
cf. Proclus in Tim. II, p. 54 Diehl, where Proclus identifies Pherecydes' Zeus as the
demiurge of the kosmos: E Å939$B?H' ^&9D91 9:' Ç35)* <9)*A9A&M>7*# )F1 É%*
<4&&"1)* ?H<#"J3D9;1, j)# ?G )F1 $W><"1 Y$ )01 Y1*1)%51 >J1#>).' 9:'
E<"&"D%*1 $*/ V#&%*1 KD*D9, "Pherecydes used to say that Zeus had changed into Eros
when about to create, for the reason that, having composed the world from the opposites,
he led it into agreement and peace…" (trans. Kirk, Raven, Schofield 1983). On
Pherecydes as prose author see also Schibli (1990).
55
cf. Purves (2010), "For Zas' arrangement of the space of the earth into a single,
synoptic whole reflects on the narrative endeavor of Pherecydes to make a
comprehensive "plot" of the cosmos in his writing" 106.
54
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signifies the creation of both literal (the surface of the earth) and figurative (Pherecydes'
use of the image of the pharos to describe this creation) representations.
In Euripides' descriptions of the Panathenaic peplos (an attribution that itself
attests to the superlative value of poikilia by linking it to an object of such profound ritual
significance), we can discern how poikilia is a quality both of the peplos and of the lyric
language used to describe its creation. Because Athena's robe always included the same
imagery (a portrayal of the gigantomachy), the significance of Euripides' use of poikil/ is
significant not because of the contents of the images, but consists in the way in which he
describes their creation, which blends the imagery of literal weaving together with the
"weaving" of song. In the Iphigenia in Tauris, for example, Iphigenia's allusion to the
peplos comes in the midst of her singing "mournful dirges" (?J>73H1_)"#' 8' 73_1"#' |
^D$9#<*#, 144-5) in responsion with the chorus (-1)#,6&<"J' Ñ?6', 179). And one
tangible symbol of Iphigenia's unhappiness is the fact that she, unlike most girls her age,
will not participate either in "singing hymns to Hera" (<4&!"J>’ Ö3*1, 221) or in
weaving "at the singing loom": "Nor fashioning with my shuttle, at the singing loom, the
likeness of Pallas Athena and the race of Titans," ("Q?’ `>)";' Y1
$*&&#V7WDD"#'/$93$%?# +*&&6?"' Ü)7%?"' 9:$á /$*/ u#)6151 !"#$%&&"J>’, 222-4).
As Andrew Barker (1984) has suggested, the epithet $*&&#V7WDD"#' may serve to
highlight a likeness between the appearance of an upright loom and that of a musician
playing a stringed instrument, as well as to suggest a similarity between the weaver's
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creation of visual images and the musician's crafting of "sonorous 'pictures' " (71 n.61).56
Thus the "likeness" (9:$5) that Iphigenia refers to here has a dual significance, denoting
the literal image of the Gigantomachy that she describes as well as the similarity between
weaving and song that she constructs via this image. And when he alludes again to the
peplos in the Hecuba, we gain a clearer sense of what aspects constituted the "likeness"
(9:$() alluded to by Iphigenia, as the chorus of Trojan women here visualize the
different activities in which they will take part as slaves in foreign lands:
p +*&&6?"' Y1 !W&9#
).' $*&&#?%V3"J' Ü7*1*%*' Y1 $3"$4e !4!&e
L9BI"<*# à3* !(&"J' Y1
?*#?*&4*#># !"#$%&&"J>’
-17"$3W$"#># !_1*#', p
u#)6151 D919.1
).1 ~9s' -<V#!B35 $"#<%L9# V&"D<T â3"1%?*' (466-474);
"Or in the city of Pallas, the home of Athena of the lovely chariot, shall I then
upon her saffron robe yoke horses, fashioning them on my web in brilliant varied
shades, or the race of Titans, put to sleep by Zeus the son of Cronos with bolt of
flashing flame?" (trans. Coleridge 1938, slightly modified)
In this formulation, the chorus' activity of poikilia (!"#$%&&"J>’) blends the imagery of
the peplos with the chorus' own imaginative projection as they envision the scenarios that
lie ahead. The vividness of this fantasy is clear from the detail with which they describe
the contents of the peplos, dwelling on the array of bright colors and dazzling visual
effects within (?*#?*&4*#># -17"$3W$"#># !_1*#', 471; $3"$4e, 468; -<V#!B35,
56

"…the weaver creates intricate designs and pictures by passing his continuous thread
across the warp, covering some warps and revealing others. Similarly the musician, with
the continuous 'threading' of his melody, passes back and forth across the strings,
sounding some and omitting others, and so building up the sonorous 'picture' constituting
the whole piece" 71 n.61.
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473; V&"D<T, 474) as well as the narrative contained within. That they use the
progressive form of the verb (rather than an aorist, for example) to describe Zeus' triumph
over the Titans ($"#<%L9#, 473-4) suggests that the depiction was so lifelike that its
figures appeared to be moving. The lifelike quality of the image is also conveyed by the
ambiguity of the reference to "yoking the horses" (L9BI"<*# à3* !(&"J'), since this
can signify both their creation of an image of horses as well as the act of actually doing
so. In this example, then, as in the passage from the Iphigenia in Tauris, poikilia fuses
two types of image (the chorus' imagining and the actual images portrayed in the robe),
and in this way, typifies how aesthetic terminology like poikil/ can be used to illuminate
the similarities between phenomena that may otherwise appear distinctive.
For it is precisely through the use of such terminology that an individual can get
someone else to notice particular aesthetic features, as Frank Sibley (1959) has argued in
his description of the activity of the critic. Sibley proposes several ways in which one
person can, through language, get another person to make aesthetic judgments, but the
two that are most relevant to my purposes here are the critic's use of non-aesthetic (i.e.
empirical, objective) terminology. For example, the critic,
may simply mention or point out non-aesthetic features: 'Notice these flecks of
color, that dark mass there, those lines.' By merely drawing attention to those
easily discernible features which make the painting luminous or warm or
dynamic, we often succeed in bringing someone to see these aesthetic qualities.
(442).
Similarly, he maintains that the art critic's speech can consist in "a linking of remarks
about aesthetic and non-aesthetic features: 'Have you noticed this line and that, and the
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points of bright color here and there…don't they give it vitality, energy?'."57 Sibley's point
is to demonstrate that the language of aesthetic observation relies upon and makes use of
perfectly ordinary and non-aesthetic terms (those denotative of color, shape, and so forth)
in order to characterize and draw attention to aesthetic qualities. In the passages to which
I now turn, I will contend that the language in two Euripidean choral odes incorporates a
similar variety of aesthetic as well as descriptive and non-aesthetic terms to the end of
revealing how the latter type of properties can be perceived as aesthetic qualities.58
So far in this chapter, I have sketched the intimate connection between poikilia
(and its verbal form in particular) and the creation of different kinds of images (i.e. floral
patterns and narrative scenes like those within the Panathenaic peplos), and I have argued
that the term poikil/ in these instances signals the vibrancy of coloration that in turn
contributes to the vividness of the image. Crucially, the appearance of poikilia in those
examples derived from the interaction between different colors within the textile.
Analogously, in the following examples I will show how poikilia is cited as one of a
multiplicity of other visual features that together constitute a single visual experience.
Poikilia can thus be used to denote a multiplicity of visual stimuli (like color) but can
57

Sibley (1959) 442-3.
In my emphasis on the aesthetic quality of descriptive terminology, my approach is
very much aligned with that of Barlow (1971), who similarly seeks to elucidate the
stylistic effects of Euripides 'pictorial language', as she terms it (vii). One reason that
makes Euripides conducive to such a study is the large number of descriptive terms he
employs, cf. Fairclough (1896, pp. 40-1), who demonstrated that Euripides uses a greater
number and variety of color terms than does Aeschylus or Sophocles. Also relevant to my
argument here is Barlow's characterization of Euripides' pictorial language, "He had an
eye for seeing scenes whole, and the landscapes and fantasy worlds which make up so
much of his pictorial imagination derive their strength and conviction from the
accumulation of visual detail slowly built up" 18.
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also comprise such a multiplicity together with other perceptible elements (like other
colors).
In the second stasimon of Euripides' Alcestis, the Chorus sings praise of Admetus'
hospitality in welcoming Heracles, and they begin by referring to his privileged
relationship with Apollo. They describe how the delight of Apollo's music lured the wild
animals of the surrounding area to dance together:
>s1 ?’ Y!"#<*%1"1)" U*3y <9&451 A*&#*% )9 &BD$9',
^A* ?@ &#!"O>’ ä3J7J"' 16!*1 &9W1)51
z ?*V"#1F' R&*·
UW39J>9 ?’ -<V/ >.1 $#763*1,
Å";A9, !"#$#&W73#I
19A3F' g,#$W<51 !43*1
A*%1"J>’ Y&*)c1 >VJ3T $"BVe,
U*%3"J>’ 9{V3"1# <"&!y. (579-587)
Under his shepherd care, in joy at his songs, were also spotted lynxes, and there
came, leaving the vale of Othrys, a pride of tawny lions, and the dappled fawn
stepping beyond the tall fir trees with its light foot danced to your lyre-playing,
Apollo, rejoicing in its joyful melody. (trans. Kovacs 1994).
My claim is not that there is something particularly significant about the characterization
of the fawn as poikil/, for its attribution to a fawn represents a standard way of
characterizing that animal.59 Analogously, ?*V"#1W' (581) and A*&#W' (579) are
commonly attributed to the lion and lynx, respectively. Instead, what I want to emphasize
is how poikilia, together with other color terms like ?*V"#1W' and A*&#W', are cited in
order to depict the perception of their dancing together as a visual, aesthetic experience.60
59

His use of conventional terminology here is all the more striking because of the fact
that, elsewhere, Euripides coins a great many new compounds for color, on which see
Barlow (1971) 134 n. 30.
60
On this passage see also Barlow (1971), who emphasizes how the abundance of visual
adjectives contribute to the light-hearted tone of this scene (19).
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By using these terms and so referring to real, physical properties of the animals (rather
than using metaphors or similes, for example), the effect is to make the verbal image of
the scene more lifelike and therefore more vivid. Not only is the union of lions, lynxes,
and fawns itself wondrous, but so too is the fact that the ordinary and physical properties
of animals (i.e. their coloration) become extraordinary precisely insofar as they comprise
visual aspects of their dance. To put it another way, Euripides' use of the standard words
to characterize each animal within a description of their dance calls attention to the way
in which the empirical properties of each of their appearances can become aesthetic
qualities when they are transposed into dance. Correspondingly, the terms used to
describe those empirical properties also become aesthetic terms.
In the Iphigenia in Aulis, the same transformation of the empirical into the
aesthetic occurs, again within a choral ode. In this passage the Chorus of Euboean women
describe their viewing of the Greek army and they dwell in particular on the spectacle of
Achilles, on foot, as he races Eumelus in his chariot:
"ã $*&&%>)"J' :?W<*1
U3J>?*#?6&)"J' >)"<%"#'
!(&"J' $41)3e 79#1"<41"J',
)"s' <@1 <4>"J' LJD%"J'
&9J$">)%$)e )3#U/ A*&#"B',
)"s' ?’ ^I5 >9#3"VW3"J'
-1)_39#' $*<!*;># ?3W<51
!J3>W)3#U*', <"1WU*&* ?’ g!F >VJ3.
!"#$#&"?43<"1*'· (218-226)
And I saw Eumelus' most beautiful horses, adorned with gold-wrought bridles,
being spurred on with a goad: the midmost horses, bearing the yoke, had manes
dappled with gray, while those outside, who bore the traces, and faced the bends
of the course, had hair like fire and were spotted below their solid-hoofed ankles.
(trans. Kovacs 2003)
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Here the Chorus makes the poikil/ quality of the horse's skin an aesthetic quality by citing
it as one of the visual attributes that together comprise the spectacular experience of the
race. The scene is represented as an aesthetic one with the explicit reference to sight
(:?W<*1, 218) and with the designation of the horses as "most beautiful" ($*&&%>)"J',
218). The spectacular nature of the scene is reflected in the profusion of hapax in its
terms for color and light: U3J>?*#?6&)"J', &9J$">)%$)e, A*&#"B', !J3>W)3#U*'.61
That all but one of these terms (A*&#"B', 222) occur in compounds with different objects
(-?*#?6&)"J', ->)%$)e, -)3#U*', -?43<"1*') illustrates the attempt to embody in
language the very particular physical components that together make this a striking visual
experience. The description of this scene through a composite of individual color terms
thus conveys how it is the simultaneous perception of all of these qualities (properties
that may, on their own, be unremarkable) is what accounts for the judgment of the horses
as "most beautiful".62
In my analysis of these two Euripidean passages, I have tried to show how the
Chorus' references to poikil/, among other terms for color, serve to mark the visual
experience and its description as aesthetic, rather than purely descriptive. In so doing, the
Chorus in turn highlights the aesthetic quality of the medium in which such descriptions
occur: the choral song itself. This is one that includes a variety of sensory data: verbal
(the words they use), aural (the sound of the words in meter, i.e. as song), and visual (the
61

cf. Barlow (1971), who characterizes this parodos as one in which "the sensuous
attributes are given full play" 20. She also highlights how the newness of these epithets
"appeal strongly to distinguishing perceptions of colour" 138 n. 20.
62
cf. Barlow (1971) "A coloured or bright object is seen not in isolation [in Euripides],
but as it is conditioned by other colours or degrees of light with which it comes into
contact" 9.
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movements and dance of the chorus as they sing). This is a point to which I will return in
chapter four when I focus specifically on the relationship between poikilia, music, and
performance.
In this section as a whole, my purpose was to show how the language and imagery
of poikilia can function as an interface between weaving (or painting) and other types of
production: that of cosmic creation (as in Pherecydes and Empedocles), of song (in
Euripides' allusions to the Panathenaic peplos), and that of vivid verbal imagery (in the
last two examples). In each, I have drawn attention to the features that poikil/ can signify
both within textiles or painting as well as within language itself. And what these passages
have in common is a focus on the animating force of the colors of poikilia, a focus that
has become apparent from the persistent connection that has emerged here between
poikilia and different types of movement (dancing, running, singing, etc.). As I will argue
in subsequent chapters, it is this dynamic quality that makes it possible for poikilia to
inhere in such a variety of media, but as we will see, the precise ways in which this
dynamism is effected can also be a source of contention concerning the aesthetic value of
poikilia.

IV. Conclusions

I want to conclude with a set of examples that will link this chapter to the next:
the attribution of poikil/ to the appearances of certain animals, a use of the word that I
have already begun to explore in the two examples presented at the end of the previous
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section. Leopards, fawns, and horses, in addition to snakes and birds, were all often
characterized in terms of their poikil/ aspect.63 But although poikil/ is an attribute of a
diverse group of animals, with markedly few exceptions it is only these creatures that are
identified with this term in extant archaic and classical sources.64 This indicates that
poikil/ indicated some particular, distinctive quality that only certain creatures were
thought to possess. However, I will focus here only on the attribution of the term to fur or
(horse) hair rather than (snake) skin or plumage, because these uses of the term bear
comparison to the word's application to textiles in two ways. First, the poikilia of fur and
hair not only exhibit patterns of polychromatic contrast similar to that which
characterizes the poikilia of textiles, but their hides could, like textiles, also function as
garments. This is the second reason for considering these examples alongside the textiles
discussed above, for it is in their use as clothing that these skins carried clear social or
religious significance, as I will discuss at the beginning of the next chapter.
Physically, what leopards, fawns, and horses have in common is a regular pattern
of contrast between the color and shape of spots and the color of the background in which
these appear. Poikil/ thus must refer to the distinctive color pattern unique to each kind of

63

Fawns/deer: Od. 19.228, !"#$%&"1 Y&&"1; Eur. Bacch. 249, !"#$%&*#># 19A3%>#; Eur.
Alc. 584 !"#$#&"73#I 14A3"'; Aes. Fab. 76 )G1 !"#$#&%*1. Leopards: Il. 10.29-30,
!*3?*&4å !"#$%&å; Aes. Fab. 12, Soph. Frag. 314.302, !"[#]$%&å ?"3y. Horses: Pind.
P. 2.8, !"#$#&*1%"J' !(&"J'; Eur. IA 227-8 !"#$#&"?43<"1*'.
64
Theognis (I.213-18) refers to the octopus' ability to change its color at will in his
allusion to a poikilon !thos. It is this ability to adapt, rather than its physical appearance,
that is characterized as poikil/, which is a quite different use of poikil/ from the animals
discussed here.
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animal (i.e. the leopard's quality of poikilia is different from that of the fawn or horse).65
And two of Aesop's fables suggest that such patterns could, like the images in textiles, be
considered beautiful. In the fable of the stag at the spring, for example, the deer's visual
perception (E30>*) of his poikilia as well as his great size prompt his feeling of
"exaltation": CD6&&9)" E30>* )F <4D97"' $*/ )G1 !"#$#&%*1 (fab. 76). Similarly, in
the fable of the fox and leopard (Fab. 12), the two animals quarrel "about [their] beauty"
(!93/ $6&&"J'), and the leopard maintains that his physical poikilia is more appealing
than that which characterizes the fox's mind: )G1 )"O >(<*)"' !"#$#&%*1
!3"A*&&"<41H'. In these fables, the author cites poikilia not only as a prominent visual
aspect of both the leopard and deer, but refers to it specifically as a paradigm for physical
beauty in general, invoking the poikilia of both animals as an analogy for human bodily
beauty.
Aesop's portrayals of the deer and leopard, like Euripides' allusions to the poikilia
of the horse and deer, thus suggest that the vivid coloration of certain animals can evoke
aesthetic experience and evaluation, not unlike textiles or paintings. But there remains a
glaring difference between the beauty of the poikilia attributed to textiles and that which
is located in animal skins: the latter is a naturally-occurring phenomenon, while the
former is artificially created. This distinction between nature and craftsmanship is one
65

Aristotle explicitly describes the uniform contrasts of color that characterizes the
leopard skin, contrasting it with the changing colors of the chameleon: uM' ?@ U3"#c' P
<9)*A"&G Y<VJ>5<41e *Q)T D%19)*#· ^U9# ?@ $*/ <4&*#1*1 )*B)H1, "Q !W335 )M'
)01 $3"$"?9%&51, $*/ çU3.1 $*76!93 "` >*O3"#, <4&*1# \>!93 ). !*3?6&#*
?#*!9!"#$#&<41H1. %19)*# ?@ $*7’ é!*1 )F >0<* *Q)"O P )"#*B)H <9)*A"&_·
(Hist. Animal. 503b2-7). That poikil/ denotes a pattern, rather than just the inclusion of
multiple colors, is clear from the fact that the term is not used to describe all animals that
exhibit more than one color (e.g. white paws with brown fur).
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that will prove a central theme of subsequent chapters, especially in chapter four, where
the "natural" beauty of birdsong functions as an antitype to overly-elaborate and artificial
musical sounds.
In this chapter overall, my aim has been to delineate some of the distinctive visual
features associated with poikilia: in relation to textiles and painting, the arrangement of
multiple colors into vivid patterns or images has emerged as one particularly salient
feature denoted by the terminology of poikilia. Poikilia thus not only contributes to the
beauty of such pieces, but also reflects the considerable technical skill that was required
in order to create these kinds of images. Moreover, the kinds of appearances designated
by poikil/ are correlated with specific phenomenological effects: the impression of
enhanced luminosity and vividness created by particular configurations of hues. And in
the next chapter, when I turn to the apparition of poikilia within dressed human figures, it
will become clear how the brightness and dazzle of poikil/ artifacts can generate
markedly different responses.
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Chapter Two. Poikilia and the Dressed Body: Patterns of Looking and Feeling
In the first chapter, my aim was to elucidate some of the material and
phenomenological characteristics of the poikilia of textiles, and in this chapter I want to
focus more closely on how these characteristics affect perceptions of the dressed human
figure when poikilia appears on the body in the form of robes, animal skins, jewelry, and
armor. For as I will show, it is in the context of dress that poikilia evokes the most
pronounced array of affects, including trepidation, wonder, and desire. Moreover, these
responses do not occur at random, but reflect specific cultural norms at work: the poikilia
of feminine garments, for instance, is consistently correlated with male desire, while
responses to the poikilia of masculine accoutrements like shields and armor are much
more variable.
As I will show, differences in media (e.g. fabric versus gold) contribute to this
gendered distinction in the perception of poikilia, but do not entirely account for it, since
poikilia in both fabric and metal create a similarly luminous, shimmering effect. Silk
fabric offers a modern illustration of this phenomenon. A woman's silk dress, for
instance, has very different connotations from the silk of a man's suit: while the sheen of
the latter is one aspect that indicates the wealth and status of the wearer, in the former
context the smooth, glistening appearance of this fabric is laden with sex appeal. Thus
while silk dresses are typically confined to women's evening wear, silk suits are
decidedly more multi-purpose. Analogously, what I will show here is how the different
kinds of material patterns denoted by poikil/ are in turn correlated with different patterns
of viewing and evaluation.
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The variable effects that correspond to the various forms of poikilia in dress thus
typify the multivalence of dress itself. As the seminal studies of Mary-Ellen Roach (later
Roach-Higgins) and Joanne Eicher have shown in their inauguration of the field of dress
studies, dress has received little attention in anthropological and cultural studies in spite
of the wide variety of information that dress can convey: it does not only constitute a kind
of aesthetic experience, but can also define one's social role or worth, indicate economic
status, function as a political symbol, or reflect religious affiliation.66 This chapter,
therefore, will not only illuminate the perceptual contours of poikilia as an aspect of the
body, but will also reveal the complexities of meaning attached to dress in archaic and
classical thought.67
Since, as we have seen in the last chapter, the sophisticated craftsmanship
associated with the poikilia of textiles situates such fabric in the sphere of elite
consumption, I want to begin with a focus on those passages that allude to the social
significance of poikilia in dress: namely, those that construe poikilia as a feature that
indicates something about the status and/or identity of its wearer. Subsequent sections
will then concentrate on examples that link poikilia to specific effects and affects, ones
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Roach and Eicher (1979) and Roach-Higgins and Eicher (1995), cf. Barnard (1996)
"Fashion, clothing, and dress constitute signifying systems in which a social order is
constructed and communicated…They may be considered as one of the means by which
social groups communicate their identity as social groups, to other social groups" 72.
For an excellent overview of the history of dress scholarship, see Lee (2015) 10-32, who
similarly incorporates modern dress theory in her analyses of the extant material evidence
of Greek dress.
67
These complexities are explored in detail in Lee (2015), who offers the most recent and
comprehensive study of Greek dress.
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that in turn will help to account for the association of poikilia with elite figures that will
emerge in the first section.
I. Status and Identity
The use of animal skins as garments typifies the ambiguity between natural and
artificial forms of poikilia alluded to at the end of the last chapter, for the poikil/ aspect of
the animals discussed there (leopards and deer) could be artificially imposed on human
figures in their appropriation of the skin of each animal. Menelaus dons a leopard skin
(!*3?*&4å <@1 !30)* <9)6V391"1 9Q3s $6&J,9 | !"#$%&å, Il. 10.29-30), for
instance, and Teiresias wears the skin of a fawn (Y1 !"#$%&*># 19A3%># u9#39>%*1 E30,
Eur. Bacch. 249), and they each do so for distinctive purposes. However, the transference
of poikilia from a living animal to a human brings with it complex new meanings,
because it is in this context that poikilia is not merely an aesthetic quality of the animal,
but acquires symbolic significance.
For Homeric warriors, to wear the skin of a particular animal was to indicate that
the person embodied the non-visual qualities of that animal. In Homer, the leopard is
associated with fearlessness (Il. 21. 573-8), a predatory nature (Il. 13.101-4), and strength
(Il. 17.20). And the act of putting on the animal skin has been interpreted in two different
ways: either as the representation of the transformation of that person into the animal or
the idea that that person was already thought to embody qualities of that particular
creature. However, on either interpretation (i.e. whether the skin itself transforms or
instead reflects a pre-existing similarity between the animal and wearer), the appearance
of the animal skin on a human constituted a physical and visible marker of the wearer's
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appropriation of the non-visual qualities of that animal (e.g. ferocity).68 The poikilia
attributed to the skin worn by Menelaus (!*3?*&4å <@1 !30)* <9)6V391"1 9Q3s
$6&J,9 | !"#$%&å, Il. 10.29-30) thus refers not only to the physical appearance of the
piece, but also signifies how Menelaus, in wearing it, is supposed to take on aspects of
the leopard's nature.
For a human to don the skin of any animal, however, places them in a liminal
space between the natural, wild environment of the animal and the civilized world of the
human, one in which the wearing of clothes itself functions as a marker of civilization.69
Moreover, in the skin's transformation into a garment, it embodies an ambiguity between
the natural (the skin as a component of the body of a living animal) and the artificial or
man-made (the slaughter, skinning, and tanning required in order to enable it to function
like a textile). And the liminal status that Menelaus thus acquires in wearing the leopard
skin (i.e. in his appropriation of human as well as animal traits) is likely what accounts
for the association of both the leopard and fawn with the followers of Dionysus, as is
apparent from Pentheus' observation of Teiresias' attire (Y1 !"#$%&*># 19A3%># u9#39>%*1
E30, Eur. Bacch. 249). This religious use of these skins can be taken, on the one hand, to
signify the foreign origins of the cult (since the wearing of animal skins instead of textiles
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cf. Levaniouk (2011) ch. 8, "The Pin," "The hide transforms its wearer, literally or
metaphorically, into the animal, and the boundaries between literal and metaphorical can
be very fluid" (http://chs.harvard.edu/CHS/article/display/3757).
69
cf. Lee (2015) 120 and Wilson (2013) s.v. "animals": "the animal skins worn by
maenads and the lion slayer Heracles represent an immediate association with the natural
and the wild" 51.
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constituted an attribute of the barbarian)70 as well as the peripheral social status of the
bacchants by illustrating the "boundary-crossing nature" of this group.71
Poikil/ thus not only helps to designate the ambiguous status of the maenads, but
in the same passage in which Pentheus observes that Teiresis is clad in poikil/ fawnskins,
he goes on to identify the other defining attributes of the cult: the thyrsus and ivy
(1637H$# A*$U9B"1)’, 251; $#>>W1, 253). Although in the Bacchae it is only Teiresias
who is said to don fawn skins that are specifically described as poikil/, Pentheus' words
here identify the fawn skin and more particularly, its poikil/ aspect, as a defining attribute
of the maenads. In this way, the term acquires symbolic significance insofar as it denotes
a well-known feature of the followers of Dionysus.
Analogous to the way in which the poikilia of animal skins signifies the
individual's embodiment of some aspects of that animal's nature, the poikilia of textiles
and other accessories provides visual testimony of the elite status of the wearer. Thus
while the dappled (poikil/) appearance of certain animals helps to mark out the particular
territories of meaning associated with the wearing of animal skins, the colorful patterns
that define the poikilia of textiles have a markedly different significance, one that is in
keeping with the distinctive appearance, shape, and texture comprised by fabric. And
given that the poikilia of fabric was a quality produced by the very best weavers, as I
have discussed in the previous chapter, it is thus not surprising that such textiles were
associated in Homer with elite figures (e.g. Helen, Andromache, and Hecuba) who could
afford to produce or purchase material of this quality. And outside of Homer, poikilia
70
71

cf. Lee (2015) 120 and 282 n. 228, 229.
Widdows (2006) 258.
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continues to loom large as a feature that indicates the high value of various kinds of gifts:
Sappho, for instance, cites "elaborate trinkets" (!"#$%&* -7B3<*)*) among the bridal
gifts that accompany Andromache to Troy (fr. 44, 9) and likewise does Hermione in
Euripides' Andromache identify her poikil/ robes as a bridal present from her father (148153).
But whereas these textiles have a specific religious or social function (e.g. as
offerings or gifts), when poikilia appears within an individual's personal wardrobe it takes
on a markedly different meaning by highlighting the person's love of luxury and finery. It
is Sappho, in her allusions to a "brightly-patterned headband," who first articulates this
view. The desire to cultivate aesthetic traits in dress is clear, for instance, in the great
store she sets by the Lydian mitra (!"#$%&*1 <%)3*1), whose value is marked both by its
characterization in terms of poikil/ as well as its foreign origins (<]#)361*1 ?’ -3)%5'
$&[ | !"#$%&*1 -!s k*3?%5[1, fr. 98a.10-11 L-P). This indicates that part of the allure of
poikilia derived from its relative rarity, one implied by the fact that it had to be imported
from Sardis.72 Succinct testimony of the interrelation between its desirability and rarity
comes from her lament about the fact that she is not able to provide one for her own
daughter (>"/ ?’ ^D5 â&4# !"#$%&*1/"Q$ ^U5 !W791 ^>>9)*# | <#)361!*1"· fr. 98b.1-3
L-P). And this association of poikilia with the wealth and decadence of the Eastern world
becomes particularly prominent in the fifth century in the wake of the Persian Wars. In
the Persians, for example, Xerxes himself wears clothing described as poikil/ (!"#$%&51
Y>7H<6)51, 836), and the infamous fabric on which Agamemnon treads in the
72

cf. Roach and Eicher (1979), "Acquiring the most expensive clothing is often a way of
achieving differentiating through rarity, which usually commands social admiration" 9.
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Agamemnon is repeatedly described with this term (Y1 !"#$%&"#' ?@ 71H)F1 t1)*
$6&&9>#1, 923; U53/' !"?",_>)351 )9 $*/ )01 !"#$%&51, 926; Y1 !"#$%&"#' a1
$63)* <"# AM1*# ?"$9;, 936), as is the net with which Clytaemnestra restrains and
murders him (!"&&.' A*V.' V79%3"J>* )"O !"#$%&<*)"', Choeph. 1013; <_)H3
$*)4$)* !"#$%&"#' -D39B<*>#1, Eum. 460). I will return to this example in the next
chapter, but for now what I want to draw attention to is how the adjective emphasizes the
precious, expensive quality of the material, and so underscores Agamemnon's hubris in
adopting the behavior of an Eastern tyrant by treading on it.
While these examples make it clear that poikil/ garments showcased wealth by
illustrating the individual's ability to afford Eastern luxuries, Aristophanes' Wealth is the
most explicit about why poikilia in particular was so sought-after as an aesthetic quality:
in a brief aside, Poverty asserts that Chremylus will not be able to "adorn himself"
($"><M>*#) with colorful and poikil/ cloaks if everyone is rich and no one remains to
produce such objects: "{7’`<*)%51 A*!)01 ?*!61*#' $"><M>*# !"#$#&"<W3V51,
Plut. 530). On this formulation (and it is one that we will see again in the descriptions of
feminine adornment discussed below), poikilia adorns the individual and thus enhances
the aesthetic appeal of the wearer. Taken together, then, the passages adduced so far
reveal how the poikilia of garments could convey the individual's desire to enhance their
appearance, since the cultivation of poikilia showcases their ability to afford the most
expensive and sought-after accoutrements. In short, what these passages suggest is that
the perception of poikilia in an individual's dress is never purely an aesthetic one, but
equally and always involves evaluation of that individual's socioeconomic status and
53

ideological stance (i.e. their attitude towards the value of luxury and expensive imports
from the East).
However, it is not only the poikilia of fabric that carried such a nexus of
connotations, since the poikilia attributed to works of metal can have comparable
significance. For instance, Alcman's Partheneion famously refers to a golden bracelet in
the form of a "variegated serpent" (!"#$%&"' ?36$51 | !*DU3B>#"') within a list of
prized luxury goods, one that includes the Lydian mitra (discussed below) as well as an
abundance of purple dye (fr. 1 64-8). The fact that the bracelet is said to be "all gold"
(!*DU3B>#"') testifies to the expensive quality of the jewelry, but relevant too is the
portrayal of a serpent in this medium, for this suggests that this image is what imparts
aesthetic value to the piece in addition to the material value of gold. This is because
serpents, as I will discuss in greater detail below, were popular for depiction in metal
because the iridescent quality of their skin was something that could be vividly evoked in
bright metal surfaces.
But whereas we will see how the luminous quality of metalwork (like jewelry)
helps to give women a dazzling beauty, the gleam of armor is correlated with quite
different effects. Pindar, for instance, in a passage that I will discuss further in the next
section, suggests that the luminous aspect of the poikilos drak#n portrayed on Alcmaeon's
shield (?36$"1)* !"#$%&"1 *:7c' Ü&$<c1’ Y!’ ->!%?"', Pyth. 8.46) reflects the noble
lineage that is said to "be conspicuous" (VJy )F D911*;"1 Y!#!34!9#, Pyth. 8.44). Thus
while elaborately-wrought works of metal (like those portraying images like the poikilos
drak#n), like poikil/ textiles, can equally signify the wealth and elite status of men as well
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as women, the poikilia of masculine and feminine accoutrements works to adorn the body
in distinctive ways. And as I will show in the rest of this chapter, poikilia was a desirable
quality of both types of dress not simply because of its expense, but because of how it
was thought to enhance the human figure. In the next sections, therefore, I want to
explore the phenomenological effects associated with the poikilia of dress as well as the
responses that this quality could evoke in different contexts.

II. Poikilia in the Armory

In Homer, where most of the instances that link poikilia and armor occur, the
poikil/ aspect of armament manifests the same kind of enhanced luminosity seen in the
textiles discussed in the previous chapters, but this aspect generates different kinds of
responses: the poikil/ aspect of armor can inspire terror or wonder as well as enhance the
beauty of its wearer and so highlight their divine lineage, as we saw above in the example
from Pindar's Pythian 8. In short, this section will testify to how the social relationship
between the viewer and the person viewed shapes the spectator's interpretation of the
same sensation (in these examples, this consists in the perception of a metallic surface as
overwhelmingly bright). And while poikil/ is by no means the only term used to
characterize the luminous aspect of metal, what distinguishes it from the other terms
ascribed to this aspect of metallic surfaces (like phaein/ and lampr/) is how its glittering
or shimmering aspect is most apparent when the armored figure is in motion.
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In its application to metal artifacts in Homer, poikil/ most often designates the
appearance of bronze in the formula !"#$%&* U*&$T. This is a phrase attributed to
various kinds of armament, and the formulaic nature of the phrase indicates that poikilia
was a typical way to characterize the appearance of bronze: breastplates (16.133-4),
shields (10.149, cf. its designation of the shield in the Hesiodic Shield of Heracles, 423),
armor (^1)9*, 10.75; )9BU9* 3.327, 4.432, .6.504, 10.504, 12.396, 14.420), as well as
chariots (Il. 4.226, 5.239, 10.322, 10.393, 10.501, 13.536, 14.431; Od. 3.492, 15.145).73
Although !"#$%&* U*&$T identifies bronze as the material, empirical element that gives
rise to the perception of poikilia, analogous to the way in which the critic might say, "The
warmth of the image comes from that shade of red," it is less straightforward to identify
the particular aspects of the bronze that give rise to this impression.74 For unlike the
examples considered in the previous chapter, where variegation in color was a consistent
feature of the poikilia of textiles, it is less obvious how bronze lends itself to the same
characterization.
The designation of Achilles' breastplate as both poikil/ and "starry", ->)93W91)*,
(7(3H$* !93/ >)_79>>#1 ^?J191/!"#$%&"1 ->)93W91)* !"?($9"' è:*$%?*",
16.133-4) provides clues about the appearance of poikilia as well as the material features
that may have made this appearance possible, since ->)93W91)* likely refers to both.
73

On representations of armor and soldiers in the material record, see especially
Lissarrague (1990), who undertakes an extensive analysis of the different kinds of martial
imagery portrayed in Attic vase painting.
74
cf. Rinaudo (2009), "La presenza del dativo ci aiuta nell'interpretazione del valore
dell'aggettivo, nel senso che in questi casi si vuole sottolineare che tali armir risultano
$%&'()* grazie alla presenza del bronzo. Si tratta di stabilire la 'modalità' di tale
presenza" 32, emphasis in original.
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Maria Rinaudo, in an attempt to establish a closer semantic connection between archaic
uses of poikil/ and the origins of the term and its meaning of "to prick" or "to pierce", has
proposed that ->)93W91)* here denotes the inclusion of real images of stars within the
surface of the bronze. On her interpretation, poikil/ signifies the kind of image that results
from the elaboration of metal in the form of embossing, inlaying, or carving.75 As in its
attribution to textiles, then, poikil/ is denotative both of images or patterns portrayed
within metallic surfaces as well as the high degree of craftsmanship necessary for the
creation of such details.
At the same time, however, it is clear that poikil/ cannot only designate imagery
as a physical, material property of bronze. That poikil/ armor is said to "radiate" (^&*<!9,
Il. 4.432, )9BU9># !*<V*%151, Il. 6.513) indicates that it must also refer to some
phenomenological characteristic of the appearance of metal. And in the case of Achilles'
breastplate, the designation "starry" suggests that the breastplate not only portrayed
cosmic phenomena, but also exhibited a glittering quality that was comparable to the
night sky. As we have seen in the previous chapter, the appearance of the stars is
commonly designated as poikil/ (!"#$#&9%<51, Aesch. Pr. 24; ->)4351 !"#$%&<*)*, ,
Eur. Hel. 1096, cf. Critias 88 [81] DK fr. 26, 33-4), and I have argued in that chapter that
this was because the stars in the night sky exhibit patterns of stark chromatic contrast that
create a similarity with the poikilia of textiles. Analogously, the "starry" aspect of the
breastplate seems likely to denote the effect of light on the surface of the bronze which,
whether or not its surface included real images of stars, could produce the appearance of
75

Oxford Encyclopedia of Ancient Greece and Rome, vol. 4, s.v. "Metalwork", cf. GrandClément (2011) 431-2.
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manifold points of bright light. The natural smoothness of metal would have facilitated
this play of light upon its surface, endowing such pieces with a sparkling, glimmering
aspect.76 In this respect, the tactile quality of bronze and of metal in general is markedly
different than that of fur, wool, or linen: it is naturally smooth and glossy and so exhibits
a native gleam, whereas textiles required treatment with oil in order to achieve this
characteristic.
The smooth texture of metal is what likens it to another category of animals to
which poikil/ is applied: while it appears most often as an attribute of birds and snakes, it
also (albeit less frequently) describes worms (Alc. fr. 93.1 Page) as well as fish
(Epicharmus fr. 49 Kaibel).77 What all of these have in common is a uniformly smooth
texture, and this, as I will contend, is something that assimilates the appearance of these
animals to that of bronze or metal. And since images of snakes are regularly used to
decorate brazen shields, it is worth considering the relationship between these particular
uses of the term in some detail in order to elucidate how, exactly, the multicolored aspect
of a snake could have been portrayed in a metallic medium.
As in the term's attribution to deer and horses, poikil/ designates the patterns of
multiple colors that regularly appear in the skin or plumage of birds and snakes, and the
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cf. Irwin (1974) 214-15 on the designation of metallic surfaces with aiolos, an
attribution discussed in further detail below. See also Fowler (1984) 133-6, who
catalogues the instances in melic poetry where works of metal are admired for the way
that their surfaces reflect and refract light.
77
Pratinas' designation of a toad with the adjective ()F1 V3J19"O !"#$%&*1 !1".1
^U"1)*, Page fr. 708.10) may well fall into this category, with the term denoting the
mottled aspect of the toad's skin, but it may equally well refer to the sound of the animal's
voice, which seems more likely given the emphasis on sound within the extant poem.
Since poikil/ is also associated with the sound of birds, I will discuss these applications of
the term in the fourth chapter, when I consider the aural qualities of poikilia.
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author of the pseudo-Aristotelian De Coloribus directly links the manifold colors of
plumage to the smooth texture of feathers:
\>!93 )F =?53 $*/ ). 14VH $*/ ). !)93(<*)* )01 231%751· $*/ D.3 )*O)*
?#6 )9 )G1 &9#W)H)* $*/ ).' !3">!#!)"B>*' *QD6', S&&")9 S&&5'
$93*11J<41*', !"#9; ?#*VW3"J' ).' U3W*' (793b9-12).
So too in the case of water and clouds and the feathers of birds. For these, because
of their smoothness and the way beams of light fall upon them and get mixed up
in different ways, they produce different colors.
The play of light on birds' plumage thus created an impression of many different colors,
which we might characterize in English as an "iridescent" or shimmering quality.
Because this aspect depended in part upon the surface texture of plumage, by analogy, it
could also have manifested in comparably smooth surfaces like snakes' skins and metal.
That living snakes' skins (e.g. Pyth. 10.46, 4.249; Theogn. 1.602; Eur. Herc. 376, IT
1245) as well as images of serpents in metal are both characterized as poikil/ testifies to
this affiliation. Euripides' characterization of the Pythia, for instance, as both
!"#$#&"1W)"' and $*)6U*&$"' suggests an overlap between the appearances of real
snakeskin and bronze, and elsewhere, Pindar characterizes the head of the Gorgon herself
as poikil/ because of the serpents that constitute her hair (!"#$%&"1 $63*/?3*$W1)51,
Pyth. 10.46-7).
In pursuing the analogy between metal and plumage/animal skins in her attempt
to delineate more clearly the relationship between poikilia and color, Adeline GrandClément (2011) has gone as far to suggest that the play of light on bronze pieces may
have caused them to appear to be multi-colored: "Poikilos dénote la présence d'éléments
de bronze associés à d'autres matériaux, créant ainsi un ensemble composite, un jeu de
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polychromie, un effet de bigarrure" 429, emphasis in original). On her interpretation, the
visual impression of dappled light would have been phenomenologically similar to the
perception of genuine variegation in color, and thus she proposes that this is what
underpins the designation of textiles as well as skin, plumage, and metal with poikil/.
While this interpretation is certainly possible, it is also not necessary to attribute the
polychromy characteristic of the snake's skin or bird's plumage to every instance that
describes the appearance of bronze as poikil/. Instead, it seems more likely that poikil/
consistently signifies what in English we could term a "shimmer" or "gleam": that is,
something defined by its brightness and sparkle rather than by a polychromatic aspect.
That other archaic descriptions of the phenomenological qualities of bronze tend
to focus on the intensity of its luminosity and do not allude to variegation in color should
make us wary, however, of attributing too similar an appearance to e.g. the gleam of
bird's plumage and that of a bronze shield. This is because the appearance of the latter,
unlike the former, is consistently associated with powerful visual effects. Achilles' armor,
for example, is said to exhibit a more intense radiance that is like "either burning fire or
the rising sun" (-<V/ ?@ U*&$F' Y&6<!9)" 9R$9&"' *QDZ | p !J3F' *:7"<41"J p
C9&%"J -1#W1)"', 22.134-5). Likewise, Paris' poikil/ armor makes him "resplendent"
()9BU9># !*<V*%151, 6.513) and so invites comparison with a beam of light (n' )’
C&4$)53 YA9A_$9#, 6.513). Alcaeus, too, dwells at length upon the visual quality of
metal in armor by portraying a house as "glimmering" with bronze (<*3<*%39# ?@ <4D*'
?W<"' U6&$e, fr. 357.1) and referring to the "shining" aspect of bronze greaves
(U6&$#*#…&6<!3*# $16<#?9', 3-4). As a common attribute of bronze, which is
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consistently described in terms of its gleaming aspect, poikil/ thus must designate the
enhanced visibility of these accoutrements.
Significantly, the descriptions of Paris and Achilles in armor attribute this
radiance to the appearance of armor in movement. The impression of poikilia thus arises
not only from the bronze itself, but seems to be amplified by movement, for it is when the
figure is in motion that the bronze is said to "radiate" (^&*<!9, Il. 4.432, )9BU9>#
!*<V*%151, 6.513).78 In the previous chapter, I argued that the bright coloration of the
poikil/ aspect of textiles contributed to the vividness of the images portrayed therein, and
here I will demonstrate that a similarly dynamic aspect obtains from the poikilia of metal.
In this respect, poikil/ bears similarity to aiol/, a term that is more consistently associated
with motion and one that also describes the appearance of armaments as well as snakes.79
This suggests that the an additional similarity between the poikilia of snakes on the one
hand and armor on the other is not necessarily a polychromatic aspect, but the visual
effects created by the movements of each.80 The passage from the De Coloribus quoted
above alludes to this kind of dynamism in remarking on the changefulness of color that
derives from the movement of light against a smooth surface (S&&")9 S&&5'
$93*11J<41*'). As the following examples will attest, the swift, fluid movement of
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Detienne and Vernant (1978) 18-20. This is a term that I will discuss again in the next
chapter, in my interpretation of the relationship between poikilia and m!tis.
79
e.g. arms ()9BU9* *:W&*) at Il. 5.295, of a shield (>6$"') at Il. 7.222 and 16.207, a
breastplate (Il. 4.489), and helmet (Il. 2.816); the portent of the serpent at Il. 12.208, the
serpent as one of the forms that Achelous takes in Soph. Trach. 11, and Ibycus' reference
to birds as *:"&W?9#3"# (which may also refer to the changeful aspect of their song) (fr.
36a.2 Page).
80
cf. Irwin (1974), "è:W&"' is 'gleaming' whether that gleam is caused by a bright
surface reflecting light (like armour) or a swiftly moving object" 214.
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armed figures results in movement of light against the surface of bronze, which in turn
generates a bright, glittering aspect.
In book four of the Iliad, for instance, the ceaselessness of the army's advance and
the quantity of their number is conveyed through their comparison to waves (422-6), and
this movement causes their armor to radiate around them: )9BU9* !"#$%&’ ^&*<!9, ).
9`<41"# Y>)#UW51)" (432).81 The passage's emphasis on movement (as conveyed through
the wave simile) suggests that the "shining" or "gleaming" (^&*<!9) aspect of their armor
is generated by the movement of light across its surface, heightening the naturally bright
quality of the poikil/ bronze. Whereas in the previous chapter we have observed how the
radiance of poikilia in textiles contributed to their beauty, in this image, the radiance of
the poikilia of moving bronze articulates the physically overwhelming quantity of the
army's number as a powerful visual phenomenon.
Movement, then, combined with the polished surface of decorated metal, seem to
be the elements that give rise to poikilia's manifestations in armor. However, in the
examples to which I want to now turn, I will show that while the perception of poikilia in
different types of armor may be phenomenologically similar, the responses to this effect
will be markedly different depending on the identity of the viewer.
For whereas the gleam of the Achaeans' armor is directly connected with their
power and might in the passage from the Iliad quoted just above, the poikil/ quality of
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cf. Il. 2.455-8, where the gleam of the Greek army's armor is compared to the
appearance of a forest fire. cf. Kirk (1985) ad Il.4.422-8, "The effect of these repeated
images of the noise and surge of waves and torrents is to give an unforgettable
impression of the size and power and serried ranks of the Achaeans in particular, almost
like a force of nature itself."
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Paris' armor heightens his visual appeal and makes him an aesthetic object. As Helen
Lovatt has argued, this passage depicts Paris in a decidedly erotic light by focusing on the
beauty and exuberance of his body rather than characterizing his appearance as a
menacing, threatening spectacle like that of Achilles or Agamemnon.82 In book six of the
Iliad, Paris dons his "renowned and poikil/ armor" (Y!9/ $*)4?J $&J). )9BU9* !"#$%&*
U*&$T, 504), which lends him an extraordinary brightness as he hastens through the city
(>9B*)’ ^!9#)’ -1. S>)J, 6.505). His movements in the armor are then compared to the
appearance of a prancing horse: ()*U49' ?@ !W?9' V43"1, 514): "He holds his head on
high, and about his shoulders his locks glisten. And he, confident in his radiance, his
knees bear him swiftly through the haunts and pasture of horses" (g,"O ?@ $63H ^U9#,
-<V/ ?@ U*;)*# | ê<"#' -%>>"1)*#· ] ?’ -D&*ëV# !9!"#7(', | b%<V* d D"O1* V439#
<9)6 )’ K79* $*/ 1"<F1 o!!51, Il. 6.509-11), The comparison highlights not only Paris'
physical beauty, but indicates that the deftness of his movements form a part of his visual
appeal.
In book twenty-two, Achilles is also characterized by his swift movements and
intense radiance, but the perception thereof, which is focalized through Priam and Hector,
elicits a terrified response. He too moves as nimbly and swiftly as a prize-winning horse
(21-4), but Achilles, unlike Paris, is not a beautiful, pleasing sight. As he advances
towards Hector with his armor shining "like a beam of burning fire or the rising sun"
(-<V/ ?@ U*&$F' Y&6<!9)" 9R$9&"' *QDZ | p !J3F' *:7"<41"J p C9&%"J -1#W1)"',
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Lovatt (2013), "Horse images, beginning with Paris at Il. 6.506-11, place a particular
focus on the physical beauty of the warrior in motion" 265. See ibid. 268-71 for more on
the erotic aspects of this scene and on epic descriptions of male beauty in general.
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22.134-5), he inspires profound fear in Hector: í$)"3* ?’, 8' Y1WH>91, N&9 )3W<"'
(22.136). This recalls Priam's aggrieved response to his perception of Achilles, whose
appearance earlier in the same book was portrayed as being as bright and baneful as the
apparition of the dog-star (25-32). Although Achilles' armor is not here explicitly
characterized as poikil/ (although the verb is used to characterize the creation of this
armor at Il.18.590), these passages nonetheless illustrate how the luminosity of armor
(one that, as we have seen, is generated by the poikil/ quality of bronze) can, in the case
of Paris, enhance the visual beauty of the armor's wearer, but, in the case of Achilles,
elicit terror.
Combining the Homeric images of Paris' beauty with Achilles' might, the
heightened visibility of poikilia is explicitly associated with nobility and valor in Pindar's
description of Alcmaeon's shield in Pythian 8 that was alluded to in section one.83 As
Amphiarus surveys the Epigonoi at the gates of Thebes, he observes that their lineage is
conspicuous among them: VJy )F D911*;"1 Y!#!34!9# (44). He goes on to identify
Alcmaeon and focalizes this perception through the appearance of his shield: ), "I clearly
see Alcmaeon, the first at the gates of Cadmus, wielding a gleaming dragon upon his
blazing shield" (7*4"<*# >*V@' | ?36$"1)* !"#$%&"1 *:7c' Ü&$<c1’ Y!’ ->!%?"' |
15<01)* !30)"1 Y1 â6?<"J !B&*#', 45-7). What enables Amphiarus to perceive
Alcmaeon clearly (>*V4') is the image of the serpent on his shield. The anastrophe of the
two accusatives, ?36$"1)* and Ü&$<c1*, by placing the !"#$%&"1 ?36$"1)* first,
suggests that what Amphiarus perceives first is Alcmaeon's shield, testifying to its visual
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cf. Lovatt (2013) 270-1 on the association of physical beauty with the bodies of heroes.
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prominence. This aspect is also conveyed by the "blazing" (*:7c') quality of the shield,
recalling the way that Achilles is said to shine like "burning fire" (*:7"<41"J !J3W',
22.135) in his armor. But whereas Homer focalizes the perception of Achilles through
Priam and Hector and so depicts terror as a response to Achilles' appearance, from
Amphiarus' perspective, the poikilos drak#n visualizes Alcmaeon's nobility ()F D911*;"1
!34!9#).84 The focalization of Alcmaeon through Amphiarus allows Pindar to highlight
the outstanding excellence of the Aeacidae, illustrating how the poikil/ aspect of armor
could signal a preeminent status.
In this section, my aim has been to illuminate the features that seem to be unique
to the visual experience of the poikilia manifested by armor. In doing so, it has become
clear how the texture of metal not only assimilates its appearance to that of certain
animals, but also how its smoothness makes it a viable medium for the portrayal of such
creatures. But the poikil/ imagery of armor also enhances its propensity to affect its
viewers, especially when that armor is in motion. The connection between poikilia and
movement is one that I will explore further in the next section as well as in subsequent
chapters, but for now what I want to emphasize is the corresponding level of flexibility in
the way that the luminous shimmer of poikilia affects others: the same gleam can equally
make the wearer beautiful to look upon (as was the case with Paris) or terrify (as was the
84

This finds an interesting parallel in Aesop's fable of the jackdaw and the birds (Fab.
103). In this fable, Zeus decides to elect a king of the birds, and the jackdaw, in an
attempt to improve upon his ugly appearance (?J><"3V%*), gathers individual feathers
that had fallen from other birds and attaches this collection to himself. As a result, he
"becomes poikilos" (!"#$%&"' D91W<91"'), making him seem best suited (?#. )G1
9Q!34!9#*1) to be king, until the other birds reclaim their feathers and the jackdaw is
restored to his former ugliness. This testifies not only to the visual appeal of poikilia in
birds, but explicitly articulates how this quality can be used to signify elite status.
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case with Achilles or with the Achaean army in Iliad 4).85 And in the next section, I want
to focus more closely on the specific types of metallic images characterized as poikil/.
For while the poikilos drak#n of Alcmaeon radiates his noble ancestry, two key passages
in Homer link the figural imagery of poikilia to a different kind of response: thauma.

III. Poikilia and the Animation of Images
Elsewhere in Homer, poikilia is attributed specifically to elaborate images
wrought in bronze and precious metals, and I will argue that these objects are affective
not because of their dazzling phenomenological aspect, but because of the verisimilitude
and lifelikeness of the images portrayed within. Both Achilles' shield and Odysseus'
brooch in the Odyssey are said to elicit thauma, "wonder" (7*J<6>>9)*#, j' $91 R?H)*#,
Il. 18.467; )F ?@ 7*J<6L9>$"1 é!*1)9', Od. 19.229), and these passages make it clear
that these objects have this affective character because the depictions within each piece
are so lifelike that the figures within appear to be moving.86 Thauma thus marks the sense
of awe created by the paradoxical combination of animate characteristics with an
artificial, inanimate medium.87 Odysseus' brooch is depicted thus:
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cf. Lissarrague (1990) on Homeric portrayals of heroes' armor, "Ce ne sont pas de
simples scenes pittoresques, ornements du récit. Elles sont toujours placées en tête d'une
aristeia et announcent les exploits d'un héros" 42.
86
The bibliography on these passages (particularly Achilles' shield) is enormous, but I
have found the following to be the most helpful: Steiner (2001) 20-22 and Francis (2009)
explore what these passages indicate about archaic conceptions of images and likenesses,
DeJong (2011), Heffernan (1993) 10-22, and Becker (1990) and (1995) focus on the
metapoetic significance of the ekphrasis scene, while Scully (2001) and Taplin (1980)
concentrate on the poetics of the shield's description.
87
Christine Hunzinger's essays on thauma (1994 and 2015) represent the most
comprehensive studies of this phenomenon and have been influential on my own
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!63"#79 ?@ ?*%?*&"1 |91·
Y1 !3")43"#># !W?9>># $B51 ^U9 !"#$%&"1 Y&&W1,
->!*%3"1)* &651· )F ?@ 7*J<6L9>$"1 é!*1)9',
8' "` U3B>9"# YW1)9' E <@1 &69 19A3F1 -!6DU51,
*Q).3 E Y$VJD49#1 <9<*á' K>!*#39 !W?9>>#. (Od. 19.227-231)
And in front was a crafted image. A hound was holding a dappled fawn in its
fore-paws, pinning it as it struggled. And everybody wondered at how, although it
was made of gold, the dog was holding the fawn, strangling it, while the fawn was
writhing with its feet, trying to escape.
It is Odysseus himself who describes both the appearance of the brooch and the
reactions it elicited in viewers, and his account locates the wondrous aspect of the brooch
in the tension between its obviously artificial quality (U3B>9"# YW1)9') and the
simultaneous impression of vivacity therein. This tension is apparent in his
characterization of the brooch as a ?*%?*&"1, a term that is more closely associated with
the verisimilitude and likeness of artifacts than is poikil/, as I will discuss shortly.88 And
part of the daedalic and lifelike quality of the image consists in its apparently convincing
representation of the fawn's naturally colored aspect within a monochromatic setting. In
this sense, the designation of the fawn as poikil/ signifies the dappled aspect of the
creature (as it appears in the image as well as in reality) while simultaneously highlights

interpretation here. She characterizes the relationship between thauma and artifacts thus
in her 2015 essay, "the coexistence of the inanimate and the animate: inert material
supports depictions endowed with life, as mobile, vocal, and noisy as living creatures"
427.
88
cf. Steiner (2001), "In his description of the viewers' response, the beggar pinpoints the
source of their enjoyment more minutely: juxtaposed with and punctuating the account of
the 'life' that the figures in the brooch seemingly possess, the object's artistry (its
character as a daidalon) and its materiality ('how though they were gold') emphatically
appear" 21.
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the fact that it is here an artificially-created quality.89 And this realistic representation of
the poikil/ aspect of the fawn in turn contributes to the dynamic quality of the image as a
whole and so to its capacity to evoke thauma: the fawn really appears to be struggling
("kicking with its feet") and pinned by the hound in part because it exhibits the defining
visual characteristic of that animal.
Whereas the poikilia of Odysseus' brooch only implicitly alludes to the artistry
required to effect its wondrous quality (e.g. in its characterization as a ?*%?*&"1), the
portrayal of Hephaestus' creation of the dancing chorus in Iliad 18 in terms of poikilia
(!"%$#&&9, 590) explicitly associates this quality with divine production, akin to the way
that Athena is said to wear a poikilos peplos that she made herself. And here, too, poikilia
contributes to the wondrous aspect of the shield, one emphasized in the repetition of
thauma throughout the scene. First, Hephaestus promises Thetis that the shield will evoke
thauma in anyone who sees it (7*J<6>>9)*#, j' $91 R?H)*#, Il. 18.467), and the uses of
thauma that appear within the ekphrasis proper indicate that the images on the shield, like
the brooch, evoke this response because of their uncannily lifelike quality: like the fawn
and dog, the pictures within the shield belie their own artificiality by looking as though
the figures within are moving and speaking.
For instance, the narrator relates how women stand at their doors and "marvel at"
(7*J<6L"1, 18.496) the dancing and singing of the bridal procession, and thus seem to
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cf. Steiner (2001), "The 'dappled' quality of the fawn spans the two dimensions: most
immediately referring to the appearance of the animal's variegated or spotted hide, it also
calls attention to the quality of poikilia, the element of adornment and embellishment that
all fine works of art should display. It is the meeting of these two facets that prompts the
wonder that the audience experiences" 21.
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enact the way in which a viewer is supposed to respond to the shield's representation of
the same scene and its evocations of sound (*Q&"/ VW3<#DD4' )9 A"G1 ^U"1, 495) as
well as movement (23UH>)M39' Y?%19"1, 494).90 Even more striking is the narrator's
interjection at 549-50 that designates the representation in gold of a plowed field as a
thauma (ì ?@ <9&*%1’ t!#>791, -3H3"<41H ?@ Yî$9#, | U3J>9%H !93 Y"O>*: )F ?G
7*O<* )4)J$)"). The reference to the materiality of the representation (U3J>9%H !93
Y"O>*), as in the description of Odysseus' brooch, highlights the tension between the
naturalism of the scene and the artificiality of its medium. As I will show in the next two
chapters, this same tension plays an equally important role in the relationship between
poikilia and deception as well as between poikilia and music.
By looking at the specific aspects that elicit thauma within the two scenes (the
processional dance and field), it becomes possible to see how the thauma that is supposed
to be elicited by the whole shield is an awe generated by the impression of life in the
visual, aural, as well as kinesthetic (i.e. the impression of movement) of the images.91 But
the question that I now want to address is why poikil/ characterizes the scene of the
circular choros in particular. For it is significant that this is the only time in the ekphrasis
that poikilia appears, marking a change from the previous characterizations of
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cf. Prier (1989), "The women, in other words, themselves pictured on the marvelous
Shield, marvel at a picture, a picture of the light, dance, and song of the marriage rite" 867.
91
cf. DeJong (2011), who nicely paraphrases one of the claims of Hunzinger (1994):
"[This aesthetic pleasure [of thauma] does not reside in mimesis, the exact reproduction
by art of life, but in the capacity of art to suggest life" 10.
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Hephaestus' work in terms of daidal/ (479, 482), poi!/ (490, 573, 587) or tithe/ (541, 550,
561):92
ï1 ?@ U"3F1 !"%$#&&9 !93#$&J)F' -<V#DJ_9#',
)T R$9&"1 "iW1 !")’ Y1/ â15>T 9Q39%å
É*%?*&"' K>$H>91 $*&&#!&"$6<e Ü3#6?1å. (590-2)
And the renowned god with the two strong arms cleverly worked in a dancingscene, like the one that Daidalos fashioned in broad Cnosos for Ariadne of the
beautiful hair.93
Whereas the women observing the bridal possession experienced thauma in
response to music and dance, the dance alluded to here is one that also "pleases" or
"gladdens" its viewers ()93!W<91"#, 604), an affect that is not alluded to anywhere else
in the ekphrasis. What is unique about the image of the choros is that its verisimilitude,
the lifelike quality of the image, thus depends in large part upon its ability to be as
"charming" or "lovely" (`<93"41)*, 603) as the real dance. For whereas the other
depictions of living figures (both animals and humans) exhibit a lifelike aspect because
they genuinely appear to be engaged in the activities described by the narrative (e.g.
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Here I disagree with Morris (1992), who claims that the narrator uses poikille only
"after exhausting the repertoire of verbs appropriate to the craftsmanship of Hephaistos"
13.
93
The interpretation of choros in this particular line is problematic because it is unclear
what kind of choros Daidalos may have fashioned for Ariadne. Various interpretations
have been put forth suggesting that it could refer to a dancing floor, a dancing place, or
an actual chorus of dancers. Since I am only interested in the choros as it is portrayed
within the shield and not its precedent in one of Daidalos' creations, I translate choros
accordingly as "dance." For the interpretation of the term as a dancing floor, cf. the
Homer Scholia A, b, T ad k 590 (IV.564); as a dance hall, cf. Paus. 9.40.3 and the Homer
scholia T ad k 590(c). Alternatively, Kurke (2013) 158 proposes that the term could also
be understood as referring to a chorus of animated statues of the sort that Daidalos was
famous for creating (cf. Frontisi-Ducroux 1975 64-71, 135-7).
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plowing, herding, etc.), the representation of the dance must also elicit from its viewer the
same pleasure experienced by the figures watching the dance.
And in order to convey what is pleasurable about the scene, the narrator dwells
not only on the fluid, dexterous movements of the dancers (Y!#>)*<41"#># !W?9>>#1 |
b9;* <6&’, 599-600), but also on the adornment of the chorus members (&9!).' 27W1*',
U#)01*' 9o*)’ Yñ11_)"J', |$* >)%&A"1)*' Y&*%e; $*&.' >)9V61*'; <*U*%3*' 9XU"1
U3J>9%*' YI -3DJ3451 )9&*<(151, 595-8). This takes us back to a point I made in
section one, where I demonstrated that part of the aesthetic value of poikilia in garments
derived from the way that this quality adorns and so enhances an individual's appearance.
And as the description of this scene makes clear, adornment works specifically to create a
delightful viewing experience. Thus I submit that the narrator's detailed emphasis on the
adornment of the dancers in the scene offers a reason for why this scene in particular is
characterized with !"#$%&&9. For on the one hand, it can refer to Hephaestus'
ornamentation of the dancers' figures with real gold and silver, but it also may designate
the ornamental quality of the scene as a whole, as one that evokes pleasure or delight as
well as thauma.
In the next section, I will explore more closely the aesthetics of adornment by
concentrating specifically on the relationship between poikilia and feminine dress. And
there, too, we will see again see thauma arise in response to poikilia, but while in these
passages this affect is correlated with the paradoxical combination of the animate and
inanimate, in the next section I will show how thauma keys on a similarly paradoxical
union of the artificial and natural or organic.
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IV. Poikilia, Pleasure, and Desire

In the previous sections, we saw how the presence of poikilia in defensive
weaponry could elicit different types of affects and effects: it could augment the
apotropaic power of armor by lending its wearer a fearful aspect, enhance the visibility
and aesthetic appeal of the object and of the warrior who dons it, as well as evoke
thauma, as we saw in the description of Achilles' shield. The adornment constituted by
poikilia thus could be focalized and interpreted in multiple and distinctive ways in the
context of male armament. Conversely, in this section, we will see how the enhancement
of the female body with qualities like poikilia is consistently associated with the same
range of affects, specifically those related to sexual desire: himeros, er#s, philot!s. The
description of the himas that Aphrodite lends to Hera in Iliad 14 offers a paradigmatic
illustration of this correlation:94

94

A brief summary of the various interpretations devoted to this description will suffice
to illustrate the issues at stake therein. Porphyry, for one, understands the belt as an
allegory for love and desire, with the adjective kestos referring to the "chains" of
emotions that govern how lovers behave (Y!9#?G ?9><";' Y"%$*># $*/ A3WU"#' "`
^35)9' $*/ ). )01 Y3()51 !67H, I.194.3). On the other hand, if the object is taken to
be a real piece of clothing (as opposed to an allegorical representation of Aphrodite's love
charms), then it is difficult to understand what kind of article it is, and whether this is
designated by himanta or the hapax kestos. Since himas is used elsewhere to refer to a
chin-strap of a helmet (Il. 3.371, 3.375) or to any kind of leather strap (Il. 5.727, 22.397),
it is unclear why Aphrodite is said to loosen it "from her chest" (-!F >)_79>V#1,
14.214), and explanations have therefore tended to focus on kestos, providing Near
Eastern parallels for amulets or breast-pieces that also serve as love charms. There are
clear Near Eastern parallels for such a garment, as has been shown by Bonner (1949),
Faraone (1990) and Janko (1992), but the question still remains as to why Aphrodite then
instructs Hera to place it "in her lap" ()9T YD$6)79" $W&!e, 14.220) (184-5), when the
Near Eastern parallels suggest a band that is worn around the breasts.
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ó, $*/ -!F >)_79>V#1 Y&B>*)" $9>)F1 `<61)*
!"#$%&"1, ^17* ?4 "` 79&$)_3#* !61)* )4)J$)"·
^17’ ^1# <@1 V#&W)H', Y1 ?’ o<93"', Y1 ?’ 2*3#>)s'
!63V*>#', f )’ ^$&9,9 1W"1 !B$* !93 V3"19W1)51.
She spoke, and loosened the embroidered, elaborate belt from her chest, and there
was wrought every kind of charm. In it was love, desire, and allurement, which
steals over the minds even of the wise (214-217).
The precise nature of this garment has vexed both ancient and modern commentators, but
for my purposes, what I want to emphasize is its pivotal role in ensuring the success of
Hera's adornment and subsequent seduction of Zeus. As Aphrodite herself asserts, it will
enable Hera to accomplish whatever it is she desires ("Q?4 >4 VH<# | S!3H$)W1 D9
149>7*#, j )# V39>/ >Z># <91"#1y', 14.221-2). The himas is crucial to Hera's seduction
precisely because it is imagined to physically embody the very affects associated with
sexual desire (namely, those that will accompany Hera's seduction of Zeus): affection,
desire, and beguilement, the "stealing over" of the mind.95 This literal embodiment is

One of the scholiasts asserts that kestos is attributed to the belt specifically
because of the fact that it is also described as poikilos: "Q$ ^>)#1 t1"<* )"O `<61)"' E
$9>)W', -&&’ Y!%79)"1 ?#. )F !9!"#$%&7*# (Scholia u ad k 214b (Erbse III.608). H.
Shapiro (1993) has interpreted this remark literally, proposing that the belt contained
embroidered (!9!"#$%&7*#) depictions of personifications of philotes, himeros, and
oaristus. Although this seems possible, given depictions elsewhere of the imagery that
could be worked into textiles (e.g. Helen's weaving at Il. 3.125-8), this is not the only
way to understand the scholiast's gloss. The scholiast could also mean that the belt is
designated as kestos simply because it is through its stitching that it manifests a poikilos
quality.
95
This asyndeton of oaristus parphasis represents the second main interpretative
difficulty of the passage. Aristarchus (Nic/A) interprets parphasis as hendiadys, and
suggests that the combination denotes "alluring conversation" ()G1
!D.3"!*3*&"D#>)#$G1 E<#&%*1 ?#’ -<V")4351 ?H&";). Eustathius similarly
understands the combination to denote persuasive speech, "parphasis by itself is the
persuasion that comes from exchange" :?%[ ?@ !63V*>#1, )"J)4>)# !9#7á )G1 YI
E<#&%*' (979.34 (=p. 620, lines 9-12 van der Valk). However the asyndeton is
interpreted, it is at least clear that the combination denotes some kind of speech.
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signaled by the repetition of Y1/…Y1…Y1 (a repetition that also occurs in the description
of the images in Achilles' shield), indicating that these affects do not just exist outside the
garment (i.e. as responses elicited by it), but inhere within it, whether as images (as in the
shield) or as love-charms. The designation of the garment as poikil/ thus can be
interpreted as a reference to an aesthetic quality of the garment's decoration as well as to
the affects generated by this quality (e.g. as in the English "enchanting" or "tantalizing").
For when Zeus perceives Hera, the description of his overwhelming desire attests
to the efficacy of the himas: 8' ?’ R?91, n' <#1 ^35' !J$#1.' V341*' -<V9$6&J,91
(14.294). And Zeus himself describes his reaction as uniquely poignant: "Q D.3 !( !")4
<’ ò?9 79c' ^3"' "Q?@ DJ1*#$F' | 7J<F1 Y1/ >)_79>># !93#!3"UJ79/' Y?6<*>>91
(14.315-6). The hapax !93#!3"UJ79%' underscores the overwhelming quality of his
desire (^3"') by visualizing it as a physical sensation that "pours all around him" and so
affects him to his core (7J<W'). This example affords a particularly prominent role to
poikilia in attributing it to the himas, the very instrument of seduction, but the other
examples that I will discuss here will also depict poikilia as one of the aesthetic qualities
that help to elicit the same kinds of responses depicted in this episode: er#s, philot!s,
himeros. For the fact that poikil/ characterizes the himas of Aphrodite in Iliad 14 as well

Surprisingly, the ancient scholiasts do not connect this aspect of the belt to the
appearances of the word elsewhere in the episode: Hera's plan to deceive Zeus is
characterized by the same word (j!!5' YI*!6V"#)", 14.160), and thus frames the
encounter as a deception (reinforced by the characterization of Hera as dolophroneousa
in her speech to Zeus). Analogously, the success of Hera's deception and the end of the
seduction is noted by Sleep, who says: "Hera, in their love, persuaded him to sleep" Ö3H
?’ Y1 V#&W)H)# !*3_!*V91 9Q1H7M1*# (14.360). Thus, the parphasis of the belt seems
connected to the deceptive speech that Hera addresses to Zeus that succeeds in
concealing the true motivation behind her visit to him.
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as Aphrodite herself in Sappho 1 (!"#$#&W73"1*) suggests that this term was evocative
of the seductive power of women, one that is embodied in the figure of Aphrodite as well
as in her himas.96
But before Hera attempts her seduction, she engages in lengthy cosmetic
preparations, the completion of which is designated by $W><"1, the term of choice to
describe "adornment", as we saw in section one: *Q).3 Y!9/ ?G !61)* !93/ U3"ô
7_$*)" $W><"1 (Il. 14.187). While warriors are never said to "adorn" themselves in
armor, this verb consistently appears in feminine dressing scenes. Because adornment by
definition implies a positive aesthetic evaluation, it evokes desire because it heightens the
beauty and visual appeal of the body.97 Testimony of this identification of the aesthetic

96

As is well known, the manuscripts record both !"#$#&W73"1* and !"#$#&WV3"1 as the
first word of Sappho 1.1, but what is relevant to my argument is just that poikilia is the
adjective of choice to characterize Aphrodite, whether poikil/ is an attribute of throna
(which, as noted in the previous chapter, could denote actual flowers, a floral pattern, or
love-charms) or of Aphrodite's mind (phr#n).
Adeline Grand-Clément (2011) has fruitfully used the description of Aphrodite's
clothing in the Cypria to elucidate the meaning of poikilothrona (462-3). In that text, the
narrator describes how the Graces and Hours prepared garments for Aphrodite by dyeing
them with all different kinds of flowers, which in turn lent them a beautiful fragrance (fr.
4 1-6) (Ath. xv. 682 D, F). Poikilothrona thus could be taken to refer to the colorful as
well as fragrant aspect of Aphrodite's garments. The association between beautiful
fragrance and female divinities in general is a common feature of adornment that implies
that feminine desirability relies not only on visual qualities, but on olfactory qualities, as
well. However, since poikilia is presented as a visual quality in the passages that I will
discuss here, I will be concentrating largely on the visual aspects of adornment.
97
cf. Roach-Higgins, Eicher, and Johnson (1995) 3, who prefer the term "dress" over
"adornment" precisely because the latter connotes an aesthetic judgment. I, however, will
prefer the term "adornment", since the passages that I will discuss consistently associate a
positive aesthetic evaluation with their descriptions of dress.
Elsewhere, the capacity of adornment to enhance and improve a person's
appearance is explicitly delineated by Athena's makeovers of Odysseus and Penelope. By
shedding charis over Odysseus, she makes him appear taller and stronger (79>!9>%H1
$*)4U9J9 U63#1 $9V*&Z )9 $*/ ê<"#' | $*% <#1 <*$3W)93"1 $*/ !6>>"1* 7M$91
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(adornment) with the erotic comes from passages that focalize the beloved's desirability
through allusions to their clothing and accessories. Anacreon, for instance, in referring to
his lover as "the girl with the decorated sandals" (!"#$#&">*<A6&e) makes poikilia the
defining feature of the object of his erotic attention:
>V*%3å ?Hr)4 <9 !"3VJ3Z
A6&&51 U3J>"$W<H' Ç35'
1_1# !"#$#&">*<A6&e
>J<!*%L9#1 !3"$*&9;)*#·
Golden-haired Eros once again rouses me, casting the richly-hued ball, to sport
with the young girl, the one with the multi-colored sandals.
By connecting the girl's sandals with the evocation of desire, the phrasing here thus
suggests that these sandals are not simply decorated or colorful, but are also alluring. For
this characterization is one of a piece with the color terminology that permeates this
scene: the hue of the ball, Eros' hair, and the bright aspect of the girl's sandals. The effect
of this profusion of color is to suggest that the erotic encounter is also an aesthetic one
imbued with the same kind of colors characteristic of textiles (poikilia, porphureos). And
Sappho's numerous allusions to articles of feminine adornment betray a similar
equivocation between desirability and adornment (e.g. fr. 22, 57, 94). The focus, in other
words, is not on the natural qualities of the beloved (e.g. hair or eye color), but on
elements of their dress and their surroundings.

:?4>7*#, Od. 8.19-20), and her anointment of Penelope with divine balm makes her
appear "taller, statelier to behold, and whiter than new-sawn ivory" ($6&&9ö <41 "`
!30)* !3">(!*)* $*&. $67H391 | -<A3">%e, "oe !93 Yñ>)4V*1"' âJ7439#* |
U3%9)*#, 9r)’ a1 Rå h*3%)51 U"3F1 `<93W91)*: | $*% <#1 <*$3")43H1 $*/ !6>>"1*
7M$91 :?4>7*#, | &9J$")43H1 ?’ S3* <#1 7M$9 !3#>)"O Y&4V*1)"', Od. 18.192-6).
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Dimitrios Yatromanolakis (2009) has characterized this interest in the particular,
concrete attributes and qualities of the beloved as follows, "By focusing on details of
female beauty and on specific snapshots of past and present experiences of the narrating
voice, a number of Sappho's songs articulate intricate discourses about desire and female
companionship" (215). And as he argues, this attention to detail illustrates what Elaine
Scarry (1999) has characterized as the beauty that "always takes place in the particular,
and if there are no particulars, the chances of seeing it go down" (18). It is in this light
that I propose to interpret Sappho's allusions to adornment, including objects like the
"brightly-patterned headband" (!"#$%&*1 <%)3*1): that is, as a way to designate the
beauty and desirability of the woman and so "translate the personal and private into a
visible and communicable form."98
While Anacreon and Sappho's allusions to the poikilia of feminine adornment
offer brief but telling illustrations of the interaction between the erotic and aesthetic, the
description of Hera's adornment in Iliad 14 as well as Aphrodite's in the Homeric Hymn
to Aphrodite, two of the earliest and lengthiest portrayals of feminine beautification,
provide more detailed insight as to this relationship. Moreover, these passages adduce an
explicit connection between adornment, seduction, and deception. My discussion of these
passages will thus begin to elucidate some of the issues that will come to the fore in the
next chapter, which focuses on the relationship between poikilia, cunning, and deception.
And in these two episodes, poikilia plays a prominent role in its attribution to Aphrodite's
himas in Iliad 14 as well as to Aphrodite's luminous hormoi in the Homeric Hymn.
98

Segal (1996) 71, who refers here specifically to Sappho's use of ritualistic (magicoreligious) language.
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Poikilia thus appears to be closely associated with Aphrodite, and I will suggest that this
is so because it can designate beauty and sensuous appeal as well as the affects associated
with beauty.99
The final step in Hera's preparations, as we saw above, was her procurement of
the poikilos himas, but the detailed narrative of her getting-ready process indicates that
Hera's appearance was also a crucial factor in her preparations. It is worth quoting this
passage in full in order to highlight the quantity of accoutrements and the corresponding
abundance of aesthetic qualities that it attributes to her appearance. Although poikil/ does
not appear in this description, that it is a characteristic of the himas indicates that this
quality, too, ultimately formed part of her appearance:
-<A3">%å <@1 !30)"1 -!F U3"F' `<93W91)"'
&B<*)* !61)* $67H391, -&9%,*)" ?@ &%!’ Y&*%e
-<A3">%e d?*1T, )W b6 "` )97J5<41"1 |91:
)"O $*/ $#1J<41"#" É#F' $*). U*&$"A*)@' ?0
^<!H' Y' D*;61 )9 $*/ "Q3*1F1 o$9)’ *Q)<_.
)T b’ f D9 U3W* $*&F1 -&9#,*<41H :?@ U*%)*'
!9I*<41H U93>/ !&"$6<"J' ^!&9I9 V*9#1"s'
$*&"s' -<A3">%"J' Y$ $36*)"' -7*16)"#".
-<V/ ?’ S3’ -<A3W>#"1 d*1F1 N>*7’, j1 "` Ü7_1H
^IJ>’ ->$_>*>*, )%79# ?’ Y1/ ?*%?*&* !"&&6:
U3J>9%å' ?’ Y19)Z># $*). >)M7"' !93"1c)".
L(>*)" ?@ L(1å d$*)F1 7J>61"#' -3*3J%å,
Y1 ?’ S3* N3<*)* v$91 YJ)3_)"#># &"A";>#
)3%D&H1* <"3W91)*: U63#' ?’ -!9&6<!9)" !"&&_.
$3H?4<1e ?’ YVB!9379 $*&B,*)" ?;* 79651
$*&T 1HD*)4e: &9J$F1 ?’ |1 P4&#"' n':
!">>/ ?’ g!F &#!*3";>#1 Y?_>*)" $*&. !4?#&*.
*Q).3 Y!9/ ?G !61)* !93/ U3"ô 7_$*)" $W><"1
AM b’ R<91 Y$ 7*&6<"#"…(Il. 14.170-187).
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This may be why poikil/ does not appear in the descriptions of Pandora's adornment,
since the two passages I discuss here, unlike the passages from the Works and Days and
Theogony, narrate the creation of the woman's seductive appearance in addition to her
deception and seduction.
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And first she cleansed every stain from her lovely skin, and anointed herself with
rich, fragrant, ambrosial oil: such was the sweetness of its fragrance that, even if it
were shaken in the bronze-floored house of Zeus, its smell would still reach earth
as well as heaven. With this she anointed her beautiful flesh and combed her hair,
and braided it, the shining, beautiful, and divine locks streaming from her
immortal head. And she put about her an ambrosial robe, which Athena had made
smooth for her with much effort, and she placed on it many baubles,100 pinning
gold brooches about her chest. And she girded herself with a belt fitted out with a
hundred tassels, and in her pierced ears she placed earrings in the shape of three
drops: much delight shone from these. And the shining goddess covered herself
with a newly-made, gorgeous veil that was as white as the sun. And she bound up
her shining feet with lovely sandals. And then when she had placed every
adornment about her body, she went from the chamber.
What I want to highlight in this passage is its focus on the artificial elements of her
beautification. The narrator lavishes attention on both the empirical and aesthetic
qualities of her perfume, robe, jewelry, and veil, while her skin and feet are mentioned
only in order to explain how they were then adorned with oil and sandals, respectively.101
Her hair is the only corporeal feature that the narrator describes alone, without reference
to its artificial enhancement (although she does later add a veil). In other words, the
narrator only gives glimpses of her body, which was earlier designated as the intended
object of Zeus' desire: 9R !5' `<9%3*#)" !*3*?3*749#1 V#&W)H)# | õ U3"#Z (14.164-5).
In this passage we can thus detect a distinction between the flesh, chr#s, and the artificial
kosmos that is situated "about" the corporeal. The former is the object of desire, whereas
the perception of the latter incites that desire. That Zeus is repeatedly said to "look at"
100

In translating )%79# ?’ Y1/ ?*%?*&* !"&&6, I follow the interpretation of FrontisiDucroux (1975) 49-50, who argues that the reference to the substantive daidala looks
ahead to the earrings and brooches with which Hera adorns herself in the lines
immediately following. Since daidal/ is not used anywhere else in Homer to refer to
textiles, this seems the most natural reading.
101
This is what Steiner (2001), in her discussion of the manufacture of Pandora, has
nicely termed "a superaddition of qualities from without" 188.
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Hera (R?9 ?@ 19V9&HD934)* ~9B'. | 8' ?’ R?91 (14. 293-4), testifies to the effectiveness
of Hera's adornment by emphasizing how she irresistibly attracts the male gaze and thus
evokes passion (n' <#1 ^35' !J$#1.' V341*' -<V9$6&J,91, 14.294).
This portrayal of divine adornment thus typifies what Ruby Blondell (2013) has
identified as a general principle of Greek feminine beauty: "The most beautiful woman is
the one with the best accessories" (7). For the link portrayed in Iliad 14 between
(artificial) adornment and beauty appears persistently in archaic thought. Semonides, for
instance, neatly illustrates this principle at work in his depiction of the "horse woman"
(fr. 7 57-70). Like the Homeric description that likens Paris' beauty to that of a horse, the
image in this poem similarly emphasizes the aesthetic appeal ($*&F1 <41 ò1 74H<*
)"#*B)H DJ1_ , 67) of the woman who loves anointing herself with oil and dressing her
hair up with flowers (<B3"#' -&9%V9)*#· | *:9/ ?@ U*%)H1 Y$)91#><41H1 V"39; |
A*79;*1 -174<"#>#1 Y>$#*><41H1, 64-6). Likewise, that Hesiod describes the creation
of Pandora (who is, of course, an actual artifact crafted by Hephaestus) primarily in terms
of her adornment (one that incorporates the same variety of accoutrements that we will
see in other descriptions of feminine beautification) indicates that her artificiallyenhanced aspect is the archetypal form of feminine beauty.102
Feminine attractiveness, in other words, is something that must be literally
constructed and thus relies upon artificial enhancement in the form of cosmetics, textiles,
and jewelry. More specifically, the phrase that conventionally designates the activity of
adornment depicts it as a process of physical overlaying, as something that is situated
102

WD 60-82; Theog. 570-589. cf. Francis (2009), esp. 14-16 and Steiner (2001) 187-190.
cf. Blondell (2013), "The most beautiful woman is the one with the best accessories" 7.
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"around the flesh/body", as we see in the passage above (!61)* !93/ U3"ô 7_$*)"
$W><"1, 14.186, cf. d>>*<41H ?’ 9r !61)* !93/ U3"ô 9o<*)* $*&., HHAph. 64-5
(Aphrodite); !61)* ?@ "` U3"ô $W><"1 YV_3<">9 +*&&.' Ü7_1H, WD 76 (Pandora)).
In order to elucidate what poikilia contributed to the visual experience of feminine
adornment and how it triggers erotic desire, it will thus be necessary to focus not only on
the aesthetic qualities attributed to each woman's appearance, but also on the way that
these passages depict the interaction between adornment and the physical body on which
clothing, cosmetics, and jewelry are super-imposed.103 As I will show, the quality of
poikilia in these contexts is both alluring and provocative: it helps not only to make
female figures attract the male gaze by making them brighter and more beautiful, but, as
an artificial element superimposed on the flesh, it also draws attention to the body
underneath.
The depiction of Aphrodite's preparations for her encounter with Anchises in the
Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite also dwells upon the artificial aspects of her appearance: her
clothing, jewelry, and scent.104 Significantly, however, her appearance is focalized both
through the narrator in his description of her adornment as well as through Anchises.
First, the narrator relates how the Graces bathe Aphrodite and anoint her with fragrant oil
(61-3). Then, having dressed herself in beautiful clothing and adorning herself with gold
(d>>*<41H ?’ 9r !61)* !93/ U3"ô 9o<*)* $*&. | U3J>0# $"><H79;>*, 64-5), she

103

cf. Entwistle (2000) and (2001), whose scholarship demonstrates the importance of the
body for an understanding of the lived experience of dress.
104
cf. Richardson (2010) ad loc., who also notes the similarities between this passage and
the portrayal of Hera in Iliad 14, and offers Near Eastern parallels for depictions of such
elaborately-adorned goddesses.
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appears to Anchises not in her true form, but in the likeness of a maiden: !*37415#
-?<_)H# <4D97"' $*/ 9X?"' E<"%H (82). Unlike Hera, the success of Aphrodite's
seduction depends upon the successful concealment of her immortal identity: she adopts
the appearance and stature of a mortal "so that Anchises would not be afraid" (<_ <#1
)*3A_>9#91 Y1 2V7*&<";># 1"_>*', 83). This encounter, by connecting adornment to
disguise, thus presages something that will be the focus of the next chapter: namely, how
poikilia works to make people and objects seem other than what they are.
Despite the fact that Aphrodite appears in the guise of a mortal maiden, Anchises
experiences a sense of profound marvel at her appearance. The narration of the latter's
perspective makes it explicit that what Anchises perceives are the stunning qualities of
Aphrodite's adornment, especially that of her "dazzling necklaces" (j3<"# !*<!"%$#&"#):
ÜDU%>H' ?’ E3W51 YV36L9)" 76<A*#141 )9,
9X?W' )9 <4D97W' )9 $*/ 9o<*)* >#D*&W91)*,
!4!&"1 <@1 D.3 N9>)" V*9#1W)93"1 !J3F' *QDM',
9XU9 ?’ Y!#D1*<!).' N&#$*' $6&J$6' )9 V*9#16',
j3<"# ?’ -<V’ z!*&M# ?9#3M# !93#$*&&49' |>*1
$*&"/ U3B>9#"# !*<!"%$#&"#· 8' ?@ >9&_1H
>)_79>#1 -<V’ z!*&";>#1 Y&6<!9)", 7*O<* :?4>7*#.
ÜDU%>H1 ?’ ^3"' 9X&91, ^!"' ?4 <#1 -1)%"1 H{?*· (84-91).
And Anchises, looking at her, marked her well and marveled at her form and
stature and her shining clothes, for she was clad in a robe more radiant than a
beam of fire, and she had on twisted bracelets and shining ear-buds, and about her
soft breast were exceedingly beautiful necklaces, lovely, golden, and highlywrought. And these shone like the moon about her tender chest, a wonder to
behold. And desire took hold of Anchises, and he spoke to her.
This description conveys how Aphrodite appears to Anchises as an amalgam of the
visually dazzling qualities emanating from her jewelry and clothing (conveyed by
>#D*&W91)*, V*9#1W)93"1, V*9#16', Y&6<!9)"), which in turn make her "wondrous to
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look upon" (7*O<* :?4>7*#). More specifically, it is the j3<"# !*<!"%$#&"# that seem
to have the most striking visual effect, for the fact that these are the last item mentioned
before Anchises is said to be overwhelmed with desire suggests that these are a peculiarly
affective component of her adornment.105 Moreover, the "glowing" (Y&6<!9)") and
"moonlike" (8' ?@ >9&_1H) appearance of these "around her soft breast" make her
"wondrous to look upon" (7*O<* :?4>7*#), a phrase evocative of spectacular works of
craftsmanship like Achilles' shield. Elsewhere in early hexameter, the phrase 7*O<*
:?4>7*# most often designates such objects: Hephaestus' automatic tripods at Il. 18.377;
the palace of the Phaecians at Od. 7.45; armor at Il. 5.725, 10.439; clothing at Od. 8.366,
13.108; Hes. Theog. 575. Also significant is that Aphrodite appears "brighter than a beam
of light" to Anchises. This recalls the description of Achilles' armor with a similar phrase
(-<V/ ?@ U*&$F' Y&6<!9)" 9R$9&"' *QDZ | p !J3F' *:7"<41"J p C9&%"J -1#W1)"',
22.134-5), and so indicates that Anchises' apprehension of Aphrodite here is
phenomenologically akin to the perception of metal.106 Thus the characterization of
Aphrodite's appearance with this kind of terminology suggests that Anchises perceives
Aphrodite as a kind of animate artifact radiating with artificial light.107

105

cf. Putnam (1960), "They [the hormoi] receive the place of extreme importance in the
catalogue of Aphrodite's garments and seem to be the most seductive, for they appear at
the culminating point in the description, just before the poet tells us that love seized
Anchises" 81.
106
This scene is also very similar to Hesiod's description of Pandora, whose adorned and
wholly artificially-constructed aspect also prompts the gods to experience thauma at her
appearance (Theog. 588-9).
107
My interpretation here is thus closely aligned with that of Steiner (2001), esp. p. 195,
"a work of art does not owe its appeal to its resemblance to a living beloved, but the
beloved instigates passion precisely because he or she displays the properties that belong
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As in the depiction of Zeus' encounter with Hera, the act of visual perception
immediately leads to the affect of desire (^3"' 9X&91). The subsequent step-by-step
narration of Anchises' removal of Aphrodite's various accoutrements (162-4) underscores
the artificiality of her appearance by illustrating adornment as a literally superficial
feature that thus can be physically removed: $W><"1 <41 "` !30)"1 -!F U3"F' 9X&9
V*9#1W1 (162). Even after this, there is no reference to Aphrodite's physical form.108 And
when she does reveal her true identity to Anchises, the features that serve to identify her
as an immortal are not only her height, but her corporeal features: beauty radiates from
her cheeks ($6&&"' ?@ !*39#651 -!4&*<!91, 174), and Anchises recognizes
immortality in her neck and eyes (8' ?@ R?91 ?9#3_1 )9 $*/ t<<*)* $6&’ ÜV3"?%)H' |
)63AH>41, 181-2). Whereas before Anchises had only apprehended the radiant aspect
(-!4&*<!91) of Aphrodite's bejeweled breast, here, as he detects that that radiance
comes from her very flesh, he can mark her as divine.109 This suggests, therefore, that the
luminous quality of Aphrodite's adornment was meant to imitate the naturally dazzling
aspect of divine beings. This provides clarification as to another reason why the j3<"#
!*<!"%$#&"# were "wondrous to behold" (7*O<* :?4>7*#): namely, because they
artificially approximate the kind of radiance thought to be native to divinities.

to finely crafted objects." My conclusion, however, differs in that I will argue that desire
is evoked in response to the way that the corporeal interacts with the artificial.
108
cf. Stehle (1996a), "Although her body is revealed, the text reveals nothing about it"
216.
109
cf. Steiner (2001), "The beauty that Aphrodite displays in such superlative form has a
different quality from her earlier allure: through the use of the predicative genitive in the
description, the poet marks it out as no product of the external garments, cosmetics, or
jewelry that the goddess wears, but as unimpeachably hers" 97 n. 73.
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From these depictions of feminine adornment we can discern more precisely how
the poikilia of garments and jewelry works together with the variety of other
accoutrements of adornment to elicit male desire. First, the heightened visibility
generated from a profusion of luminous objects entices the male gaze, which in turn
inevitably evokes desire. And this, as I have argued in my analysis of the Homeric Hymn
to Aphrodite in particular, is because of how these artificial elements are juxtaposed
against the corporeal features that underlie adornment and which are the object of male
desire. Like Odysseus' brooch and Achilles' shield, objects that evoke wonder (thauma)
because they create the impression of life in inanimate material, in these passages, where
the organic and corporeal contrasts with the artificial, the converse is at work. Moreover,
the persistent connection between feminine beauty and artifice that emerges from these
portrayals leads into my next chapter, where I will focus on the relation between artifice,
seduction, and deception, one that has already become apparent in the fact that both Hera
and Aphrodite use their beauty and desirability specifically to mislead men.

Conclusions:

In this chapter, my overarching aim has been to illuminate the polyvalence of the
poikilia that appears in the dressed body. A further aim has been to account for the close
association of poikilia specifically with elite, luxury goods by considering the particular
features of these objects that seem to have accounted for the aesthetic value of poikilia.
Crucial to my interpretation has thus been the capacity of poikilia to adorn objects as well
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as the body, since the enhanced, heightened visual quality that poikilia contributes can
have a variety of results, as we have seen: it can communicate information about the
status or identity of the wearer as well as provoke affects like thauma and desire. In short,
this chapter has shown how the visual effect of the same aesthetic quality could be
thought to evoke different kinds of responses depending on the viewer and the context in
which this quality appears. Thus what has also become clear in this chapter is the extent
to which aesthetic terminology like poikil/ can reveal cultural norms and expectations.
Here, the application of poikil/ to aspects of dress has been particularly illustrative in
relation to gendered categories, showing how the significance of this quality changes
according to whether it appears in masculine or feminine articles of dress. And in the next
chapter, I will show how the use of poikil/ to characterize forms of mental activity and
speech likewise offers insight into the relation between sense perception, cognition, and
interpersonal communication.
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Chapter Three. Seeing is Believing? Poikilia and the Mechanics of Deception
As the illusory quality of the images discussed in the previous chapters can attest,
appearances can be deceiving. And this is true not only of those artifacts whose lifelike
character belies their material nature, but applies to persons, as well: an idea encapsulated
in the epithet poikilom!tis, a term that characterizes the guileful intelligence of prominent
trickster figures like Prometheus, Hermes, and Odysseus. Each of these individuals is
distinguished by their aptitude for deception, an ability that derives from their skill at
creating ruses through speech (in lies) or in tricks (e.g. in Prometheus' concealment of
fire within a fennel stalk). In short, all three know how to capitalize upon the fallibility of
sense perception as a means of evaluating truth and thus, their ruses typify how seeing or
hearing may not necessarily amount to the same thing as knowing.110 For as we will see,
appearances can conceal as much as they reveal, and the examples discussed here will
highlight the insufficiency of vision as well as hearing as sole criteria for truth.111

110

cf. Lesher (1981), who identifies in the Odyssey in particular a pervasive concern with
the gap between perception and knowledge.
111
While the work of Detienne and Vernant has fundamentally shaped and expanded our
understanding of m!tis, their emphasis on semiotics leaves out an important component
of this concept: namely, the fact that it is not purely abstract, but consistently finds
material instantiation, a fact that is reflected in the French "les ruses de l'intelligence."
M!tis, above all, is a form of practical intelligence. By elaborating an understanding of
poikilia through a focus on the semiotics of m!tis, their work has reinforced the tendency
to divide the semantic range of poikilia into two types according to whether the term
seems to denote material or abstract features. As a result of this divide, it has become
standard to disassociate poikil/ from the realm of aesthetics when it describes intellectual
qualities or processes, and to instead understand the term in these instances as denotative
of other abstract characteristics like changeability and variation. Instead, my goal is to
provide a counterpart to their exhaustive and illuminating study by focusing on the
perceptual qualities persistently associated with deception and deceitfulness.
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While the previous chapters have alluded to the great technical skill needed in
order to generate poikilia in artifacts, in this chapter a more pronounced permeability
between mind and matter will be observed, one that is succinctly articulated in the
description of Odysseus' knot. In book eight of the Odyssey, Odysseus secures the chest
of gold and clothing given to him by the Phaecians with an "elaborate (!"#$%&"') knot,
which queenly Circe had once taught him" (7"0' ?’ Y!/ ?9><F1 RH&9/!"#$%&"1, j1 !")4
<#1 ?4?*9 V39>/ !W)1#* â%3$H, 8.447-8). On the one hand, poikil/ here must refer to the
material intricacy of the knot, but on the other hand, the production of this quality also
depends on knowledge of the particular technique needed to configure it. This latter
aspect is what makes the knot an effective source of protection (i.e. it protects his gifts
even as Odysseus sleeps, 8.443-5) because it correspondingly requires a specific kind of
knowledge in order to undo it. The poikilos quality of the knot, therefore, designates both
a visually perceptible aspect of its formation as well as the particular intellectual ability to
create the knot. The overlap between intellectual process and its product alluded to in this
example is one that will form a persistent theme of the passages discussed here, which
likewise meditate on the pitfalls and possibilities for discerning a person's mental state
from their speech and appearances alone.112

112

Scholarship on portrayals of deception in archaic and classical sources has been
largely concerned with two areas: 1) the relationship between lies and poetic fictions (e.g.
Pratt 1993 and Finkelberg 1998); and 2) the philosophical issues that Plato raises
concerning the deceptive nature of the plastic and performing arts, on which see
especially Ferrari (1989), Janaway (1995), and Halliwell (2002). On the subject of
Odysseus' modes of deception I have found most helpful Goldhill (1991) 1-36, von
Reden (1995), and Murnaghan (1987).
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Thus whereas the previous chapters have focused on responses to the poikilia that
appears in artifacts, this chapter's concern is with the manifestation of this quality
between persons, not just between objects and persons: on poikilia as a quality of social
media like speech and body language rather than as a feature of textiles or metallic
surfaces. Moreover, the persistent association of poikilia with lies and ruses (the products
of cunning) as well as with cunning itself suggests that deceit is a distinctively pragmatic
aspect of poikilia. Ultimately, however, my analysis here of the different ways and the
various media in which poikilia contributes to deception will reveal a degree of
correspondence between the perception of artifacts on the one hand and, on the other
hand, a phenomenology peculiar to deception: namely, that behavior and speech can
serve as a medium akin to fabric or metal in which illusory effects can also be created.
The terminology of poikilia (as the word is used in the examples discussed in this
chapter) is thus akin to a word like "beguiling", since this word carries a similar duality
of positive and negative connotations in its characterization of phenomena in terms of
their captivating effect on others, an effect that often clouds judgment. And this beguiling
effect will be particularly prominent in the first section with its focus on feminine acts of
deception.

I. Beguiling Beauty and Killer Style: The Materiality of Feminine Guile

Within the context of feminine accoutrements like peploi and jewelry, the
portrayals of poikilia discussed in the previous chapter made it clear that this was a
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popular element of the feminine wardrobe because it helps to create a dynamic of
attraction: enticing the male gaze by making the body brighter and more striking to look
upon. Poikilia in this way contributes to the adornment of the body and, as I have argued,
helps to elicit desire by drawing attention to what is being adorned: namely, the female
flesh. And it is the correlation between poikilia and desire, as I will show here, that helps
to account for the prominent role afforded to poikilia in accounts of feminine deception.
More specifically, I will contend that these passages portray the poikilia of the garments
and jewelry as an extension of the tantalizing, binding force of feminine beauty and
desire.113
Aesop's fable of the fox and leopard (Fab. 12), which teases apart inner (invisible)
and outer (visible) forms of poikilia by locating these in two different animals, succinctly
articulates the two aspects of this quality that will feature prominently in this section:
guile and physical attractiveness. In this story, the fox and the leopard lay claim to
different types of poikilia and argue about whose is more beautiful (kalli#n). The leopard
maintains that the poikilia of his spotted fur is more attractive, while the fox retorts that
the poikilia that defines his cunning mind is superior: "How much greater is the beauty
that belongs to me, since it is not something I have in my body, but is in my cunninglywrought spirit" (!W>"1 YDá $*&&%51 g!63U5, f)#' "Q )F >0<*, )G1 ?@ ,JUG1
!9!"#$#&<41H1 ^U5). The narrator of the fable gives some indication as to what this
means by referring to the fox's poikilia as an "orderliness of the mind" (E )M' ?#*1"%*'
$W><"'), a formulation indicating that poikilia specifically defines the fox's characteristic
113

cf. Blondell (2013), "erotic beauty…is construed in Greek myth as a characteristically
feminine mode of power" 2.
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cunning intelligence. And in the examples that I want to turn to next, we will see how the
two types of poikilia embodied in the fox and leopard respectively also manifest
themselves in the ruses wrought by Hera and Aphrodite, both of whom rely on a physical,
visible kosmos constituted by their elaborate adornment as well as on their cunning.
In the previous chapter, we have already seen deceit go hand and hand with
superlative feminine beauty in the case of Hera and Aphrodite. Both figures rely on their
powers of seduction in order to accomplish their aims and in this way reveal their own
brand of cunning, for it is their ability to manipulate the male gaze that makes them
effective seductresses. Aphrodite does so by assuming a disguise, that of a mortal maiden
(!*3741e -?<_)å <4D97"' $*/ 9X?"' E<"%H, HHAp 82), and likewise, Hera's plan to
seduce Zeus in the Iliad is characterized as both a trap, a dolos (?"&"V3"14"J>*,
14.197, 300) as well as a deception (j!!5' YI*!6V"#)", 14.160, Ö3H ?’ Y1 V#&W)H)#
!*3_!*V91 9Q1H7M1*#, 14.360). These examples thus suggest that seduction, together
with its concomitant effect of sexual desire, constitutes a kind of dolos.
The ensnaring effect of sexual desire is an idea that finds paradigmatic expression
in the story of Ares and Aphrodite. In this narrative, the effect of Hephaestus' dolos and
its "unbreakable bonds" (?9><"s' -33_$)"J' -&B)"J', Od. 8.274-5) is to physically
immobilize the pair in the sexual act. This paralysis is suggestive of the am!chania,
"helplessness" that accompanies Pandora, whom Hesiod describes as an "irresistible
snare" (*:!B' ?W&"', Theog. 589, WD 83).114 And Pandora is characterized as such
because her beauty renders men helpless at the sight of her, which therefore makes them
114

For the immobilizing and intractable effects of doloi see Detienne and Vernant (1978),
especially pp. 21-3, 27-31, and 41-46.
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susceptible to the "base mind and thieving nature" that her appearance belies ($B19W1 )9
1W"1 $*/ Y!%$&"!"1 |7"', WD 67). The combination of her beautiful exterior and evil
nature gives the archetypal woman her particular power, because men, in their desire, will
experience pleasure at the same time as they literally embrace their own destruction
()43!51)*# $*). 7J<F1 d21 $*$F1 -<V*D*!01)9', WD 58). This is because men are
literally unable to perceive anything apart from the form of a "beautiful, desirable mortal
maiden" with a face "like one of the immortal goddesses" (-7*16)å' ?@ 79Z' 9:' ò!*
9:>$9#1 | !*3791#$M' $*&F1 9X?"' Y!_3*)"1, WD 62-3) and in this way succumb to
the pitfalls of their own lust.
Analogously, the visually stunning appearances of Hera and Aphrodite both
physically and mentally overpower Anchises and Zeus. Desire "lays hold of" Anchises
(ÜDU%>H1 ?’ ^3"' 9X&91, HHAp 91) and Zeus is "subdued by his longing" (=!1e $*/
V#&W)H)# ?*<9%', 14.355; ^3"'…Y?6<*>>91, 14. 315-6). While the characterization of
desire in terms of physical force is a standard trope of archaic thought, the allusion to
such effects gains additional potency in these episodes, where the subduing force of
sexual attraction is a crucial element for ensuring the success of each goddess' ruse.
Not only is their yearning imagined as a physically overpowering sensation, there
are profound cognitive effects, as well. Zeus' mind is "clouded over" (8' ?’ R?91, n' <#1
^35' !J$#1.' V341*' -<V9$6&J,91, 14.294), instantiating the effects of the poikilos
kestos just as Aphrodite had described them (f )’ ^$&9,9 1W"1 !B$* !93 V3"19W1)51,
14.217). Analogously, Anchises does not "know clearly" ("Q >6V* 9:?(', 167) when he
succumbs to Aphrodite's beauty. Here, too, poikilia plays a starring role as a quality of
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her golden necklaces (j3<"# ?’ -<V’ z!*&M# ?9#3M# !93#$*&&49' |>*1 | $*&"/
U3B>9#"# !*<!"%$#&"#, HHAp. 88-9), making her "wondrous to behold" (7*O<*
:?4>7*#, HHAp. 90). Both Zeus' and Anchises' responses to beauty are thus akin to the
physical and intellectual paralysis (am!chania) that characteristically inheres in the dolos.
Poikilia, by contributing in both instances to the physically arresting appearance of each,
thus helps to ensure a failure of recognition: the man perceives only beauty, not guile,
and so feels only desire.115 In short, the beguiling visual artifice constituted by each
woman's elaborate adornment works to conceal the layer of artifice that consists in the
fact that neither woman is what she seems.
Part of what makes the poikilos kestos such a potent resource, however, is the fact
that it contains love charms or spells, as Aphrodite attests when she hands it over: "And
she loosened from her breast the embroidered, beguiling belt, and in it was wrought every
love charm" (-!F >)_79>V#1 Y&B>*)" $9>)F1 `<61)* | !"#$%&"1, ^17* ?4 "`
79&$)_3#* !61)* )4)J$)", Il. 14.214-15). That the kestos is imbued with magical
properties that "steal over the minds, even of the wise" (f )’ ^$&9,9 1W"1 !B$* !93
V3"19W1)51, Il. 14.217) makes it similar to the poisoned robes that Medea sends to
Glaucú, which Medea says that she "will anoint with potions (pharmaka)" ()"#";>?9
U3%>5 V*3<6$"#' ?53_<*)*, Eur. Med. 789). By presenting Glaucú the robes as well
as an equally deadly golden diadem under the pretense of adding to her dowry (V9316',
956), Medea's characterization of her plot as a dolos is apt (-&&’ 8' ?W&"#># !*;?*
115

cf. Blondell (2013), "Aphrodite 'deceives' people into going against their better
judgment, by 'persuading,' 'shrouding,' or otherwise incapacitating their 'wits' or good
sense—in other words, inducing them to think the indulgence of the desire she inspires is
right or good when it is really bad, wrong, or disastrous" 7.
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A*>#&45' $)615, 783). In so doing, she subverts the practice of giving brides expensive
articles of adornment, especially articles of clothing.116 Given the desirability and
material value of poikilia within the feminine wardrobe, articles described as such feature
as genuine gifts elsewhere (e.g. Sappho fr. 44, Od. 15.104-8), but Medea co-opts the
allure of this quality in order to ensure the efficacy of her pharmaka.
When the messenger later refers to these garments as "enticing (poikilous) robes"
(1159), the adjective takes on double force, signifying not only the captivating
appearance of the garments, but also the deadly pharmaka that are invisible within the
fabric. Moreover, that pharmaka can refer to potions as well as to the kind of dyes that
would impart to fabric the colorful appearance characteristic of poikiloi peploi lends a
further, ominous layer to the word's significance here. This is because what enables this
poison to take effect is the irresistible visual allure of the garments to Glaucú, who "could
not restrain herself" from putting them right on (P ?’, 8' Y>9;?9 $W><"1, "Q$ C14>U9)",
1156), thereby bringing the poison into direct contact with her flesh. This reveals that
Medea's guile consists in her knowledge of magic as well as in her keen awareness of
what will entice Glaucú. The messenger's recollection of Glaucú's delight in the gifts is
thus a testament to the deadly accuracy with which Medea had predicted the princess'
taste:
P ?’, 8' Y>9;?9 $W><"1, "Q$ C14>U9)",
-&&’ ù19>’ -1?3/ !61)*, $*/ !3/1 Y$ ?W<51,
<*$3.1 -!9;1*# !*)43* $*/ !*;?*' >4791
&*A"O>* !4!&"J' !"#$%&"J' C<!4>U9)",
U3J>"O1 )9 79;>* >)4V*1"1 -<V/ A">)3BU"#'
&*<!3T $*)W!)3e >UH<*)%L9)*# $W<H1,
116

(1156)

(1160)

cf. Scheid and Svenbro (1996) 60-82 as well as Lee (2004) and (2015) 207-11.
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S,JU"1 9:$á !3">D9&0>* >(<*)"'.
$S!9#)’ -1*>)c>’ Y$ 73W151 ?#43U9)*#
>)4D*', zA3F1 A*%1"J>* !*&&9B$e !"?%,
?(3"#' g!93U*%3"J>*, !"&&. !"&&6$#'
(1165)
)41"1)’ Y' 237F1 t<<*># >$"!"J<41H.
)"Q1741?9 <41)"# ?9#1F1 |1 74*<’ :?9;1:
And she, when she saw the attire, could not restrain herself, but agreed to
everything her betrothed asked, and before your children and their father had gone
far from the house, grabbed up the elaborate robes and put them on. And placing
the golden crown about her locks, she arranged her hair before a gleaming mirror,
grinning at the lifeless reflection of her body. And then, getting up from her seat,
she paraded through the room, making a dainty stride with her snow-white foot,
so delighting in the gifts, gazing again and again at the straight line of her leg. But
after this there was an awful sight to behold (1156-67).
On this account, Glaucú is so desirous of the robes and diadem that she can hardly wait to
put them on and "agrees to everything" (-&&’ ù19>’ -1?3/ !61)*, 1157) in order to get
her hands on them. Moreover, she is enchanted with her own appearance and is
overwhelmed with joy (g!93U*%3"J>*, 1165) at how she looks. At first, then, the gifts
achieve their desired effect of enhancing Glaucú's beauty, but it is precisely in doing so
that the pharmaka, disguised within the poikilia of the robes, take hold. And they do so in
a particularly perverse way that inverts the norms of feminine adornment that we have
seen so far. First, rather than being situated "about her flesh" (!93/ U3"ë), the formulaic
element of the dressing scenes discussed in the previous chapter, the robe instead "eats
into her white flesh" (&9J$G1 ^?*!)"1 >63$*, 1189). Second, rather than enhancing her
appearance, Medea's pharmaka ensure that the girl becomes "unrecognizable to anyone
but her father" (!&G1 )T )9$W1)# $63)* ?J><*7G' :?9;1, 1196). In short, Glaucú is
effectively rendered invisible by becoming unrecognizable.
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What enables the robe to transform from a precious gift into a gruesome death
trap is thus a double kind of magic: the pharmaka that inhere in the fabric, unseen amidst
its elaborate patterning and fine texture, as well as the allure of its beauty and poikilia: for
without this appeal, the pharmaka would be useless. Medea's dolos does not just ensnare
and destroy its victim, but does so in a way that reflects Medea's intimate awareness of
the fallibility of feminine vanity and desire.117 Glauce, in other words, is literally
consumed by her desire to possess the robes and beautify herself by wearing them.
Likewise does Agamemnon's vanity lead him to confirm his own destruction by
succumbing to the dolos that Clytaemnestra constructs with the help of poikilia. Here,
however, it is the significance of poikilia, as an emblem of Atreid wealth and
Agamemnon's conquest in Troy, that functions as a lure, not just the visual appeal of this
quality. In the Oresteia, poikilia plays a prominent role as the defining characteristic of
the garments with which Clytaemnestra murders Agamemnon. First, she entices him to
trample upon such fabric before ensnaring and murdering him in another piece of poikilos
material. As Oliver Taplin (1977) has put it, "Agamemnon walks over the rich tapestrygarment and into an inextricable richness of garment-net" (314-15). Each form of poikilia
thus functions as a dolos, a snare or trap. Both pieces of poikilia are designated with a
variety of different terms that makes it difficult to determine the precise nature of either,
since they are variously characterized as mere fabric, with words like "spreadable cloth"
(!4)*><*, 909) and "woven stuff" (gV6', 949), but also and more specifically as
117

cf. Medea's remarks to Jason at 964, where she persuades him to let her send the gifts
because "they say that gifts can win over even the gods" (!9%79#1 ?03* $*/ 79"s'
&WD"'!"#On Medea's powers of persuasion see especially Buxton (1982) 153-170.
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"clothing" (9o<*)*, 921, 963) or robes (!4!&"#, 1126). Poikilia, however, is the adjective
that characterizes the fabric in each play of the trilogy. This consistency suggests a close
connection between this quality and the mechanism of Clytaemnestra's trap: in other
words, that it is no accident that Agamemnon is murdered in the very same type of fabric
with which he was lured inside the house.
While the precise nature of both textiles has attracted a great deal of attention118,
what is abundantly clear is that the cloth on which Agamemnon treads on his way into the
house is valuable indeed and not designed to be laid underfoot, since it is not only
poikilos, but also has been treated with the most expensive dye, "deep crimson"
(!"3VB39"'). For this reason, he hesitates before making his entry and chastises
Clytaemnestra for greeting him in this way. His criticism dwells in particular on the
symbolic significance of the textile and its suggestion of effeminate (<G DJ1*#$F' Y1
)3W!"#', 918) and barbaric luxury (<H?@ A*3A63"J V5)F' ?%$H1, 919):
$*/ )S&&* <G DJ1*#$F' Y1 )3W!"#' Y<@
(918)
éA3J19, <H?@ A*3A63"J V5)F' ?%$H1
U*<*#!9)@' AW*<* !3">U61å' Y<"%,
<H?’ 9o<*># >)3(>*>’ Y!%V7"1"1 !W3"1
)%79#· 79"B' )"# )";>?9 )#<*&V9;1 U39(1·
Y1 !"#$%&"#' ?@ 71H)F1 t1)* $6&&9>#1
A*%19#1 Y<"/ <@1 "Q?*<0' S19J VWA"J.
&4D5 $*)’ S1?3*, <G 79W1, >4A9#1 Y<4.
(925)
U53/' !"?",_>)351 )9 $*/ )01 !"#$%&51
$&H?á1 -J)9;·
As to the rest, do not pamper me in the manner of a woman, nor gape at me with
groveling acclaim, falling to the ground as if I were some barbarian. Nor place
envy in my way by strewing the ground with fabric.119 For truly it is the gods that
118

And as Oliver Taplin (1977) has suggested, "It may be no accident that the exact
nature and function of the cloth are unclear" 314.
119
On this translation of 9o<* see Denniston and Page (1957) ad 909, who note that the
use of this term makes it clear that the reference to petasma at 909 (>)3511B1*#
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we should honor with such things. For a mortal man to tread upon beautiful and
decorated textiles to me seems not at all without trepidation. I maintain that you
should honor me as a man, not as a god. For my reputation resounds even without
mats and fancy finery (918-927).
Scholars have long puzzled over the precise significance of this so-called "carpet
scene." On my view, the most plausible interpretation is that Agamemnon's act of
treading on this cloth is laden with multiple meanings, and here I will focus on those that
pertain directly to the cloth's poikilia.120 First, Agamemnon himself recognizes that such
valuable textiles more properly belong to the gods (79"B' )"# )";>?9 )#<*&V9;1 U39(1,
922). This is an aspect of poikilia that has already been discussed in chapter one, where I
argued that the cost and effort needed to produce this quality in textiles, combined with
its extra-luminous effects, account for the high aesthetic value of poikil/ textiles that
makes such pieces suitable offerings. To step on them would therefore be to attract the ill
will of the gods (<H?’ 9o<*># >)3(>*>’ Y!%V7"1"1 !W3"1/)%79#, 921-2). And as
objects invested with such great value, Agamemnon also recognizes how the fabric is a
tangible marker of his household's wealth. Accordingly, he remarks later, when he
actually treads across this path, that he is "destroying the wealth of his household with his

!9)6><*>#1) does not indicate "carpets", but rather "fabrics which are, or resemble,
clothing" (emphasis in original). #
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Morrell (1997) 141 n. 4 provides an excellent summary of the interpretative issues at
stake in this scene and the relevant scholarship, among which Fraenkel (1950) vol. 2.441,
Denniston and Page (1957) 151, Goheen (1955), Lloyd-Jones (1962) have also informed
my own analysis here. More recently, see Morrell (1997)'s own study of the cultural
significance of fabric in the Oresteia, as well as Crane (1993), Jenkins (2003), and Lee
(2004), who likewise aim to situate the scene within its historical context. See also
Goldhill (1984) 66-81, who emphasizes Clytaemnestra's manipulation of signs and
signifiers in this scene. My interpretation, which will also dwells on the multivalence of
poikilia in the Oresteia, will thus be much in line with his.
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feet" (?5<*)"V7"39;1 !">/1 | V79%3"1)* !&"O)"1 -3DJ351_)"J' 7’ gV6', 948-9).
It is thus obvious that to trample this fabric underfoot is not only symbolically
destructive, but also literally brings irrevocable damage to it and in this way actually
depletes the house's wealth.
The act itself is fraught with meaning, but this meaning comes from how it will be
perceived by others: Agamemnon worries not only about the gods' perspective, but also
that of his compatriots (V_<H D9 <41)"# ?H<W73"J' <4D* >7419#, "But truly the voice
of the people has great power," 938). In order to counteract these qualms, Clytaemnestra's
task is to manipulate Agamemnon's own perception and interpretation of the garments.
And she does so by appealing to Agamemnon's vanity and turning the gesture into a
symbol of Agamemnon's conquest in Troy: "What do you suppose Priam would do, if he
had accomplished these things?" ()% ?’ a1 ?"$9; >"# +3%*<"', 9: )6?’ K1J>91; 935). To
which Agamemnon concedes that such an act would certainly be something that Priam
would do: "Surely he would tread upon the elaborate finery," (Y1 !"#$%&"#' a1 $63)*
<"# AM1*# ?"$9;, 936). While commentators have puzzled over why Agamemnon would
commit an act that he himself acknowledges to be characteristic of a barbarian king, I
suggest that Agamemnon's motive becomes more intelligible if we take into account the
connotations of foreign luxury conveyed by the poikilia of the fabric. For when seen in
this way, Agamemnon's gesture is not one of emulation (of Priam), but one of
subjugation, as he destroys an aesthetic quality closely associated with the East. As we
have seen in the previous chapter, poikilia is emblematic of the luxe lifestyle
characterized in terms of habrosun!, one that was constituted in part by expensive
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imports like the Lydian mitra that was so coveted by Sappho.121 By referencing Priam
and thereby implicating the cloth in Agamemnon's conquest of Troy, Clytaemnestra
draws upon the ethnic connotations of this quality to re-cast the act as a literal, physical
expression of Agamemnon's domination over the East.
That Agamemnon succumbs to this ploy testifies to the success of Clytaemnestra's
persuasion in making him regard the cloth in a different light. In this sense, the cloth, on
Charles Segal's (1981) interpretation, is also a "tangible symbol" of Clytaemnestra's
rhetoric:
The tapestry itself is a visual emanation and a tangible symbol of Clytaemnestra's
cloying, seductive rhetoric. It is itself the emblem and the instrument of disruption
in the sign system on which all civilized order rests. Waste, pride, and luxury are
as dangerous in speech as in the house and in the kingdom (55).
Clytaemnestra's speech, together with the significance of the fabric's poikilia, thus work
in concert to ensure the success of her dolos. For it is by making him regard the act of
trampling the fabric as an expression of his superiority that Clytaemnestra succeeds in
concealing from her husband the fact that his destruction of the poikilia of the garments
in his path will find its corollary in the poikilia of the cloth with which she will ensnare
and kill him. This garment is also described in terms of poikilia, and thus conveys how
Clytaemnestra, like Agamemnon, is also guilty of subverting the normal function of such
a precious textile. While Agamemnon defaces the material, Clytaemnestra transforms it
121

cf. Grand-Clément (2011), who interprets the Oresteia's incorporation of poikilia as
indicative of changing attitudes towards Eastern luxury in the wake of the Persian Wars,
"Les tissus multicolores se trouvent marginalisés, subissant le même sort que les tissus
pourpres—auxquels ils correspondent bien souvent: ils symbolisent désormais l'hybris et
la perfidie du Barbare" 476. See also Kurke (1992), who addresses the similar shift that
occurs in attitudes towards habrosun!.
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into a deadly dolos, an aspect that she herself alludes to in referring to this cloth as an
"evil wealth of garment" (!&"O)"1 9o<*)"' $*$W1, 1383).
In the Libation Bearers, Orestes highlights how the fabric has been turned
specifically into a dolos by observing that the robe is an instrument akin to that which a
hunter would use (997-1004), and refers to it as both a net (SD39J<*, 998) and a trap
(?"&(<*, 1003). Further proof of this fact comes from the appearance of the fabric itself,
an aspect upon which Orestes dwells both here and in the Eumenides. This is because the
colors within the fabric (!"&&.' A*V.') are now mingled with Agamemnon's blood,
which mars it (V79%3"J>*) as indelibly as did Agamemnon's feet on his entry: !"&&.'
A*V.' V79%3"J>* )"O !"#$%&<*)"', 1013. Because the cloth provides such a vivid
illustration of Clytaemnestra's murder, Orestes is able to summon it as a witness to the
crime (<*3)J345, Choeph. 1010, Eum. 461) and thus use it for his own defense in the
Eumenides: "But my black-hearted mother killed him, and covered him with a crafty
snare, which remains to testify to his murder in the bath" (-&&6 1#1 $9&*#1WV351 Y<G |
<_)H3 $*)4$)*, !"#$%&"#' -D39B<*>#1 |$3B,*>’, û &"J)301 YI9<*3)B39# VW1"1,
460-2). At this point, then, the poikilia of the fabric embodies Clytaemnestra's guile in
two ways: literally, by manifesting Agamemnon's blood, a fact which in turn testifies
(metaphorically) to her guile in using the cloth as a deadly dolos.
By defining the snare itself (that is, the robe with which Clytaemnestra entangles
him) as well as functioning as part of the lure that confirms his destruction, the repetition
of the term poikilia before and after Agamemnon's death highlights a paradoxical element
to this quality: it visibly embodies Clytaemnestra's guile, but simultaneously conceals it,
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at least from Agamemnon. This paradoxical element to poikilia's perception is one that
will re-surface later in this chapter and will prove a fundamental component to the
relationship between poikilia and deception. But because the term here is so closely
connected to Clytaemnestra's plot, the meaning of poikilia in application to the
murderous robe becomes decidedly ambiguous: signifying both a literal, material quality
of the cloth as well as the craftiness and guile of the trap itself: what enables the robe to
be as efficacious as a real net or trap. In the Oresteia, then, the repetition of poikilia
throughout the trilogy illuminates the multivalence of this quality as it goes from a
tangible marker of the house's wealth, to a symbol of Agamemnon's conquest and thus to
a lure, to deadly dolos, and finally, to evidence of Clytaemnestra's treachery. In short, the
visibly variegated aspect of these textiles in turn reflects the variety of interpretations that
it can accommodate. And it is Clytaemnestra's ability to manipulate and capitalize upon
this multivalence that enables her to conceal her murderous intentions.
In this section's focus on the ruses and doloi crafted by women, it has become
clear how the literal quality of poikilia that characterizes the garments and accoutrements
used therein contributes to the efficacy of each trap by imparting allure to these objects.
This quality, either alone or in combination with others, works to create a dynamic force
of attraction by lending a tantalizing, enchanting aspect to fabric and jewelry. And each
of the women discussed here are well aware of this fact and incorporate such objects in
order to prevent their victims from seeing that they are walking into a trap. The poikilia
of these objects, I propose, thus functions in these examples as the embodiment of
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feminine guile: one that conceals itself behind a beautiful surface that in turn ensures that
the intended victim will be lured into the trap.

II. Figuring it out: Poikilom!tis and the Craftsmanship of Deception

So far, I have focused on instances in which poikil/ articles of feminine adornment
function as instruments of deception, and specifically as doloi. In this section, however,
poikilia will be implicated in ruses of a different kind. These can be broadly characterized
as disguises: the fire that Prometheus steals under the cover of a fennel stalk, Hermes'
infantile persona in the Homeric Hymn to Hermes, and Odysseus' adoption of a Cretan
persona when he first lands on Ithaca. Moreover, in these examples, poikilia will seem to
lack the concrete, material basis that it had in the examples seen so far. For Prometheus,
Hermes, and Odysseus do not construct or use artifacts characterized in terms of poikil/,
rather, it is their cunning itself that poikil/ designates.
Although feminine forms of deception (particularly in the case of Medea and
Clytaemnestra) do rely on a certain kind of cunning intelligence (that which enables each
woman to identify and capitalize upon the weak spots in their targets), the particular kind
of intelligence signified within the lexical sphere of m!tis (and the epithet poikilom!tis) is
dominated by three male figures: Prometheus, Odysseus, and Hermes. The aim of this
section, therefore, will be to unpack why poikilia is one of the terms consistently
associated with this type of intelligence. More specifically, my interest is in the
phenomenology of m!tis: how does cunning make itself known to others, and what about
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m!tis relates to poikilia? While Detienne and Vernant (1978) have illuminated a great
deal about the semantic range to which m!tis belongs and have drawn attention to how
poikil/ signifies the shifting, multiple nature of m!tis, my goal is to complement their
study by investigating the particular ways in which m!tis and its attribute of poikilia
extend into the perceptible, physical world.
Given that we will be dealing here with poikilia's application to an apparently
immaterial substance like intelligence, this immediately raises the question of metaphor:
are these three figures characterized as poikilom!tis because they bear some affinity to
the objects designated with the same adjective? While the application of terminology
drawn from the sphere of manual craftsmanship to mental activity is a commonplace of
archaic poetry (e.g. "weaving wiles", <M)#1 gV*%19#1, Od. 13.303, 386), such uses of
poikil/ pose a unique interpretative difficulty. This is because of the impossibility of
fixing a primary domain of application to the term, since poikil/ from Homer onwards
characterizes certain kinds of intelligence equally as often as it designates elaboratelywrought objects. Since one popular definition of metaphor sees it as the transference of a
term from its primary domain of application to a secondary one (whose meaning depends
upon familiarity with the word's primary uses), the identification of metaphor depends
upon an identification of primary and secondary applications that is not possible in the
case of poikil/. Thus, rather than treating these uses of the word as metaphorical, I will
instead demonstrate that these co-existent domains of the word's usage reflect the
recognition of shared perceptual characteristics between material artifacts and certain
kinds of intelligence.
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I want to begin with Prometheus (who is characterized as !"#$%&"1 and
*:"&W<H)#1 at Theog. 511 and !"#$#&WA"J&"' at Theog. 521) because the poikilia of his
m!tis manifests itself in his creation of deceptive objects: hiding fire in a fennel stalk
(WD 50, Theog. 566-7) and concealing animal bones beneath a layer of fat (Theog. 5401). Like the doloi of Clytaemnestra and Medea, Prometheus' ruses rely on the beguiling
appearance of real, material objects. Moreover, that Zeus creates Pandora, the "beautiful
evil", as the price for Prometheus' theft of fire ($*&F1 $*$F1 -1)’ -D*7";", Theog.
585; -1)/ !J3F' ?(>5 $*$W1, WD 57) suggests an equivalence between the workings
of Prometheus' dolos (his concealment of fire in a fennel stalk) and Pandora's function as
an "irresistible snare" (*:!B' ?W&"', Theog. 589, WD 83). In the same way that Pandora's
beautiful exterior belies her evil nature, so too do Prometheus' ruses succeed because of
his ability to create superficially innocuous surfaces that belie the contents within. And
what makes Prometheus distinctive from other thieves is the fact that he is able to steal
right in front of Zeus' watchful gaze and not under cover of darkness (a tactic that we will
see in the case of Hermes). Prometheus, then, is able to beguile Zeus' gaze, in spite of
Zeus' own cunning.
While in both the Works and Days and Theogony Prometheus succeeds in
concealing his theft of fire, in the Theogony Hesiod does suggest that Zeus was not fooled
by Prometheus' simulacrum of a sacrifice precisely because he is a master of m!tis
himself: "Zeus recognized and was not unaware of the deceit" (~9s' ?’ SV7#)* <_?9*
9:?á' | D10 b’ "Q?’ CD1"%H>9 ?W&"1, Theog. 550-1). The reference to Zeus' own m!tis
(SV7#)* <_?9* 9:?á') invites reflection on the way in which Zeus acquired this
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intelligence himself: namely, his act of physically subsuming Mútis within his own body
and then embodying her powers from within. This aetiology reveals that Zeus' m!tis
consists in the same duality between outer appearance and inner reality that also defines
Prometheus' tricks. And the way that the narrator describes Zeus' perception of the
sacrifice indicates that deception fails when this duality is recognized: when the would-be
victim becomes cognizant of a disjunction between outer, visible qualities and inner,
invisible ones.
For what Zeus observes in the sacrifice is its artificiality: the fact that it is a
crafted imitation of a sacrifice. More specifically, what Zeus perceives is the techn! with
which Prometheus had concealed the bones ("And when he saw the white bones craftily
tricked out," 8' R?91 2>)4* &9J$. A"F' ?"&%å Y!/ )4U1å, Theog. 555; cf. Theog. 540-1,
"But for Zeus Prometheus put out the white bones of the ox, having dressed them up with
cunning skill and covering them with shining fat," )T ?’ *r)’ 2>)4* &9J$. A"F' ?"&%å
Y!/ )4U1å | 9Q79)%>*' $*)47H$9 $*&B,*' -3D4)# ?H<T). That Zeus is not just aware
of the trick (D10 b’ "Q?’ CD1"%H>9, Theog. 551), but is also able to see (R?91)
Prometheus' doli! techn! therein indicates that the dolos becomes apparent as such upon
the recognition of the attempt to create a resemblance by means of dexterous manual skill
(?"&%å Y!/ )4U1å). In other words, deception fails when appearances are revealed to be
just that: that is, as merely apparent and superficial.
This description's emphasis on the visual apprehension of techn! recalls the
portrayals of elaborately-crafted artifacts discussed in the previous chapters, which
testified to a similar tension between artifice and reality. In the Homeric depiction of
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Odysseus' brooch, for example, Odysseus relates that the brooch elicited wonder in its
viewers because the figures portrayed therein were so skillfully crafted that they almost
seemed to be alive, despite being made of gold (Od. 19.227-231). Christine Hunzinger, in
her (2015) study of thauma, has located the origins of thauma in the impression of the
paradoxical: in the case of art objects, this paradox consists in "the coexistence of the
inanimate and the animate: inert material supports depictions endowed with life, as
mobile, vocal, and noisy as living creatures" (427). In this section and the next, the
converse effect will become observable: whereas art objects belie their inanimate
materiality through the lifelike quality of their images, cunning individuals belie their
true intentions and identities through their adoption of carefully-crafted behavior and
language. When such ruses succeed in deceiving others, the poikilia of m!tis necessarily
remains beneath the surface and out of sight, but more significant is when would-be
victims recognize that they are being deceived, for it is in this context that they identify
m!tis and its quality of poikilia at work. By exploring more closely this apparent paradox
in poikilia's perception, my aim here is to show how the poikilia of m!tis in the case of
Hermes and Odysseus consists in their adoption of speech and behavior that aims at
verisimilitude: the presentation of realistic, rather than real, characteristics.
For while I have so far focused on figures that craft doloi through their use of
seemingly innocuous artifacts, at this point I want to concentrate on the doloi that are
effected through an individual's speech or appearance: in other words, disguises. Disguise
is a favorite weapon of the figures characterized as poikilom!tis. The shifting, adaptable
nature of m!tis lends itself naturally to deception because it enables its user to conceal
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themselves in their assumption of different appearances: Odysseus disguises himself as a
beggar, Athena assumes the form of a young herdsman in Odyssey 13, and Hermes cites
his baby's appearance as proof of his innocence in the Homeric Hymn to Hermes. While
Detienne and Vernant have attributed the propensity of m!tis to assume disguises to the
inherently unstable and changeable nature of this kind of intelligence, they have not
considered the precise ways in which m!tis succeeds (or fails) to disguise itself. For it is
when a disguise is recognized as a disguise that the m!tis of the individual is most
perceptible to others: Athena, for instance, refers to Odysseus as poikilom!tis just after he
has claimed that he is a refugee from Crete (13.256-286), and Maia addresses Hermes as
poikilom!tis when she observes that he has been out all night (HHH 155).122 Therefore,
my aim in what follows is to identify the aspects of each figure that seems to account for
their characterization in terms of poikilom!tis in these particular instances.
In the Homeric Hymn to Hermes, the baby Hermes relies upon his ostensibly
innocent appearance in order to try to conceal his guile. In other words, he uses his own
appearance as a kind of disguise, but with limited success. Having stolen Apollo's cattle
in the middle of the night, he sneaks back home and adopts the behavior appropriate to a
baby (>!63D*1"1 -<V’ ê<"#' 9:&J<41"', CB)9 )4$1"1 | 1_!#"1, 152-3), curling up in
his blankets in an attempt to disguise his nighttime ruse from his mother (151-3). But in
spite of his play-acting, Maia is not fooled: "But the god did not escape the notice of his
divine mother, and she said to him, 'What are you up to, wily one? Where are you coming
back from in this hour of the night, clothed in shamelessness?" (<H)43* ?’ "Q$ S3’
122

cf. Pucci (1987) 83-5.
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^&H79 79.1 79F' 9:!4 )9 <O7"1· | u%!)9 >B, !"#$#&"<M)*, !W791 )W?9 1J$)F' Y1 \3å
| ^3Uå, -1*#?9%H1 Y!#9#<419; 153-5). In this instance, Maia recognizes Hermes' m!tis in
the fact that he is not behaving like his (genuine) wily self, but is merely playing the role
that is suggested by his physical appearance. The vocative !"#$#&"<M)* thus marks
Maia's recognition of Hermes' attempt to effect a disguise through his behavior.
The narrator dwells on Hermes' elaborate efforts to simulate an innocent child
(e.g. in the description of his curling up and feigning sleep when Apollo enters the house
at 240-1), and this characterization not only lends a comic element to the confrontation
between Hermes and Apollo, but also reveals Hermes' masterful command of his body
language and behavior.123 However, Apollo, is, like Maia, keenly aware (D10 ?’ "Q?’
CD1"%H>9, 243) of the affected quality of these gestures, for he recognizes that, in spite of
his youth and size, Hermes is nonetheless "swaddled in crafty tricks" (!*;?’ 2&%D"1,
?"&%å' 9:&J<41"1 Y1)3"!%å>#, 245). In response to Apollo's accusation, Hermes in turn
criticizes Apollo for speaking to him "harshly" ()%1* )"O)"1 -!H14* <O7"1 ^9#!*';
261) and "inappropriately" (-!39!45', 272). By making such a claim, he reveals his
own mastery of social mores and conventions, and the formal qualities of his speech
corroborate this effect. For as Thomas Van Nortwick (1975) has shown, Hermes' defense
is not only a highly-stylized piece of rhetoric, but it paradoxically also aims to reproduce
the sound of childish speech with its short sentences and simple syntax.124 Moreover, in
an attempt to boost his credibility still further, Hermes also adopts a variety of distinctive
facial movements:
123
124

cf. Richardson (2010) ad 227-92.
Van Nortwick (1975) 93-5, cf. Richardson (2010) ad loc.
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8' S3’ ^VH $*/ !J$1F1 -!F A&9V6351 -<*3B>>51
2V3O' b#!)6L9>$91 E3(<91"' ^17* $*/ ^17*,
<6$3’ -!">J3%L51, é&#"1 )F1 <O7"1 -$"B51.
Thus he spoke, shooting rapid glances from his eyes, while wiggling his
eyebrows, looking hither and thither, whistling loudly, like he was hearing an idle
tale (278-280, trans. Evelyn-White 1914, slightly modified)
But rather than perceiving affects like raised eyebrows and darting glances as genuine
expressions of emotion, Apollo is aware that these are affected gesticulations. Like
Prometheus' trick with the sacrifice, where Zeus' cognizance of the techn! in the offering
was tantamount to his recognition of the bluff, Apollo too is keenly aware that Hermes'
movements and gestures are merely ostensible and superficial.125 Nevertheless, what
these lengthy descriptions of Hermes' antics makes clear is that his m!tis operates on all
fronts (the form and content of his speech, his body language and behavior) and the effect
is a bewildering and complex array of contradictory impressions.
Whereas Apollo, the victim of Hermes' guile, is filled with consternation at
Hermes' ploy, Zeus, who is equally aware of Hermes' guilt, takes great amusement from
watching Hermes' m!tis at work:
n' V6)’ Y!#&&%L51 âJ&&_1#"' Ü3D9#VW1)H'·
$*/ )F >!63D*1"1 9XU91 Y!’ ç&41å "Q?’ -!4A*&&9.
~9s' ?@ <4D’ YI9D4&*>>91 :?á1 $*$"<H?4* !*;?*
9r $*/ Y!#>)*<415' -319B<91"1 -<V/ AW9>>#1.
Thus spoke Cyllenian Hermes, the slayer of Argus, winking, and he held his
swaddling over his arm and did not cast it away. Zeus gave a great laugh upon
seeing the wickedly crafty child well and deftly denying his guilt about the cattle
(387-390)

125

Similarly, Alcinous at Od. 11.363-6 provides important testimony about how a liar can
be visually perceived by suggesting that there is a distinctive visual quality of liars such
that they can be identifies from their appearances alone.
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That Zeus here acts in his capacity as the arbitrator of the crime confirms Hermes' skill at
creating a convincing impression of innocence. This is clear from the fact that he judges
Hermes' antics as being "well and skillfully" (9r $*/ Y!#>)*<415') done. In particular,
the adverb Y!#>)*<415' suggests that Hermes effects deception as though it were an art
form that can therefore be "knowledgeably" executed.126 Moreover, that Zeus takes great
pleasure in observing Hermes' deception at work indicates that deceit does not
automatically entail a negative response, but that the artistry therein can be a source of
pleasure and amusement.127 Nor is Zeus' gleeful response here an isolated phenomenon:
Athena, too, smiles at the convincing quality of Odysseus' speech, as we will see.
In the Homeric Hymn to Hermes, it is thus possible to identify several perceptual
characteristics of Hermes' m!tis that bear similarity to the experiences of poikilia
discussed in previous chapters. First, his m!tis features prominently in his articulation of
superficially apparent qualities (e.g. facial movements), analogous to the way in which
the poikilia of artifacts appears as the result of an artisan's manipulation of material
surfaces. Second, in the same way that the apparition of poikilia reflects the skill of the
artisan (one that is often manifested in the lifelike, vivid quality of imagery), so too does
Hermes' m!tis present as a mastery of the ability to create convincing impressions in
body and speech. Hermes isn't fooling anyone, though, precisely because everyone he
encounters is able to perceive Hermes' behavior as an expression of his m!tis and not as
genuine indication of the innocence deceptively suggested by his appearance. What the
126

cf. Alcinous' praise of Odysseus' story-telling, which he characterizes as being done
Y!#>)*<415'. It is in this respect that Odysseus' words are like the songs of a skilled
bard, <O7"1 ?’ 8' j)’ -"#?F' Y!#>)*<415' $*)4&9I*' (11.368).
127
cf. Pratt (1993) 67-71, 81-5.
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epithet poikilom!tis marks, I suggest, is the dynamism and fluidity of Hermes' guile that
become apparent in his appearance and speech. Moreover, this example has also made it
clear that deceit can trigger a range of responses: Maia worries about the consequences of
Hermes' shamelessness (-1*?9%H1 Y!#9#<419, 156), Zeus laughs aloud in pleasure, while
Apollo smiles softly, secure in his knowledge of Hermes' true nature.128 That m!tis is
multivalent in its effects on others is an aspect that will be of particular relevance in the
case of a particularly divisive figure like Odysseus, who is likewise both lauded and
condemned in ancient sources.129
Scholarship (both ancient and modern) on Odysseus' cunning has largely focused
on his powers of speech, since Odyssean lies abound in Homeric poetry and beyond.130
While there is no question that lies are Odysseus' special bailiwick, it is equally clear that
he is a master of disguise, as well. And Antenor's description of Odysseus in Iliad 3, by
depicting how Odysseus' speech and appearance interact, suggests that his ability to use
the two in combination constitutes an integral part of his m!tis. For this reason, Detienne
and Vernant (1978) cite this passage (3.205-224) as a paradigmatic illustration of
Odysseus' cunning. First, Helen identifies Odysseus as someone who "knows all manner
of deceits and clever wiles" (9:?á' !*1)"%"J' )9 ?W&"J' $*/ <_?9* !J$16, 202), and

128

cf. Pratt (1993) 73 n. 27. On the difference between smiling and laughter in Homeric
poetry see Levine (1982).
129
On the various appraisals of Odysseus' cunning in post-Homeric literature, see
especially Montiglio (2011) 1-19
130
On the subject of Odysseus' modes of deception I have found most helpful Goldhill
(1991) 1-36, von Reden (1995), and Pratt (1993) 55-94. On Homeric "fiction" see also
Finkelberg (1998) and Murnaghan (1987) on Odysseus' disguises.
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as an example of this, Antenor recounts how Odysseus' foolish appearance was at odds
with the power of his voice and speech:
-&&’ j)9 ?G !"&B<H)#' -1*ëI9#91 ü?J>>9s'
>)6>$91, Q!*/ ?@ R?9>$9 $*). U7"1F' t<<*)* !_I*',
>$M!)3"1 ?’ "{)’ 2!%>5 "{)9 !3"!3H1@' Y1(<*,
-&&’ ->)9<V@' ^U9>$91 -ë?39ö V5)/ Y"#$('
V*%H' $9 L6$")W1 )4 )#1’ ^<<91*# SV3"16 )’ *{)5'.
"But when wily Odysseus stood up, he would stand there looking down with his
eyes fixed on the ground, not moving his staff backwards or forwards, but holding
it immobile, looking like such a witless fool that one would have thought him
surly and someone entirely lacking in understanding" (216-220).
On this account, Odysseus' nonverbal gestures (his expression, posture, and movements)
all would lead a viewer to think he was a fool. But this is to heighten the contrast that
emerges when Odysseus does speak, and Antenor is explicit about the effects of this
juxtaposition:
-&&’ j)9 j!* )9 <9D6&H1 Y$ >)_79"' 9RH
$*/ ^!9* 1#V6?9>>#1 Y"#$W)* U9#<93%H>#1,
"Q$ a1 ^!9#)’ ü?J>Më D’ Y3%>>9#9 A3")F' S&&"'·
"Q )W)9 D’ †?’ ü?J>M"' -D*>>6<97’ 9X?"' :?W1)9'
But when his great voice and words, like wintry snowflakes, came forth from his
breast, it is at this time that no other mortal could contend with Odysseus, and
then we did not marvel so at the way he looked (221-4).
Significantly, Antenor does not allude to the contents of Odysseus' speech, but indicates
that it was impressive simply in virtue of its formal characteristics: namely, the aural
qualities of the "greatness" of his voice and the "snowflake"-like quality of his words.
One way to interpret the snowflake simile is to understand this aspect of his speech as a
reference to its dense, rapid quality, and thus as the embodiment of the "close-packed
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wiles" (!J$16 <_?9*) already alluded to by Helen (202).131 What is most striking, then,
about Odysseus' speech is the paradoxical impression created by his visual characteristics
on the one hand and the sound of his voice on the other. Analogous to the way in which
Hermes' infant appearance belies his guile, so too does Odysseus' m!tis seem to rely upon
a similar manipulation of the expectations of his audience, who are led by his appearance
to think that he is a fool. In short, the m!tis of each consists, at least in part, in each
figure's ability to conceal the fact of their own intelligence.
When Maia saw through Hermes' antics and addressed him as poikilom!tis, so too
does Athena use the vocative form of the epithet when Odysseus attempts to deceive her
(Od. 13.258-86). Book thirteen of the Odyssey presents a double disguise scene: Athena
confronts Odysseus when she is in the guise of a young shepherd, and Odysseus pretends
that he is a Cretan exile. When Athena informs Odysseus that he has reached Ithaca, he
makes a conscious decision to conceal his identity, which he achieves by suppressing his
true elation at this news: "But he did not speak the truth, but bit back his speech, always
mulling inwardly in his crafty mind" ("Q?’ j D’ -&H74* 9X!9, !6&#1 ?’ j D9 &6L9)"
<O7"1, | *:9/ Y1/ >)_79>># 1W"1 !"&J$93?4* 15<01, 13.254-5). The phrase !6&#1…
&6L9)", "he took back" indicates that Odysseus had been about to reveal his true identity,
but his shrewd thinking (!"&J$93?4*) prevents him from doing so. In this instance, the
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As Jonathan Ready (2011) has emphasized, the simile attempts to express an aural
quality in terms of a visual idea. He suggests that the fact that snow similes are elsewhere
used to describe violence (e.g. falling missiles at Il. 12.156-60) and flashing armor (Il.
19.357-61) indicates that we should interpret Antenor's simile as indication that he views
Odysseus' words in the assembly as "mechanisms of force," 115. While this certainly
seems correct, my point is that it is equally possible for the image to refer to other sensual
properties (like texture and density), as well.
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narrator explicitly alludes to a disjunction between Odysseus' instinct (his expression of
elation) and his cunning, cunning that in turn he must consciously deploy in order to
produce the speech (^!9* !)93W91)* !3">HB?*, 13.253) that will conceal his true
feelings.132
The speech that Odysseus offers in response is the first of the "Cretan lies", a
narrative that re-surfaces in varying forms in Odysseus' encounter with Eumaeus (Od.
14.191-359) and Penelope (Od. 19.165-202, 221-48, 262-307, 336-42). In this story,
which appears in its most abbreviated form in Odysseus' encounter with Athena,
Odysseus claims that he is on the run because of his murder of Idomeneus' son
Orsilochus (Od. 14.258-70). What I want to focus on in this narrative is Odysseus'
assertion that he committed the murder under cover of night (1sI ?@ <6&* ?1"V93G
$6)9U’ "Q3*1W1, Od. 14.269) such that no one saw him do it and he escaped completely
unnoticed ("Q?4 )#' P<4*' | -173(!51 Y1WH>9, &67"1 ?4 d 7J<F1 -!"B3*', Od.
14.269-70). This develops a contrast between the crime that Odysseus makes up and the
nature of lying tales like this one, which by definition involve the presence of another
person as an interlocutor. What this distinction illustrates, therefore, is how Odysseus'
m!tis, one that enables him to construct a false identity through speech, can provide him
with a cover as effective at concealing him as the cover of night.
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Bowie (2013) ad 253-4 rightly draws attention to how the description of Odysseus'
change of mind creates a very unusual delay between the direct speech introduction
formula ($*/ <#1 V51_>*'…!3">HB?*, 13.253) and the speech itself: "this sudden
breaking off from the expected speech mirrors and graphically conveys Od.'s own sudden
change of mind not to speak the truth."
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While Odysseus' Cretan lie allows him to conceal his identity from Eumaeus and
even Penelope, Athena, as a goddess and as a divinity endowed with her own m!tis, is
obviously not taken in by his story. Before replying, she "smiles and strokes him with her
hand" (n' V6)", <9%?H>91 ?@ 79. D&*J$0!#' Ü7_1H, | U9#3% )4 <#1 $*)439I9, Od.
13.287-8). Like Apollo's grin in response to Hermes' lies, here too Athena's smile
conveys her sense of superior wisdom as she recognizes the ruse, but also communicates
amused affection. The latter is more forcefully expressed in her stroking Odysseus with
her hand. This gesture, as Daniel Levine (1982) has shown in his analysis of the smile
and stroking hand combination in the Odyssey, indicates an affectionate bond.133
Moreover, that this is the only time in the Odyssey that Athena is said to smile suggests
that she does so in this instance precisely because of their shared use of m!tis.
Likewise does Athena's language allude to this bond, for she expresses admiration
for Odysseus' skill at lying speech:
$93?*&4"' $’ 9RH $*/ Y!%$&"!"' j' $9 !*34&7"#
Y1 !61)9>># ?W&"#>#, $*/ 9: 79F' -1)#6>9#9.
>U4)&#9, !"#$#&"<M)*, ?W&51 à)’, "Q$ S3’ ^<9&&9',
"Q?’ Y1 >Z !93 Yá1 D*%å, &_I9#1 -!*)651,
<B751 )9 $&"!%51, "o )"# !9?W791 V%&"# 9:>%1.
-&&’ SD9, <H$4)# )*O)* &9D(<97*, 9:?W)9' S<V5
$43?9’ Y!9/ >s <41 Y>># A3")01 tU’ S3#>)"' z!61)51
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It is only in the Odyssey that characters evince both a smile (<9%?H>91) and a caress
(U9#3% )4 <#1 $*)439I9): the two other examples are 1) Calypso's reaction to Odysseus'
suspicion of her motives; and 2) Menelaus to Telemachus after the latter has refused to
accept horses as a gift. As Daniel Levine (1982) notes, each of these situations depict "a
stronger character caressing a weak and dependent loved one" 102, and so sees the
gesture as signifier of this kind of bond. Angus Bowie (2013) ad 287-8 offers a somewhat
different but compatible interpretation of this gesture, "this affectionate gesture of
smiling and reaching out to touch someone is used in Od. when that person has responded
to a speech by treating it suspiciously or a bit too seriously."
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A"J&Z $*/ <B7"#>#1, YDá ?’ Y1 !c># 79";>#
<_)# )9 $&4"<*# $*/ $43?9>#1.
If there is someone who can surpass you, even when it is a god you meet, they
must be cunning and knavish in every kind of guile. Bold man, crafty-minded,
master of tricks, you will not cease from deception and deceitful words even in
your own land, which are so dear to you. But come, let us talk no longer of these
things, since we both of us know the cunning arts, with you being the best by far
among mortals in counsel and speech, and I being famed for my cunning and craft
among all the gods (Od. 14.291-9).
In this speech, Athena, like Zeus in his interaction with Hermes, construes Odysseus'
m!tis as a particular kind of knowledge (9:?W)9' S<V5, 296) that can therefore be used
with greater and lesser degrees of skill. Athena and Odysseus are thus united by being
"the best by far" (tU’ S3#>)"', 297) in the realm of m!tis. And in this context, the choice
of the epithet poikilom!tis (instead of *:"&"<M)#' or !"&J<M)#', both of which also
characterize Odysseus) takes on greater significance, because it suggests that this quality
is part of what makes him such a good liar, together with being "bold" (>U4)&#9, 293) as
well as a "master of ruses" (?W&51 à)’, 293). But in spite of Odysseus' preeminent skill
in cunning, Athena's appraisal of him here is not altogether a positive one. Angus Bowie
(2013), for instance, has characterized Athena's use of the epithet as a "jesting insult" (ad
293).134 Thus the precise force of the term as Athena uses it here is as ambiguous as the
figure it describes, who likewise can use his m!tis for good or ill.
Moreover, Athena's use of the epithet is, like Maia's in the Homeric Hymn to
Hermes, a response to a failed attempt at deception. The poikilia of Odysseus' m!tis thus
becomes apparent precisely where it fails to achieve its goal. But given Athena's
134

Bowie (2013) ad 293 also notes the humor generated by Athena's use of an epithet
conventionally restricted to the Homeric narrator, that it is "as if she knows the formulaic
system and can make a jest about it."
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emphasis on the dexterity with which Odysseus deploys his m!tis, it becomes clear from
this exchange that the corresponding ability to recognize poikilia in speech and behavior
is tantamount to being able to see through lies and ruses. This is because to do so is also
to recognize a form of artifice at work, one that aims at creating a realistic impression,
rather than a real (genuine) one. And the importance of this ability, to "see through"
others and respond accordingly, is precisely what Theognis wishes to instill in Cyrnus in
an example to which I will turn in the next section.
While the first section focused on the relationship between women and the
construction of doloi that were as deadly as they were alluring, the shift to the figures
characterized with the epithet poikilom!tis demonstrate how the most basic elements of
communication (speech, body language, physical appearances) can be manipulated in
order to deceive, and thus function just as efficaciously as raw materials like dyes and
paints in the kinds of illusory effects they produce. While the poikilia of Prometheus'
m!tis consisted largely in his ability to craft objects that beguiled the gaze through their
innocuous appearances, I suggest that Hermes and Odysseus are designated with the
epithet poikilom!tis because they both reveal the extent to which the human voice and
body can serve as highly dynamic media for complex forms of artifice. However, it is this
aspect (namely, that their cunning takes perceptible form) that is also their undoing, for
this means that the poikilia of their cunning can also be recognized, which therefore
entails that their plots can be foiled.
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III. Social Media: The Public and Private Faces of Poikilia

While the passages discussed so far have connected poikilia with intentionally
deceptive acts, there remain a number of examples in which this quality is attributed to
forms of speech or behavior that are not so obviously deceptive, but which nevertheless
seem to verge into this territory. The ambiguity between deceit and artifice is particularly
clear in an instance like Theognis' description of the poikilon !thos,

7J<4, V%&"J' $*). !61)*' Y!%>)39V9 !"#$%&"1 |7"',
23DG1 >J<<%>D51 f1)#1’ N$*>)"' ^U9#.
!"J&B!"J 23DG1 R>U9 !"&J!&W$"J, ]' !")/ !4)3å,
)Z !3">"<#&_>å, )";"' :?9;1 YV61H.
1O1 <@1 )Z?’ YV4!"J, )W)9 ?’ -&&";"' U3W* D%1"J.
$34>>51 )"# >"V%H D%19)*# -)3"!%H'.
My heart, keep turning a versatile disposition in accordance with all your friends,
mingling with it the mood which each one has. Adopt the mood of the cunning
octopus, which seems to resemble the rock to which it clings. Now follow along
in this direction, now take on a different complexion. Cleverness is in truth
superior to inflexibility (I. 213-218, trans. Gerber 1999)
Here, Theognis draws on the frequent association of poikilia with colorful appearances in
order to visualize the !thos as a visible, physical entity that can thus be "turned outward"
(Y!%>)39V9) at will.135 The analogy with the octopus, which literally does change its color
in order to blend in with its surroundings (]' !")/ !4)3å, )Z !3">"<#&_>å), emphasizes
the superficial character of the !thos, which likewise will consist in adopting different
"colors" (-&&";"' U3W* D%1"J) according to whichever "mood" or "disposition" it seeks
135

Throughout I will use "Theognis" to refer simply to the Theognidean speaker and am
not making claims about the historical figure of Theognis.
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to "blend with" (23DG1 >J<<%>D51). Moreover, the reference to the octopus also makes
it clear that Theognis has in mind a process of assimilation, and not the adoption of
behavior that would serve as a complement to "whatever disposition each might have"
(23DG1…f1)#1’ N$*>)"' ^U9#). In this sense, he advocates a model of behavior
remarkably similar to Empedocles' description of the way in which painters "mix in due
proportion" (z3<"1%H# <9%I*1)9, DK B23.4) different colors (!"&BU3"* V63<*$*, DK
B23.3) in order to create "forms resembling all things" (Y$ )01 9R?9* !c>#1 -&%D$#*,
DK B23.5), a process that is itself described in terms of poikilia (!"#$%&&5>#1, DK
B23.1). This parallelism between the poikilia of the !thos and that of painting highlights
what is implicit in Theognis' characterization of the !thos in terms of poikilia: namely,
that one's comportment is as flexible and fluid as paint, since the former can also produce
different forms at will. But unlike the poikilia of textiles or paintings, which contain
many colors within a single surface, the poikilia of the !thos consists in the individual's
capacity to assume single "colors" at different times (1O1 <@1… )W)9 ?’). Given that its
defining characteristic is the ability to change over time, the poikilia of the !thos is thus
revealed to be even more dynamic than a multicolored material, which obviously lacks
this capability.
In sum, the poikilon !thos consists in the artificial manipulation of one's outer,
visible characteristics, a superficiality that is highlighted at the very start with the
imperative Y!%>)39V9. And what the analogy with the octopus suggests is not only how
the poikilon !thos effects a similarly seamless blending, but that this change is only skindeep as well as temporary. In other words, the injunction is not to change one's own
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mood, but to adapt one's appearance in a way that suggests that this is the case. Although
in the examples discussed so far we have seen how individuals adopt superficially
innocuous behavior in order to deceive others, in this particular example superficiality is
not so closely connected to deceit. This is because the emphasis is on "blending together
(>J<<%>D51)," and specifically the blending of one's behavior to match the moods of
one's friends. The poikilon !thos thus manifests itself in a kind of mirroring, not in
disguise per se.
In the variant of this poem that appears in lines 1071-4 of the Theognidea, the
utility of the poikilon !thos within social interactions becomes clearer. This is because, in
this case, the speaker specifies that Cyrnus is to use the !thos as a means of cultivating
his relationships with different people (1O1 <@1 )T?’ YV4!"J, )W)9 ?’ -&&";') and not
just change at different times, as the formulation in the earlier rendition may have
suggested (1O1 <@1 )Z?’ YV4!"J, )W)9 ?’ -&&";"' U3W* D%1"J, I. 217):
âB319, V%&"J' !3F' !61)*' Y!%>)39V9 !"#$%&"1 |7"',
>J<<%>D51 23DG1 "i"' N$*>)"' ^VJ.
1O1 <@1 )T?’ YV4!"J, )W)9 ?’ -&&";' !4&9J 23D_1.
$39;>>W1 )"# >"V%H $*/ <9D6&H' -39)M'.
Cyrnus, turn outwards a versatile disposition to all your friends, fusing your mood
with that of the other. Now pursue this one, but at another time go after others.
This is truly a wisdom more powerful than great virtue (I. 1071-4).
Here again, Theognis couches the value of the poikilon !thos in terms of its power or
potency ($39;>>W1). In this passage, the ability to adopt and use a poikilon !thos is also
equated with a kind of cleverness (>"V%H), as it was above, but in this passage it is a
cleverness even more powerful ($39;>>W1) than great virtue ($*/ <9D6&H' -39)M'),
whereas above, it was supposed to be more powerful than inflexibility ($34>>51 )"#
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>"V%H D%19)*# -)3"!%H'). By casting it as a more powerful tool than great virtue, the
speaker confronts the same ambiguity that was characteristic of the poikilom!tis figures:
namely, the tension between their great skill at deceiving others and the questionable
ethics of doing so. This tension, however, becomes clearer from the other passages in the
corpus that discuss deception in the context of friendship. For Theognis' complaints about
the trustworthiness of friends and enemies alike will suggest that the poikilon !thos is a
response to what he perceives to be a pandemic of duplicitousness in his community.136
For instance, at I.73-4, the speaker asserts that even among friends, "few have a
trustworthy mind" (!*O3"% )"# !"&&01 !#>)F1 ^U"J># 1W"1) and urges Cyrnus to only
place his faith in "a few men" (!*B3"#>#1 !%>J1"', I. 75-6). Seen in this light, the
adaptable nature of the poikilon !thos is itself an adaptation: a way to survive in what the
speaker perceives to be a new social climate in which artifice is the norm.137
What is implicit in Theognis' representation of the poikilon !thos is a hermeneutic
approach to social interaction: a kind of emotional intelligence. This is evident from the
fact that the capacity to change one's mood to reflect those of others is predicated on that
individual's ability to accurately perceive and identify the temperament of others.
Conversely, the analogy with the octopus also implies that one's friends are not supposed
to recognize the poikilon !thos at work: for them to do so would be to reveal the
individual's behavior as simulated and therefore, as inauthentic. Indeed, this is precisely
the complaint that Theognis lodges elsewhere when he bewails the fact that most people
136

cf. Konstan (1997), "His suspiciousness leads him to encourage the very behavior he
has condemned" 50.
137
On Theognis' damning characterizations of his rivals, see especially Van Wees (2002).
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are not trustworthy and not what they seem. Significantly, he uses poikil/ as a general
term to characterize the inclination towards duplicity that he alleges that all people share:
j>)#' )"# ?"$49# )F1 !&H>%"1 R?<91*# "Q?41,
-&&’ *Q)F' <"O1"' !"#$%&* ?_19’ ^U9#1,
$9;1W' D’ SV351 Y>)%, 1W"J A9A&*<<41"' Y>7&"O·
R>5' D.3 !61)9' !"#$%&’ Y!#>)6<97*·
-&&’ E <@1 "Q$ Y74&9# $*$"$93?9%å>#1 N!9>7*#,
)T ?@ ?"&"!&"$%*# <c&&"1 S!#>)"# é?"1.
"Whoever thinks that his neighbor knows nothing and thinks that he alone
possesses clever plans, that man is truly a fool and impaired of his good sense.
For all of us alike have knowledge of guile, but while one man isn't willing to
pursue ill-gotten gains, another one takes pleasure in deceitful wile-weaving"
(221-6).
The speaker, in characterizing as "witless" (SV351) the person who thinks that he alone
is capable of guile (-&&’ *Q)F' <"O1"' !"#$%&* ?_19’ ^U9#1), thus connects intelligence
with shrewdness. More specifically, this shrewdness consists in a keen awareness of one's
own susceptibility to deceit, since guile is a form of intelligence common to all. Poikilia
is thus not a quality of one's persona (as in the poikilon !thos), but is attributed to a
specific type of knowledge: namely, the ability to deceive or mislead others. The
speaker's point is that everyone, because they "have knowledge of guile" (!"#$%&’
Y!#>)6<97*), is thus capable of deceit and pursuing "evil gains" ($*$"$93?9%å>#1).
And what underlies this claim is an epistemological problem: the impossibility of
knowing other minds and whether they are inclined towards deceit ()T ?@ ?"&"!&"$%*#
S!#>)"#) or not (E <@1 "Q$ Y74&9#). The only thing that can be certain in one's dealings
with others, in short, is that they could always be trying to deceive or mislead you.
Further, the emphasis on the universality of this knowledge (R>5' D.3 !61)9') is
markedly different from the examples we have seen so far, where deceit has been the
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special province of the figures who possess m!tis. This is because, on this speaker's view,
fraudulence is no longer confined to ruses, but pervades social interactions more
generally. While Theognis' might be a paranoid worldview, his use of poikil/ to define the
human character as characteristically unpredictable and inscrutable nonetheless points to
a growing preoccupation with the limits of perception within interpersonal
communication: namely, the fact that the way an individual appears or talks provides no
reliable indication of their true character or intentions. And this is a worry that, during the
fifth century, becomes particularly focused on the poikilia of speech and language.
Emblematic of this suspicious attitude towards the poikilia of speech is an adage
from Euripides' Phoenician Women, where Polyneices asserts that "True speech is
naturally simple, and not in need of subtle interpretation" (z!&"O' E <O7"' )M'
-&H79%*' ^VJ, | $"Q !"#$%&51 ?9; )S1?#U’ d3<H19J<6)51, 469-70). This formulation,
by suggesting that false speech requires sophisticated exegesis (!"#$%&51
d3<H19J<6)51), implies, conversely, that the simplicity (z!&"O') of true speech makes
it easy to understand. He makes this claim in order to justify his attack on Eteocles, who
broke his oath to only rule Thebes for one year (473-83). On Polyneices' view, one that
relies on a literalist interpretation of speech and not on subtle hermeneutics, there is thus
no logical way to defend Eteocles' breaking of the oath. This passage, in its juxtaposition
of truth and simplicity against falsity and complexity, articulates a duality that will prove
a central motif in the remaining passages that I will discuss here, where an elaborate or
complex quality is treated as a red flag: a signal that what is being said may not be
accurate or truthful.
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While Theognis does not specify the precise ways in which people are liable to
deceive one another, numerous fifth-century examples attest to a persistent link between
poikilia and one kind of speech in particular: a type whose complex or elaborate quality
makes it apt for concealing or obscuring the truth. In Sophocles' Trachiniae, for example,
poikil/ appears first in the stichomythic exchange between the messenger and Heracles'
messenger Lichas, where they discuss the identity of Iole, the captive Heracles had sent
from Euboea (397-435). When Lichas claims that he does not know the girl's lineage or
Heracles' purpose in sending her to Trachis, the messenger accuses him of deceiving and
thus of mistreating Deianeira (p1 9g397Z' Y' )_1?9 <G ?%$*#"' ê1; 411), to which
Lichas responds, "How am I being unjust? What on earth are you insinuating?" (!0' <G
?%$*#"'; )% !")9 !"#$%&*' ^U9#'; 412).138 In this exchange, Lichas' reference to the
messenger's "insinuating" (!"#$%&*' ^U9#') suggests both that the messenger's accusation
is suspicious at the same time as it conveys Lichas' inability to see what exactly the
messenger is referring to by suggesting that he is being unjust. Like the English
"insinuating," poikil/ thus connotes speech that is misleading in the sense that it is both
false and unclear.
On the other hand, when the dying Heracles says that, in his agony, he is unable
to understand Hyllus (YDá 1">01 | "Q?@1 IJ1%H<’ †1 >s !"#$%&&9#', 1120-1), the force
of poikil/ here refers not to the veracity of Hyllus' speech, but to its cryptic and apparently
paradoxical quality, for Hyllus claims that Heracles is both "rejoicing and grieving
mistakenly" (Y1 "i' | U*%39#1 !3"7J<9; $-1 j)"#' -&D9;' <6)H1, 1118-9). Given that
138

On the periphrasis of !"#$%&*' ^U9#' see Davies (1991) ad 403.
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Sophocles elsewhere uses poikil/ as an epithet specifically for the Sphinx's style of
utterance (P !"#$#&e?F' kV/DI, OT 130), this helps to make sense of Heracles' use of
the term here to characterize the elusive quality of Hyllus' turn of phrase. But what is at
issue in all three uses of the term (the two in the Trachiniae and the epithet for the Sphinx
in the Oedipus Tyrannus) is the need for interpretation or clarification in each instance:
poikil/ denotes speech that is difficult to understand on its first hearing, at least not
without further exposition. It is for this reason, I suggest, that Plato repeatedly uses
poikil/ as a byword for a style of speaking that is antithetical to philosophical exegesis.
In several dialogues, Socrates, for instance, maintains that he is saying "nothing
complex (poikilos)" ("Q?@1 !"#$%&"1, Crat. 393d5-6, Theaet. 146d3-4, Phileb. 53e4)
when his interlocutors press him for more information. In saying so, Socrates is asserting
that he is not being deliberately obtuse and, instead, that his companions are the ones
failing to grasp a simple truth. This is particularly clear in the Theaetetus, where Socrates
gently chides Theaetetus for listing various types of knowledge instead of defining
knowledge itself, as he was asked (cf. Theaet. 146e6-8): "When you've been asked one
thing, you give many and various ones in response instead of a simple one" (x1 *:)H79/'
!"&&. ?%?5' $*/ !"#$%&* -1)/ z!&"O, 146d3-4). In this exchange, Socrates explicitly
contrasts the poikilia of Theatetus' response with the simple (haplos) kind of speech that
he desires, a contrast that we have seen above in Polyneices' juxtaposition of the
simplicity of truth and the complexity of falsehood (z!&"O' E <O7"' )M' -&H79%*' ^VJ,
| $"Q !"#$%&51 ?9; )S1?#U’ d3<H19J<6)51, Eur. Phoen. 469-70). Simplicity,
designated in terms of haplos, is thus correlated not only with truth, as it was in
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Euripides, but more specifically with the directness and clarity suited to philosophical
truths. This aspect is especially prominent in the Laws, where the Athenian prefaces his
definition of justice and injustice by saying that, in doing so, he will explain himself
"clearly and without complicating it" (>*V0' a1 ?#"3#>*%<H1 "Q?@1 !"#$%&&51,
863e5-6). In short, the desideratum is speech that admits of no further interpretation (cf.
Polyneices' allusion to "complex interpretations" that was discussed above, $"Q
!"#$%&51 ?9; )S1?#U’ d3<H19J<6)51, Eur. Phoen. 470).
By contrast, the poikilia of speech is associated in the Menexenus specifically
with the style of speaking employed by orators in funeral orations. Here, Socrates
recounts how such performances "bewitch the souls of those listening" because of how
beautifully the speakers ornament (!"#$%&&"1)9') their speeches with their diction
($6&&#>)6 !5' )";' 21W<*># !"#$%&&"1)9', D"H)9B"J>#1 P<01 ).' ,JU6', 234c7235a2). As a result of hearing such speech, Socrates imagines himself to have become
"better, taller, and more beautiful" (PD"B<91"' Y1 )T !*3*U3M<* <9%L51 $*/
D911*#W)93"' $*/ $*&&%51 D9D"141*#, 235a9-235b1) and remarks that the state itself
appears "more marvelous than before" (7*J<*>#5)43*1 *Q)G1 PD9;>7*# 9X1*# p
!3W)93"1, 235b6-7). In short, the style in which the orators praise, one characterized in
terms of poikilia, is of a sort that produces a tantalizing but illusory effect, one akin to
those that we have seen to be characteristic of the images characterized in terms of
poikil/.
Remarkably similar to the Menexenus' portrayal of rhetoric is Socrates' allusion to
the "certain great spell" (<9D6&H1 )#1. $_&H>#1, Rep. 10.601b1) cast by poetic language,
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a spell that disappears once this language "has been stripped of its musical coloring and
taken by itself" (Y!9/ DJ<15741)* D9 )01 )M' <"J>#$M' U35<6)51 ). )01 !"#H)01,
*Q). YV’ *Q)01 &9DW<91*, Rep. 10.601b2-3). While poikilia does not appear in this
description, what is significant is that the same spellbinding and illusory effect is
attributed to the language of poetry as well as to the poikilia of rhetoric. This suggests
that what is "not poikilos" about philosophical speech is not only the fact that it aims at
simplicity, but also that it aims solely at conveying the truth and not at the enchanting
quality that Plato sees as characteristic of other types of diction. And as we will see in the
beginning of the next chapter, it is precisely this tension, between the style of diction and
the truth of its contents, that comes to the fore in Pindar's Olympian 1, when he refers to
"speech that deceives, being adorned with enchanting falsehoods" (?9?*#?*&<41"#
,9B?9># !"#$%&"#' YI*!*)01)# <O7"#, 29). There, however, I will show how Pindar
adopts the aesthetic of poikilia as a way to animate his praise, while Plato, by contrast,
expels this quality from philosophical language because of its tendency to obscure, rather
than illuminate, truth.
The persistent theme that has characterized the latter half of this section is the idea
of language as a concrete, material entity that can be elaborated and manipulated in such
a way as to obscure its meaning. In the examples that I have adduced here, poikilia is
situated in a gap between form and content because it marks precisely where the former
deviates from the latter: namely, the point when style and aesthetic appeal in diction takes
primacy over clear, accurate communication. And for Theognis, it is this propensity for
artifice that leads him to attribute knowledge of poikilia to everyone alike and to advocate
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for the utility of the superficial poikilon !thos, one that aims only to effect the
appearance of sincerity, rather than revealing the individual's genuine self.

Conclusions:
Featuring as a prominent characteristic of a variety of media that range from
murderous textiles to elusive speech, the examples discussed in this chapter have
interrogated the different modalities of deception: the various ways in which people can
beguile one another. In the first section, I argued that poikilia contributed to the allure of
the garments incorporated in feminine ruses and in this way helped to ensure the efficacy
of each dolos, while the second section's focus on the figures designated with the epithet
poikilom!tis revealed how poikilia can also manifest itself in an individual's ability to
manipulate body language and speech as dexterously as an artisan shapes his materials. In
the third section, I explored in more detail the social utility of such disingenuous behavior
and what advantage it brings beyond the disguises and thefts discussed in the second
section. Here, poikilia was equated not with doloi and lies, but with superficiality more
generally: the impression created by one's behavior as well as the purely formal
characteristics of language. In these passages, then (and particularly in relation to
speech), poikilia always verges on the deceptive precisely because it requires
interpretation in order to be understood, and thus affords a degree of inscrutability.
What all of these portrayals have in common, though, is a focus on the fallibility
of perception (especially that of sight) for distinguishing the genuine or sincere from the
artificial or affected. However, in their explorations specifically of the relationship
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between artifice and deception, what also has become clear is the possibility of a
cultivating a discerning gaze, one that can detect forms of artifice at work and in this way
accurately gauge the intentions of others. And in the next two chapters, the issue of
judgment with respect to musical forms of poikilia will be of particular concern to a
variety of authors. But what this chapter has also highlighted is a paradox at the heart of
interpersonal exchange itself. By looking at instances in which the recognition of poikilia
entailed that the ruse failed, this has revealed how the most basic and fundamental means
of communicating as well as deceiving (namely, speech and body language) are
themselves governed by artifice in the form of social conventions and expectations:
Odysseus, for instance, draws upon certain, established behavioral cues in order to
convince onlookers that he's a fool, and likewise do the female figures discussed in the
first section rely upon the conventions of feminine dress and behavior in order to conceal
their deadly intentions. And as we will see in chapter five, it is precisely the conventional,
widely-accepted appeal of poikilia in all its manifestations that Plato wishes to dismantle
and replace.
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Chapter Four. Poikilia and the Animation of Music: Movement Through Sound,
Movement in Sound
When Pindar proclaims in Olympian 6 that he is "weaving a poikilos hymn for
heroic spearmen" (-1?36>#1 *:U<*)*;># !&4$51 | !"#$%&"1 =<1"1, 86-7), he draws
together two domains of poikilia that have thus far been distinct: its association with
precious textiles and its connection to speech. By putting the two together, this statement
articulates a combination of the aural (the sound of the humnos) with the visual (the
textile that he is weaving) that will prove a fundamental element in the passages that I
will discuss in this chapter, which all attribute poikilia to musical forms. Moreover, the
Menexenus passage with which I concluded the previous chapter, and in particular its
allusion to the magical, illusory effect of poikilia in the language of praise
(!"#$%&&"1)9', D"H)9B"J>#1 P<01 ).' ,JU6', 235a2), will prove particularly prescient
here, since the language of Pindar's song also aims at praise. And while poikilia is often
cited as a defining aesthetic principle for Pindar's poetry in particular, poikilia is not the
exclusive province of praise, but designates the voices of birds and the sounds of
instruments, as well.139
Hesiod's depiction of the nightingale, the quintessential songstress, as "of the
tantalizing throat" (!"#$#&W?9#3"', WD 208) provides the earliest example of a link
between music and poikilia, and this epithet, like Pindar's description of his song as
poikilos (!"#$%&"1 =<1"1, O. 6.87) and Pratinas' poikilopteron melos (!"#$#&W!)93"1
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A note on terminology: I will use "song" to refer to the combination of music and
lyrics, "music" to distinguish specifically to instrumental or non-lyrical sound from sung
lyrics, and "poetry" or "lyrics" to refer to the language of song.
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<4&"', TrGF 3.5), is often interpreted as a reference solely to a particular aural quality.
However, my goal here is to nuance this interpretation by demonstrating that musicopoetic poikilia has in common with the poikilia of artifacts a particular kind of dynamism
and animation. More specifically, I will endeavor to show here how the attribution of
poikil/ to music functions as a way to characterize music or song in terms of the visible
and audible movements that distinguish these sounds as musical. Indeed, the passages
discussed here will suggest that these modalities (sight and hearing) are of equal
importance to the evaluation of song. For the consistent emphasis on how both modalities
may work in concert within song intimates that the ideal musical form is one whose
performance involves a single, syn-esthetic mode of perception, in which visual and aural
data correspond so closely so as to be indistinguishable.

I. Pindar and the Artifice of Praise

Pindar, because he attributes poikilia to multiple aspects of his music and song,
will provide a large number of my examples here. Moreover, although poikilia plays a
significant role in other portrayals of music and song, Pindar is the first to explicitly and
repeatedly invoke poikilia as a strategy of poetic self-representation and even locates it in
poetic language itself, which he does in Pythian 9: "To elaborate a few deeds among
great ones is for wise men to hear," (A*#. ?’ Y1 <*$3";># !"#$%&&9#1 -$". >"V";', 77-
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8).140 Pindar's use of poikil/ as a predicate of language and poetry is usually interpreted as
one of the many craft metaphors that Pindar deploys in order to draw attention to the
elaborately-crafted quality of his song, a quality that in turn makes his praise as valuable
and permanent as a material artifact.141 An example often adduced in support of this
interpretation is the passage from Olympian 6 alluded to at the beginning of this chapter:
!%"<*#, -1?36>#1 *:U<*)*;># !&4$51
!"#$%&"1 =<1"1. t)3J1"1 1O1 d)*%3"J',
è:14*, !30)"1 <@1 Ö3*1
+*3791%*1 $9&*?M>*#,
D101*% )’ ^!9#)’, -3U*;"1 t19#?"' -&*74>#1
&WD"#' 9: V9BD"<91, °"#5)%*1 ã1.
"I drink, while I weave my embroidered song for heroic spearman. Now rouse
your companions, Aeneas, first to shout the praises of Hera Parthenia, and then to
140

The nature and identity of the Pindaric speaker has been a perennial point of interest
for ancient and modern critics alike. For a thorough survey of the issues related to this
question see especially Miller (1993) 245-8 and D'Alessio (1994), who fruitfully
challenges Mary Lefkowitz's (1991) influential distinction between the poet versus the
chorus as speaker. For the sake of convenience, I will use "Pindar" to refer to the Pindaric
persona loquens without assuming that this is identical to the biographical person of
Pindar. Nor do I assume that the speaking "I" of the poems is necessarily always
equivalent to Pindar the poet, since it is well known that Pindar also adopts the persona of
the chorus (cf. Lefkowitz 1991 10-11) as well as the victor (cf. Currie 2013). It does,
however, seem uncontestable that the speaking "I" of the poems must be identical to the
entity that is engaged in the enunciation of praise (cf. Miller 1993, Wells 2010), whether
this occurs in choral or monodic performance, and whether that speaker is Pindar the
poet, the chorus, or the victor himself. My interest here is in how poikilia relates to the
conferring of praise, and so my argument does not depend on the identity of the persona
loquens, only on how, specifically, that speaker articulates the relationship between
poikilia and the task of praise.
141
cf. Ford (2002) 113-130, who observes how this use of craft metaphor has often been
treated as evidence for the emergence, in the fifth century, of a perceived rivalry between
the plastic arts and poetry (and epinicia in particular) because of their shared
commemorative function. See also Steiner (1986) 52-65, and especially p. 60, "It
[poikilos] evokes all the embellishment and adornment which makes the Pindaric ode a
thing of remarkable beauty and craftsmanship." See also e.g. Finkelberg (1998) 100-130,
Scheid and Svenbro (1996), and Nagy (1996) on earlier uses of craft metaphors in Homer
and Hesiod.
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know whether we have truly escaped the ancient reproach of men's speech,
"Boeotian pig." (86-90)
Rather than interpreting such allusions to the poikilia of manual craftsmanship (here, that
of weaving) as a stock metaphorical image that serves to draw attention to the elaborate
quality of Pindar's song, my aim is to demonstrate that such language highlights the
similarities as well as the differences between material artifacts and the performance of
song. In this particular passage, by characterizing the activity of praise in terms of
weaving (!&4$51), Pindar assimilates the poikilia of his hymn to the beautiful textiles
that are often characterized with the same adjective and so suggests that they share the
same degree of aesthetic value. But by simultaneously implicating sound into this process
($9&*?M>*#), he also draws attention to the fact that his is a distinctive kind of weaving
that comprises audible as well as visible characteristics. The !"#$%&"' =<1"' is
something that must be "woven" in the course of performance as the chorus vocalizes this
connection between two spheres of production (weaving and song) and thus presents their
song as a singing textile.142 Moreover, the poikilia of the humnos is also something that is
physically mobilized in the choreographed movements that would have accompanied the
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In this sense, the conception of musico-poetic poikilia in Pindar that I am outlining
here exemplifies the oft-quoted adage attributed to Simonides that identifies painting as
"silent poetry, and poetry painting that speaks" (E k#<51%?H' )G1 <@1 L5D3*V%*1
!"%H>#1 >#5!0>*1 !3">*D"39B9#, )G1 ?@ !"%H>#1 L5D3*V%*1 &*&"O>*1, Plut. De
Gloria Atheniensium 346f). As Ford (2002) puts it, "a very large house of cards has been
built on a one-line apothegm" (96), since many have tried to detect in this statement
Simonides' "invention" of poetry, but as Ford goes on to argue (96-112), Simonides'
allusions to material artifacts in his poetry nevertheless inaugurate a strand of thinking
that will preoccupy Pindar as well as Bacchylides: namely, the relative merits of songs
versus artifacts as media for commemoration.
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chorus' singing.143 In this respect, too, is the poikilia of Pindar's humnos distinctive from
that of a textile, which lacks the physical mobility of a performing chorus in spite of the
dynamic images that could be contained within its fabric. By fusing the visual with the
aural and the static with the mobile in this way, Pindar imbues the humnos with an
element of the fantastical, effectively likening the humnos to creations like Hephaestus'
wondrous robot maidens, who likewise move and speak although they are made of solid
gold.144
Indeed, the animation of gold through a choral voice is precisely the image
conveyed in an oft-quoted Pindaric fragment (194 S-M) that, like the opening of
Olympian 6 (1-4), suggests that song is a kind of monument:
$9$3W)H)*# U3J>4* $3H!/' `93*;>#1 -"#?*;'·
9X* )9#U%L5<91 K?H !"#$%&"1
$W><"1 *Q?691)* &WD51
A golden foundation has been hammered out for our holy songs. Come now, let
us build already an elaborate ornament, one that speaks with human voice.
The generic context of the poem is unknown, but Aristides, who quotes these lines, says
that it was composed for the citizens of Thebes (Or. 28.57). Like Pindar's epinicia, then,
this poem was also likely intended for a civic, public setting in which the song functioned
as an "ornament" ($W><"') for the whole city, and it may be that the first-person plural
of )9#U%L5<91 is intended to implicate poet, chorus, and audience together in its
143

On the intimate correspondence between Pindaric language, meter, and dance see
especially Mullen (1982).
144
g!F ?’ -<V%!"&"# b("1)" S1*$)# | U3B>9#*# L5Z># 19_1#>#1 9:"#$J;*#. | )Z' Y1
<@1 1W"' Y>)/ <9). V39>%1, Y1 ?@ $*/ *Q?G | $*/ >741"', -7*16)51 ?@ 7901 S!"
^3D* R>*>#1. "And handmaidens made of gold, seeming like living girls, moved swiftly
about their lord. For there is understanding in them, and voice and strength, and their
knowledge of works is from the immortal gods," Il. 18.417-20.
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production.145 But as I have argued already in the previous chapters' discussions of
poikilia and kosmos, while the English "ornament" or "adornment" denotes the superaddition of non-essential elements for aesthetic effect, my goal here is to show that
adornment, and specifically the adornment wrought through poikilia, is not merely
decorative, but plays a central, essential role in Pindar's rhetoric of praise.
The ornament that Pindar fashions here is one that, like the poikilos humnos of
Olympian 6, comprises qualities that on the surface seem incompatible: the immobile but
permanent gleam of golden architecture combined with voice (*Q?691)* &WD51). The
adjective that he uses here, *Q?_9#', is significant because, as a word that characterizes
specifically human speech, it emphasizes how the kosmos being "built" ()9#U%L5<91) is
both a living, speaking artifact as well as a speaking, human presence that is like an
artifact.146 Thus the designation of this phenomenon as a !"#$%&"1 $W><"1, and the
placement of this phrase in between the allusions to gold on the one hand and sound on
the other, emphasizes how the song's quality of poikilia consists in its animation of a
distinctive visual presence through the voice of a living, breathing chorus. And as I will
show in this section, Pindar's attribution of poikil/ to the different elements of his song
145

cf. Kurke (1991) 139 n. 7 on the possible involvement of poet-audience-chorus in
first-person plural verbs in Pindar. But see also especially D'Alessio (1994), whose
analysis of many examples of first-person speakers in Pindar's epinicia and cultic poetry
has amply demonstrated that it is impossible to posit a single interpretative model (à la
Lefkowitz 1991) that can adequately distinguishes between the voice of the poet and that
of the chorus.
On the use of $W><"' here cf. Ford (2002), who notes that Socrates in the
Menexenus (236e2) (sarcastically) similarly asserts that the finely-wrought speech of
orators confers "memory and good form" (<1_<H $*/ $W><"')#on great deeds.
146
On *Q?_9#' as denotative of human voice in particular see LSJ s.v., but especially Il.
19.407 (where it characterizes the speech of Achilles' horse).
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consistently has the effect of suggesting that the performance of praise is able to reconfigure the aesthetic qualities of precious, inanimate matter like metal and fabric into a
medium (public, choral performance) that could be enjoyed by the whole community.147
In this way, the imagery of poikilia contributes to what Nigel Thrift (2010) has
characterized as a "technology of allure" (291): a means of captivating a target audience
through the generation of aesthetic pleasure. And this is one strategy, I submit, that is at
work in Pindar's encomiastic task, one that Leslie Kurke (1991) has characterized as a
task of "re-integrating the victor back into his community" (5-7). For by suggesting that
the poikilia of his praise is a fitting reflection of the victories he commemorates, and by
linking this quality with the wondrously animate character of his songs' performance,
Pindar indicates how the celebration of distinctively aristocratic feats can be a source of
delight for a wider audience.
But by designating the creation of praise specifically as a process of weaving in
Olympian 6, Pindar veers into the territory discussed in the previous chapter, where
textile production was bound up with the fabrication of lies and ruses (e.g. in the phrase
<M)#1 gV*%19#1, Od. 13.303, 13.386). His emphasis on the "true words" that the humnos
will convey (-&*74>#1 &WD"#', 86-7), however, both acknowledges and diffuses this
potential tension between fabrication and deception, as does his allusion to the "heroic
147

This idea is similar to that of Rawles (2011) in his study of erotic language in Pindar,
"the expression of eros is a great resource for the poet of praise….eros is for everybody:
the aristocratic and socially elitist values which could be associated with pederastic eros
in particular should not stop us from noting that it was surely also the case in archaic
Greece that a strong erotic reaction to both male and female beauty was something
which, culturally, would have been perceived as something which anybody might feel,"
154.
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spearmen" (-1?36>#1 *:U<*)*;>#, 86) that are the dedicatees of this praise. For unlike
the beguiling and destructive textiles used to great effect by the female figures discussed
in the last chapter, this transference of weaving from the realm of the feminine into the
masculine affirms a clear distinction between the poikilia of the real, material textiles
created by women and that which is effected in encomiastic performance.
This distinction, as Nemean 8 articulates more explicitly, is one forged in the
public, civic setting of praise. Here, a stereotypically feminine object is reworked into a
vehicle of praise as Pindar co-opts the Lydian mitra so coveted in the poetry of Sappho
(fr. 1. 64-8; 98b 1-3):
>9<101 D"16)51 !W&#W' 7’ g!@3 V%&*'
->)01 7’ g!@3 )01?’ é!)"<*# V4351
¢J?%*1 <%)3*1 $*1*UH?. !9!"#$#&<41*1,
É9%1#"' ?#>>01 >)*?%51
$*/ !*)3F' £4D* §9<9*;"1 SD*&<* (13-16)
"As a suppliant I am clasping the hallowed knees of Aeacus, and on behalf of his
beloved city and of these citizens I am bringing a Lydian fillet embellished with
ringing notes, a Nemean ornament for the double stadion races of Deinias and his
father Megas" (trans. Race 1997).
As Leslie Kurke (1992) has argued, Pindar here completely transforms the mitra, that
symbol of Sapphic habrosun! (luxury), by making it into a public dedication that he
styles as a precious offering (SD*&<*, 16) to be presented "on behalf of those citizens
present" (->)01 7’ g!@3 )01?’, 14). This renders the object not a display of private
wealth, but makes it the property of the entire city (1992: 113-114).148 By construing his
praise using the image of the Lydian mitra, Pindar thus draws upon the prestige
148

cf. N. 7.77-9, where Pindar says that the Muse creates a far more precious and valuable
artifact (a crown of ivory and coral) than the real crowns and fillets offered to athletic
victors.
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associated with the garment in order to suggest that his song has the aesthetic and
material value belonging to that object and that this is the value that makes his praise an
appropriate public "offering" (SD*&<*). Moreover, he again emphasizes the wondrously
synesthetic character of his song by describing the mitra not only in terms of the
distinctive visual quality familiar from Sappho, "elaborately-wrought" (!9!"#$#&<41*1),
but also as audibly "resounding" ($*1*UH?6). As in Olympian 6 and fragment 194,
poikilia is what unifies the seemingly paradoxical combination of inanimate material with
voice that comes to life in a public setting. And while the examples discussed so far have
depicted how Pindar uses poikil/ to construct his songs as animate, mobile artifacts, this
quality also becomes manifest in the narrative structures that give literal shape and
dimension to his praise, form that in turn makes the contents of his song pleasurable to
hear.149
Pythian 9 alludes explicitly to the spatiotemporal dimensions of song and
language in the way that it uses poikil/ to designate the process of articulating praise:
-39)*/ ?’ *:9/ <9D6&*# !"&B<J7"#·
A*#. ?’ Y1 <*$3";># !"#$%&&9#1
-$". >"V";'· E ?@ $*#3F' E<"%5'
!*1)F' ^U9# $"3JV61 (76-79)
"Great virtues always lend themselves to many tales, but the elaboration of a few
among many is a sound for the wise. Due measure has priority in everything
alike"
Poikilia is thus contrasted with multiplicity (!"&B<J7"#), because it is through the poet's
activity of !"#$%&&9#1 that praise achieves a particular structure in which "great virtues"

149

cf. Porter (2013) 13-14 on Pindar's construction of "sound sculptures."
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(-39)*/ <9D6&*#) are succinctly formulated, but nevertheless obtain lasting fame.150
While spatial imagery (<9D6&*#, A*#., <*$3";>#) is prominent here, the "few things"
(A*#6, 77) that Pindar will narrate also entail the temporal brevity of its telling, as is clear
from his reference to E $*#3W', which can denote "due measure" either in time or
space.151 The brevity that he ascribes to his formulation of praise in turn mirrors the
gnomic statement of the preceding strophe, where he asserted that "achievement is swift
and the roads are short when the gods are already hurrying" (ç$9;* ?’ Y!9#D"<4151 K?H
7901 | !3cI#' E?"% )9 A3*U9;*#, 67-8). Nevertheless, while the accomplishment of
virtuous deeds might be swift, they bring about lasting effects, for Telesicrates, in his
victory, "has brought Cyrene to light, having brought delightful fame from Delphi" (^17*
1#$6>*#' -14V*19 âJ361*1, é 1#1 9{V351 ?4I9)*# | $*&&#DB1*#$# !6)3[ | ?WI*1
`<93).1 -D*DW1)’ -!F É9&V01, 73-5). The swiftness of the divine sanction that secures
Apollo and Cyrene's marriage as well as Telesicrates' subsequent "joining" of Cyrene to
"blossoming good fortune" (9Q7*&9; >J14<9#I9 )BU[, 72) thus mirrors the compression
of Pindar's commemoration of both episodes (76-9). This responsion emphasizes how the
brevity of praise's enunciation, one that is ensured by Pindar's work of "elaborating" or
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A useful modern parallel, I think, for the distinction Pindar draws here between
polumuthoi and poikilia is between Lincoln's Gettysburg address, presented in just a few
minutes, in contrast to the two-hour oration of Edward Everett, who spoke before him.
151
cf. Steiner (1986), "The quality of kairos involves the length and brevity of the song,
the correct proportions of praise and caution, the observance of propriety", 108. See also
Kurke (1991) 44-6 on Pindar's use of spatial imagery to express the "continuity of
memory," 45. On the concept of kairos in Greek thought see especially Trédé (1992).
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"adorning" (!"#$%&&9#1) only a few praise-worthy examples, nevertheless ensures the
immortal fame of the figures he commemorates.152
That he characterizes the result of this process of !"#$%&&9#1 in terms of literal
audibility (-$". >"V";') intimates that he is not only compressing or selecting his
material, but is imparting to it perceptible form where there was none before. This
suggests that the activity of !"#$%&&9#1 imposes sensible order and form on the
intangible, imperceptible entity of virtue through the language and structure of his song.
Moreover, if we treat !"#$%&&9#1 as epexegetical with -$". >"V";' rather than taking
-$"6 in apposition with A*#6, then Pindar is saying that it is not only Telesicrates'
virtues that "are a sound for the wise", but also the poikilia belonging to Pindar's verbal
representation of those virtues.153 If we construe the grammar in this way, the fact that
Pindar specifies that his poikilia will be audible to "the wise" (>"V";', 78) indicates that
part of what becomes perceptible in the song's performance is the fact that Pindar has
artfully constructed (!"#$%&&9#1) his narrative rather than simply enumerated deeds.
Pindar's task, his activity of !"#$%&&9#1, is thus a kind of transfiguration: of the
lengthy and numerous into the succinct and brief, and of the immaterial into the
perceptible medium of his song's performance. In this sense, what Pindar describes here
152

cf. Steiner (1986), "though the actual dance and song are but a momentary act,
delivered by a band of mortal celebrants, the eternally reveling Muses and Graces stand
as guarantors of the possibility of repetition and renewed performance," 51.
153
This phrase, -$". >"V";', is often translated as "what wise men love to hear" (cf.
Svarlien 1990 and Race 1997), but this stretches considerably the meaning of -$"6,
which carries no sense of "love" and instead signifies bare perceptibility: that which is
"hearable" (cf. LSJ s.v.).
The spatiotemporality of Pindar's praise has been well studied by Calame (2012),
who focuses on metaphors that convey the movements and dynamism of Pindar's song,
while Segal (1998) explores Nemean 5's antithesis between movement and fixity.
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recalls the way in which the Homeric narrator, by verbally elaborating Hephaestus'
construction of the images on Achilles' shield as I have described in chapter two,
effectively re-imagines the contents of those (material) images as ones that can be
experienced through hearing, rather than sight.154 In so doing, the Homeric narrator
demonstrates the capacity for poetic speech to audibly reproduce the physical, spatial
dimensions of an (imagined) object so that his audience is able to visualize it. In Pythian
9, Pindar alludes to the converse: his task is not to re-create the experience of viewing an
object, but is instead to impart to Telesicrates' victory the spatiotemporal immediacy of
an artifact. But unlike a real artifact, Pindar's praise has an audible dimension as well as a
spatial one: the language of his song literally gives a voice to the outstanding virtue it
depicts through its "elaboration" (!"#$%&&9#1) in song and in the performance of that
song.155
In Nemean 5, we can discern a specific instance of the process of selection and
elaboration alluded to in Pythian 9, and here it is one that culminates in a tangible and
permanent presence ascribed to a poikilos humnos (!"#$%&51 ^,*J>*' =<151, 42).
Here, the difference between masculine and feminine forms of poikilia is what helps to
mark out Peleus and his descendants (the Aeginetans Pytheas and his uncle Euthymenes)
as paragons of nobility. At the level of narrative, the distinctive connotations attached to
the two uses of poikil/ that appear here serve to integrate the mythical narrative into the
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cf. Webb (2009), "For what enargeia, and thus, ekphrasis, seek to imitate is not so
much an object, or scene, or person in itself, but the effect of seeing that thing," 127
(emphasis added).
155
cf. Montiglio (2000) 91-6, who similarly draws attention to Pindar's emphasis on what
she terms the "materiality of sounds."
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elaboration of praise for the boy victor Pytheas and his uncle. In order to highlight the
continuity between the heroism of Peleus and that of his descendants, the mythic section
that begins in the second strophe is mediated through the "fairest chorus of Muses." At
the wedding of Peleus and Thetis, this group performed a song that dwelled on
Hippolyta's failed attempt to seduce Peleus:
+H&4* 7’ \' )4 1#1 zA3.
â3H79ë' •!!"&B)* ?W&e !9?c>*#
K79&9 IJ1c1* £*D1_)51 >$"!W1
!9%>*#>’ -$"%)*1 !"#$%&"#' A"J&9B<*>#1,
,9B>)*1 ?@ !"#H)F1 >J14!*I9 &WD"1,
8' |3* 1J<V9%*' Y!9%3*
$9;1"' Y1 &4$)3"#' Ü$6>)"J
9Q1c'. )F ?’ Y1*1)%"1 ^>$91· !"&&. D63 1#1 !*1)/
7J<T
!*3V*<41* &#)619J91. (26-32)
[And they sang of] Peleus, and how elegant Hippolyta, Cretheus' daughter, sought
to snare him by a trick, after she persuaded her husband, overseer of the
Magnesians, to be an accomplice through her elaborate designs: she put together a
falsely fabricated tale, claiming that in Acastus' own marriage bed he was trying
to gain her wifely love. But the opposite was true, for again and again with all her
heart she begged him beguilingly (trans. Race 1997)
The chorus of Muses narrates this episode specifically as a way to highlight Peleus'
outstanding virtue, since it was his refusal to succumb to Hippolyta's advances and betray
his guest-friend Acastus that attracted Zeus' attention (E ?’ 9r V36>7H, 34) and elicited
his promise to wed Peleus to Thetis. In this particular section of the narrative, the chorus
relates how, having been rejected by Peleus, Hippolyta persuaded Acastus to seek
revenge on Peleus by means of the "elaborate counsels" (!"#$%&"#' A"J&9B<*>#1, 29)
that find realization in Hippolyta's false accusation against Peleus, her "fabricated story"
(,9B>)*1 !"#H)F1 &WD"1, 29). And several components of this passage's diction
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resonate with the portrayals of feminine seduction and deception discussed in the
previous chapter: the use of "cloying" or "seductive" words (!*3V*<41*, 32, cf.
!63V*>#' at Il. 14.217 as a component of Aphrodite's kestos) that together form a snare
(?W&e, 26), and poikilia as the medium through which the snare is effected.156 By
embedding the story of Hippolyta's deceptive use of language within the divine song of
the Muses, this creates a clear-cut contrast between two modes of speech, that of praise
and that of (feminine) guile and deceit. And in what follows, I will adduce further
examples in which Pindar indicates that his form of poikilia is uniquely suited to the task
of praise.
Peleus' triumph over Hippolyta's ploys leads the narrative back to praise of the
victor's family because this display of nobility obtains a corollary in Pytheas' uncle
Euthymenes, who twice "fell into the embrace of Victory [at the Isthmian games]" and
"grasped elaborate hymns" (§%$*' Y1 -D$(19>># !%)151 !"#$%&51 ^,*J>*' =<151,
42).157 In this way, the Muses' praise of Peleus seamlessly fuses with Pindar's own praise
of the victor and his immediate family. The ploys of Hippolyta (her !"#$%&*
A"J&9B<*)*) thus find their mirror image in the poikilia of praise that celebrates Peleus'
lineage.158 Moreover, it is significant that Pindar portrays the poikiloi humnoi as
something tangible that the victor can physically lay hold of (^,*J>*') as he "falls into
156

On Pindar's conception of parphasis see Walsh (1984) 38-9 and 54-61, who identifies
this kind of speech as the antitype of Pindar's poetry.
157
cf. Segal (1998) 174, who similarly notes how the contrast developed by this ring
composition has the effect of juxtaposing the Muses' praise with the rhetoric of
Hippolyta.
158
cf. Burnett (2005) 63 n.12 on the different kinds of speech depicted in this poem, who
also points out how the "ornate hymns" of Victory are juxtaposed with the "elaborate
blandishments" of Hippolyta.
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the embrace of victory" (Y1 -D$(19>># !%)151, ^,*J>*'). For the tactile emphasis in
this language has the effect of creating a further contrast between the poikilia that
characterizes the two types of embrace depicted here: the illicit and erotic sensuality of
Hippolyta, whose physical embrace Peleus rejected in favor of behaving virtuously in a
way that presaged his descendants' corresponding ability to triumph in the Isthmian
games and "fall into the lap of Victory."
In this example, then, juxtaposition is central to Pindar's evocations of poikilia:
like the combination of the visual and aural that was prominent in the previous examples,
here the contrast between the poikilia of Hippolyta's guile with the poikilia of the humnoi
indicates that this is not a purely formal quality, but is closely connected to the pragmatic
function of language: its goal of perpetuating the kleos of its subjects. For by alluding to
these distinctive forms of poikilia in close succession, this repetition depicts Hippolyta's
deceit as a foil to the poikilia of praise. In so doing, the re-invocation of poikilia in the
context of Euthymenes' victories underscores the different teleological function of each
type of verbal poikilia: Hippolyta's seeks to persuade, while that of the humnoi
commemorates, and commemorates specifically how Peleus' triumph inaugurated a
subsequent series of victories. His success thus reverberates in the victories of his
descendants that are celebrated in the humnoi.
In Olympian 1, the poikilia of falsehood likewise functions as a foil to praise, but
here, crucially, the difference between them here is not so straightforward because both
embody the charis that "fashions all things pleasing to mortals" (é!93 é!*1)* )9BU9# ).
<9%&#U* 71*)";', 30):
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)"O <9D*>791G' Y36>>*)" *#6"U"'
(25)
+">9#?61, Y!9% 1#1 $*7*3"O &4AH)"' ^I9&9 â&57(,
Y&4V*1)# V*%?#<"1 ò<"1 $9$*?<41"1.
| 7*B<*)* !"&&6, $*% !"B )# $*/ A3")01 V6)#' g!@3 )F1 -&*7M &WD"1
?9?*#?*&<41"# ,9B?9># !"#$%&"#' YI*!*)01)# <O7"#.
h63#' ?’, é!93 é!*1)* )9BU9# ). <9%&#U* 71*)";',
(30)
Y!#V43"#>* )#<.1 $*/ S!#>)"1 Y<_>*)" !#>)W1
^<<91*# )F !"&&6$#'· (25-32).
[Lydian Pelops], with whom the mighty holder of the earth Poseidon fell in love,
when Clotho took him out of the pure cauldron, furnished with a gleaming ivory
shoulder. Yes, there are many marvels, and yet I suppose the speech of mortals
beyond the true account can be deceptive, stories adorned with elaborate lies; and
Grace, who fashions all things that are sweet for mortals, confers esteem and
often contrives to make believable the unbelievable (trans. Svarlien 1990).
By linking pleasure with falsehood in this way, Pindar (alarmingly) seems to suggest that
the experience of his own poetry may be one of the deceptive pleasures that "contrive to
make the unbelievable believable" (S!#>)"1 Y<_>*)" !#>)W1).159 This is because Pindar
here describes falsehood in vocabulary identical to that with which he characterizes his
own poetry elsewhere (daidal/, poikil/, charis, meilicha).160 What troubles modern readers
about this passage, therefore, is its suggestion that poetry, too, may lie, and that this may
in fact be what makes it so pleasurable.161 However, given the very pronounced contempt
for falsehood that Pindar expresses within Olympian 1 as well as elsewhere, it is clear
that the charis that he attributes to his own language may be from fabrication of a
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Elsewhere, Pindar is explicit about the charis that inheres in his poetry, see e.g. P. 6.2,
P. 9.3-4, 89-90, N. 9.54.
160
On the "honey" of Pindar's praise see O. 10.98; for his attribution of daidal/ see O.
1.105, O. 5.21, N. 11.18.
161
cf. Walsh (1984) 37-61, who focuses on the relationship between the pleasure of
poetry and different kinds of forgetfulness. See also the representations of the Muses'
speech at Hes. Theog. 26-28 for the quintessential depiction of poetic speech as a vehicle
for truth as well as lies.
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different sort.162 And this kind of fabrication, I suggest, is detectable in his manipulation
of the narrative of Pelops.
The charis that Hieron's victory in the horse-race brings (9: )% )"# +%>*' )9 $*/
Å9391%$"1 U63#', 18) is celebrated through the narrative of his divine ancestor Pelops,
and in particular through the image of his ivory shoulder (Y&4V*1)# V*%?#<"1 ò<"1
$9$*?<41"1, 27). Pindar's reference to Pelops' shoulder has long puzzled commentators
because of the fact that he goes on to emphatically reject the version of the myth to which
this image belongs (>@ ?’, -1)%* !3")4351, V74DI"<*#, 36; ^119!9 $3JVc )#' *Q)%$*
V7"19301 D9#)W151, 47; -V%>)*<*#, 52).163 Instead, Pindar intimates that his retelling
of the Pelops story is one that fulfills his own injunction, "it is seemly for a mortal man to
say noble things about divinities" (^>)# ?’ -1?3/ V6<91 Y"#$F' -<V/ ?*#<W151 $*&6,
35). In his adoption of this particular piece of the myth, Pindar depicts how imagery and
narrative may be selected and arranged not for the purpose of slander (^119!9 $3JVc )#'
162

In Olympian 1, Pindar says that he "stands away" (-V%>)*<*#, 52) from the version of
the story that depicts the gods engaged in cannibalism (Y<"/ ?’ S!"3* D*>)3%<*3D"1
<*$6351 )#1’ 9:!9;1), cf. N. 7.20-2, where Pindar suggests that the "sweet words"
(z?J9!M, 20) of Homer were deceptive insofar as Homer's narrative made Odysseus'
suffering seem greater than it actually was. On this passage see especially Pratt (1993)
127-8. Note also Olympian 4.17, where Pindar's refusal to incorporate falsehood is
expressed in the tactile terms that we will see him elsewhere apply to his own
construction of song, "I will not touch my account with falsehood" ("Q ,9B?9ö )4DI5
&WD"1).
On the concept of "poetic fictions" in Pindar see especially Pratt (1993) 115-129,
who argues that "the epinician poets leave room for an appreciation of poetic invention as
long as that invention does not interfere with the encomiastic function of their poetry"
and also Finkelberg (1998) 170-2 on this passage from Olympian 1, who analyzes
Pindar's revision of the myth of Pelops as "one more in the series of poetic replacements
of reality which he so sharply disapproves of in others," 170.
163
On the difficulties in interpretation involved in Pindar's inclusion of the ivory
shoulder, see Most (2012) 269-71.
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*Q)%$* V7"19301 D9#)W151, 47), but in order to emphasize the nobility and divinity of
the victor's ancestors. This distinction in turn sheds light on Pindar's reference to how
charis helps to make "the unbelievable become believable" (S!#>)"1 Y<_>*)" !#>)W1,
31). For whereas lies make believable things that are untrue (like the story of Pelops'
slaughter) like, the charis of Pindar's praise accurately reflects the "wonders" (7*B<*)*,
28) that are genuinely a part of his subject's lineage.164 In short, his subjects are genuine
marvels, not made-up ones.
Pindar implicitly identifies Pelops' ivory shoulder as a thauma by following up his
description of how it "gleams with ivory" (Y&4V*1)# V*%?#<"1 ò<"1 $9$*?<41"1, 27)
with an allusion to the existence of the "many marvels" (| 7*B<*)* !"&&6, 28) that, like
lying tales, also seem to defy belief (S!#>)"1 Y<_>*)" !#>)W1, 31). By specifying how
it "gleams", Pindar emphasizes the striking visual quality of this marvel, and thus recalls
how Homer cited thauma as the response that viewers felt at the appearance of
elaborately-worked metal artifacts like Achilles' shield and Odysseus' brooch.165 In my
analysis of these examples in chapter two, I argued that the descriptions of these artifacts,
by re-creating in speech the "wondrous" visual quality of these objects, illustrate how
poetic language can communicate the visual effects of art and so reproduce in the poem's
listeners the same sense of wonder, thauma, that such images would provoke in their
viewers. Moreover, as I have suggested in my analysis of the shield of Achilles in
particular, poetic language may simultaneously elicit other effects in addition to thauma.
164

cf. Walsh (1984), "As Pindar represents his art, his technical skill consists chiefly in
discrimination and his spiritual competence in restraint. Among the facts of history he
distinguishes brilliant, enduring achievements from empty perversions of fate," 59.
165
7*J<6>>9)*#, j' $91 R?H)*#, Il. 18.467; )F ?@ 7*J<6L9>$"1 é!*1)9', Od. 19.229.
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For I argued that the verbal form of poikil/ appeared at that particular juncture of the
shield ekphrasis in order to convey the loveliness (`<93W91)*, 18.603) and pleasurable
quality ()93!W<91"#, 18.604) of the scene of the choral dance image (ï1 ?@ U"3F1
!"%$#&&9, 18.590). We have thus already seen a trace there of what Pindar makes explicit
in Olympian 1: how the verbal articulation of phenomena like Pelops' ivory shoulder are
"sweet for mortals" (). <9%&#U* 71*)";', 30) to hear about because they are marvelous
(thaumata), regardless of whether or not they are true.
By adopting only the gleam of Pelops' ivory shoulder into his own narrative and
dispensing with the version of events leading up to the shoulder's construction, the image
is invested with a markedly different significance: the shoulder no longer serves as a
reminder of the gods' cannibalistic feast, but instead stands as a radiant, conspicuous
embodiment of the divinity of Pelops and his descendants (including Hieron).166 In this
way, Pindar's praise is like the shoulder itself, for it is fabricated such that the virtue of its
subject becomes conspicuous, evincing the honor, tim!, that the charis of praise bestows
(Y!#V43"#>* )#<.1, 31).167 Thus, while poikil/ is only explicitly attributed to lies in this
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Although outdated in some respects, Bowra (1964) nonetheless offers some beautiful
descriptions of Pindar's language that have informed many of the interpretations that I
will draw here, e.g. "Even when he uses images to illuminate the character of visual
objects, Pindar moves, almost inevitably, beyond sight to other sensations and indeed to
mental and imaginative associations…his chief use of images is to convey such remoter
associations in their own right, to make the impalpable and the invisible perceptible in
mass and contour and colour," 245 (emphasis added). On the ivory shoulder see also
Mullen (1982), "the moment we hear of the ivory shoulder we are told that its effect was
to make Pelops radiant and distinctive, emphases which remove it from the old tale of
divine prosthetic surgery and associate it instead with the image of Poseidon in a state of
erotic seizure," 171.
167
cf. Gerber (1982), who characterizes Pindar's negotiation of the myth as a means of
"including the exciting account of this impious feast while at the same time denying its
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passage (?9?*#?*&<41"# ,9B?9># !"#$%&"#'), that this allusion to verbal adornment
follows Pindar's depiction of Pelops' fabricated shoulder (his own version of fabricated
speech) leaves open the possibility for poikilia to similarly adorn the language of praise
and in this way make it one of the pleasurable things alluded to in this passage ().
<9%&#U*, 30).
Broadly speaking, my aim in this section has been to demonstrate that Pindar's
attribution of poikil/ to his poetry amounts to much more than just a favorable
comparison between two domains of production (that of song and that of manual
craftsmanship). For here we have seen both how Pindar imagines his poetry to take the
form of poikil/ artifacts (e.g. the poikiloi humnoi of Ol. 6.86-7 and Nem. 5.42; the poikilos
kosmos of fr. 194) and how he uses the term to refer to the structure of his song and the
narratives contained therein. On the one hand, by characterizing his songs are artifacts,
Pindar appropriates the visual appeal and material value of such objects, but on the other
hand, he also simultaneously calls attention to the ways in which music and song are not
like artifacts: namely, in their embodiment of voice and movement in addition to visible
features. In this way, Pindar adduces the imagery of poikil/ artifacts in order to style his
songs, and the victories they commemorate, as marvelously animate, mobile objects
equipped with pleasing visual as well as audible dimensions.
Fundamental to this task (of making the performance of praise a pleasurable
experience) are the images and narratives that give shape to Pindar's songs, as Olympian
veracity," xiii. cf. Nem. 7.77-9, which similarly incorporates ivory as a symbol for
Pindar's poetry and the praise it confers when he relates how the "Muse welds gold and
white ivory together and the lily flower [of coral] taking it from the sea's dew" (trans.
Segal 1997).
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1 attested most explicitly in its allusion to the adornment of speech. In this way, the
selection and arrangement of language functions like the colors and patterns that defined
the poikilia of real textiles and contributed to a similarly vivid, dynamic effect. And
analogous to the way that such artifacts serve as dedicatory offerings, by construing the
poikilia of his praise as only appropriate to the extraordinary victories he commemorates,
Pindar's use of aesthetic terminology suggests that the celebration of individual,
aristocratic virtue is something that can and should delight the whole community. And as
the next section will show, the poikilia that Pindar locates in music works hand in hand to
complement that of language by providing the literal (musical and choreographed)
movements that would have accompanied its performance.

II. Visualizing Music: Movement and Color

As Pindar emphasizes in Olympian 3, language is only one part of his song's
performance: "appropriate" (!34!"1)5', 9) praise is not solely a matter of diction, but
obtains from a combination of elements that includes language (Y!451 )9 74>#1, 8) as
well as voices (V51.1 -D&*W$5<"1, 5-6), instrumentation (VW3<#DD6 )9
!"#$#&WD*3J1 $*/ A".1 *Q&01, 8), and dance (É53%e !9?%&e, 5). And while the
examples I adduced in the first section have indicated that poikilia is a quality to be
desired in praise because it is pleasurable to hear as well as see, these passages have not
provided much information about the particular sensory characteristics of song that give
rise to the impression of poikilia therein. For in addition to those passages discussed
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above (that attribute poikilia to song or language writ large), epithets like
!"#$#&"VW3<#DI (O. 4.2) and !"#$#&WD*3J' VW3<#DI (O. 3.8) refer to a peculiar aural
quality of the phorminx (lyre). The point of this section, therefore, is to gain a better
sense of how poikilia relates to sound in particular. And by analyzing Pindar's conception
of aural poikilia together with other examples that also locate this quality in particular
musical modalities, I will show here how poikil/ is consistently used in these passages to
designate a distinctive combination of fluid musical movement that is visualized in the
body of the performer(s).
Olympian 4, for instance, opens with an allusion to how the seasons "whirl"
(d&#>>W<91*%, 2) to the accompaniment of the !"#$#&"VW3<#DI: "The seasons, whirling
to the song of the elaborate lyre, sent me as a witness to the most lofty contests" (ò3*#
g!F !"#$#&"VW3<#DDW' -"#?c' d&#>>W<91*% <’ ^!9<,*1 | g,H&")6)51 <63)J3’
-47&51, 2-3). Here, the changing of the seasons is imagined as a kind of choral dance, in
which the poikilia of the lyre's song (-"#?c') is realized in the circular motion, the
"whirling", of the seasons that it accompanies.168 In this sense, the poikilia of the lyre's
sound consists in both physical (dance) and aural (musical) movement. Moreover, the
lyre is also "moving" in another way: Pindar invites us to imagine that so powerful were
the movements of the lyre and seasons that they physically propelled (<’ ^!9<,*1) him
to commemorate Psaumis of Camarina's victory in the games. And as we will see, this
dual sense of "moving" (the movements of music and dance as well as the song's capacity
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See LSJ s.v. I.2 on d&%>>5's denotations of specifically choral dances.
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to move or affect its listeners), will prove a central component of several of the passages
that I will discuss here.
Olympian 3 is even more explicit about the way that sound and choreography
work together by recalling how Pindar found a "sparkling new way" (19">%D*&"1
)3W!"1, 4) to combine the two:
=<1"1 237(>*#', -$*<*1)"!W?51
o!!51 S5)"1. £";>* ?’ "=)5 !"# !*34>)* <"# 19">%D*&"1 9g3W1)# )3W!"1
É53%e V51.1 Y1*3<WI*# !9?%&e

(3)

-D&*W$5<"1· Y!9/ U*%)*#># <@1
(6)
L9JU741)9' ^!# >)4V*1"#
!36>>"1)% <9 )"O)" 79W?<*)"1 U34"',
VW3<#DD6 )9 !"#$#&WD*3J1
$*/ A".1 *Q&01 Y!451 )9 74>#1
è:1H>#?6<"J !*#?/ >J<<9;I*# !39!W1(9)
)5', é )9 +%>* <9 D9D519;1·
Having erected a victory-song, a flower for the untiring feet of horses. And the
Muse thus stood beside me as I found a sparkling new way to join the glorious
sound of the revel to the Dorian sandal. Since the garlands that have been yoked
upon my head enjoin upon me this god-given responsibility, to fittingly mix
together the scintillating voice of the lyre and the shout of flutes and the
arrangement of words for the child of Ainesidamos, that which Pisa bids me to
celebrate aloud (3-9)
Here, as we saw in the examples from section one, Pindar incorporates the language of
manual craftsmanship (=<1"1 237(>*#', >J<<9;I*#) in order to highlight how his
song's performance embodies the best of two worlds: a spectacular appearance
("sparkling bright", 19">%D*&"1, 4; "splendid", -D&*W-, 6) as well as sound (V5161, 5).
Moreover, he is more explicit here about the elements that comprise the visible and
audible dimensions of the humnos. He identifies the "blending together" (>J<<9;I*#, 9)
of language (Y!451 )9 74>#1, 8) together with the sounds of the lyre and aulos
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(VW3<#DD6 )9 !"#$#&WD*3J1 $*/ A".1 *Q&01, 8) as crucial to his ability to "affix the
sound of splendid dance-song to the Dorian sandal" (É53%e V51.1 Y1*3<WI*# !9?%&e
-D&*W$5<"1, 4-6). Speech and music, in other words, by providing the rhythms and
melodies for the chorus to sing and dance, are thus what Pindar must meld in order to
present an "appropriate" (!39!W1)5', 9) measure of praise for Theron.169
Testifying to Pindar's successful blending is the fact that the lyre and aulos are
depicted as though they are members of the singing chorus, with "voices" of their own:
the lyre is personified here as !"#$#&WD*3J', "of scintillating voice", just as the sound of
the aulos is likewise conceived as a "shout" (A"61). Thus, the lyre and aulos work to
fulfill Pindar's compulsion to literally "give voice to" (D9D519;1, 9) the glory of Theron.
The sound of the lyre's melody, combined with the aulos and the song's lyrics, thus
culminates in a spectacular and innovative display designed to reflect the
extraordinariness of Theron's accomplishment.170 And given that Pindar characterizes this
as a "sparkling new way" (19">%D*&"1 )3W!"1), this recalls the association of poikilia
with bright, flashing light discussed in chapter two, where I analyzed those examples in
which poikil/ was attributed to armor as well as jewelry. As I emphasized there, this
dazzling effect was closely correlated with movement, and specifically the movement of
169

The reference here to the "Dorian sandal" (É53%e !9?%&e) is conventionally
interpreted as an allusion to the "Doric" (dactyl-epitrite) meter of the poem, a rhythm that
in turn would have dictated, or at least influenced, the movements of choral dancers, cf.
Mullen (1982) 90, whose seminal work on dance in Pindar has rightfully remained a
standard source on this question.
170
cf. Pythian 1, where Pindar depicts the sound of the phorminx as a centrifugal force in
performance: "the dance step listens to it" ()c' -$"B9# <@1 A6>#', 2), it is the "leader of
the splendor" (-D&*ö*' -3U6, 2), and "the singers obey its signals" (!9%7"1)*# ?’
-"#?"/ >6<*>#1, 3). This passage thus attests the same vivifying potential of sound that
is elsewhere conveyed with the term poikil/.
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light across such surfaces. Thus, I would suggest that in this case the compound
"sparkling new" may refer literally to the shimmering aspect of a chorus as it dances in
time with the voice of the lyre and aulos.
Support for this interpretation, which takes the poikil/ in the compound
!"#$#&WD*3J' to refer to the sound of the lyre's melody as well as to how that melody
manifests itself in choreography, comes from Hesiod's characterization of the nightingale
with the epithet !"#$#&W?9#3"' in the Works and Days:
†?’ R3HI !3">49#!91 -H?W1* !"#$#&W?9#3"1
=,# <6&’ Y1 19V49>># V4351, 21BU9>># <9<*3!('·
ì ?’ Y&4"1, D1*<!)";># !9!*3<41H -<V’ 21BU9>>#,
<B39)": )G1 jD’ Y!#$3*)45' !3F' <O7"1 ^9#!91·
"?*#<"1%H, )% &4&H$*'; ^U9# 1B >9 !"&&F1 -39%51:
)Z ?’ 9i', õ >’ a1 YD( !93 SD5 $*/ -"#?F1 Y"O>*1"
Thus the hawk addressed the nightingale with the elaborate throat, bearing her up
high among the clouds, gripping her with his talons. And she was weeping
pitifully, being pierced with his sharp claws. But he addressed her sharply, "Lady,
why do you cry? One much stronger than you now holds you, and you will go
wherever I take you, even though you are a songstress." (203-8)
This example is significant for two reasons: not only does it represent Pindar's only
precedent for using poikil/ to characterize sound, but the nightingale is also the
paradigmatic songstress (as the hawk recognizes, -"#?F1 Y"O>*1, 208) and thus
embodies how the sound of a voice can become perceptible as song. For unlike the other
birds that the term poikilia describes elsewhere in the archaic corpus, the nightingale is
not known for its distinctive coloration.171 For this reason, the epithet !"#$#&W?9#3"' has
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Elsewhere, the same epithet describes birds distinctive for their elaborately-colored
plumage, like the mallard (!*14&"!9' !"#$#&W?9#3"# )*1J>%!)93"#, Alcaeus fr. 345,
!"#$%&*# *:"&W?9#3"# !*14&"!9', Ibycus fr. 36a), while the epithet !)93"!"%$#&"'
designates the black partridge (-))*Dc') at Aristoph. Birds at 248-9.
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prompted speculation about its meaning in connection with the drab coloring of the
nightingale if it does not denote the bright and multiple colors that occurs in its
designation of other kinds of plumage.172 Given its designation here as a "singer"
(-"#?W'), !"#$#&W?9#3"' is typically read as a reference to the elaborate quality of its
song, since the nightingale is often depicted as a preeminent singer.173 This is because, as
we have seen in chapters one and two, poikilia appears prominently specifically as a
visual characteristic of brightly-colored objects, which makes it tempting to interpret its
attribution to the nightingale's neck as a metaphor for the sound of its voice.174
But the fact that archaic color terminology, as I discussed in chapter one, is
applied to bodies rather than decontextualized hues gives good reason to try to read the
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West (1978) ad loc. dismisses the term as "not very appropriate to the nightingale,"
given its dull coloring, and theorizes that Hesiod may have had in mind an earlier version
of the fable in which a thrush or dove featured instead of the nightingale.
173
Democritus B 154 DK is explicit about the paradigmatic function of birdsong when he
says that it is by imitating the nightingale and swan that humans create song: $*/ )01
&#DJ301, $B$1"J $*/ -H?W1"', Y1 ç#?M# $*). <%<H>#1, cf. Bacchylides' allusion to the
"honey-voiced Cean nightingale" ($*/ <9&#D&(>>"J )#' g<1_>9# U63#1 | âHë*'
-H?W1"', 3. 97-8). cf. Nagy (1996) 39-41 and Steiner (2007) 180.
174
Since poikilia later becomes a technical term for the "complexity" of music, this fact
has also exerted considerable influence on readings of this epithet. However, see Rocconi
(2004) and LeVen (2013) for detailed considerations of the lineage of poikilia as a
metaphor for music. On the "colors" of sound see especially Rocconi (2004), who offers
an excellent survey of the variety of technical musical terms drawn from the visual
sphere. LeVen (2013) focuses specifically on poikilia and argues that the development of
a technical vocabulary for music in the fifth century resulted in poikilia's abstraction from
the sensory sphere, and that it was this detachment that accounted for the negative
connotations associated with the poikilia of music. In its emphasis on the relationship
between the senses and the language used to represent sensory experience, my approach
here is similar to hers, and my argument will develop hers further by offering some
additional reasons as to why the poikilia attributed to certain types of music attracted
criticism.
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epithet !"#$#&W?9#3"' more literally.175 This is evident from the archaic word for "color"
itself, U3(', which can mean "color" as well as simply "skin" or "surface". What this
lexical peculiarity reveals is the conception of color as a physically embodied property, as
something that cannot be perceived apart from the surface in which it inheres. This
suggests, therefore, that poikilia is likely to denote some aspect of the nightingale's throat
other than coloration, but one that is still visually perceptible.
A fragment of Simonides offers support for the more nuanced interpretation of
!"#$#&W?9#3"' that I am advancing here, since he characterizes the nightingale's neck
with the compound U&53*BUH1, "green-necked" (-H?W19' U&53*BU919', fr. 586.2
PMG), which in turn echoes Homer's attribution of U&53H%' to the nightingale itself (Od.
19.518). U&53H%', as a cognate of U&53W', thus shares with !"#$%&"' the same apparent
mismatch between an epithet and the actual appearance of the nightingale.176 Taken
together, the attribution of two seemingly incongruous color terms specifically to the
nightingale's neck indicates the presence of a distinctive visual quality therein that
prompts the use of such terminology. Eleanor Irwin, in her exhaustive (1974) study of
175

cf. Grand-Clément (2015), who also emphasizes the dual signification of visual and
aural in the image of the !"#$#&W?9#3"' nightingale, but does not make sufficiently clear
what she thinks the relationship is between these features.
176
The same ambiguity of color terminology in application to the nightingale resurfaces
in classical drama in the term I"J7W' (Aesch. Ag. 1142; I"J7. -H?á1; Eur. Hel. 11112. ?#. I"J7c1 | D91B51 Y&9&#L"<41*; Ar. Birds 213-5, Y&9&#L"<41H' ?’ `93";'
<4&9>#1 | D41J"' I"J7M', cf. ?#’ Y<M' D41J"' I"J7M' <9&451, ibid. 744). This term,
whose relationship to I*17W', "yellow", is not entirely clear, has prompted the same
confusion and has been explained in a similar way: that is, as a means of characterizing
the appearance of its whirring, trembling bodily movements, cf. Dunbar (1995) ad 21314, who argues that this adjective "was associated with sound and/or movement, not with
colour." The persistence of this attempt to circumscribe in color words the rapid, fluid
movements of the bird testifies to a preoccupation with the visually kinetic aspect of the
nightingale's song.
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poetic uses of U&53W' and U&53H%', observes that, "the neck or throat is only noteworthy
as the source of the music the nightingale sings. If one observes a song-bird, one can see
the throbbing of the throat as he pours forth his song" (72-3) and thus suggests translating
the U&53H%' of Odyssey 19 as "throbbing" or "trembling".177 In other words, what is
visually distinctive about the nightingale's body is the particular kinetic quality of its
throat that occurs concomitant with its production of sound. Having established this
connection between movement and the epithet U&53H%', she further suggests that the
term denotes an appearance akin to that which she observes in Pindar's use of gD3W' to
characterize the back of Zeus' eagle (Pyth. 1.9). Both, she argues, are suggestive of a
visible "fluid continuity" (74) that consists in the apparition of rapid movement beneath a
smooth surface.178 It is in this context that I want to situate my interpretation of
!"#$#&W?9#3"': that is, as a way to signify the visible articulation of movement in the
nightingale's throat that appears in tandem with the sonorous movements of its song.

177

Irwin (1974) remains the most comprehensive and authoritative source on Greek color
terminology in Greek poetry, and see especially pp. 68-75 for a summary of the different
ways that scholars, ancient and modern, have tried to understand the relationship between
U&53H%' and the nightingale. See more recently Clarke (2004) for a somewhat different
interpretation of U&53W' that explains the word's wide semantic range as a reflection of a
"prototypical concept" that encompasses multiple experiential characteristics of the
phenomena described with this word. On this view, greenness of hue is only one of the
qualities that U&53W' can denote, which explains its application to objects and beings
that do not exhibit this color.
178
cf. [Arist.] De Color. 793b9-12, where plumage is cited along with water and clouds
as a material that manifests different shades in different lights because of the
"smoothness" (&9#W)H)*) of their texture: \>!93 )F =?53 $*/ ). 14VH $*/ ).
!)93(<*)* )01 231%751· $*/ D.3 )*O)* ?#6 )9 )G1 &9#W)H)* $*/ ).'
!3">!#!)"B>*' *QD6', S&&")9 S&&5' $93*11J<41*', !"#9; ?#*VW3"J' ).' U3W*'.
Thus, feathers provided a particularly viable surface in which to observe movement and
change.
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The description of the nightingale's voice that occurs in Odyssey 19 provides
indication as to the sort of movement that was characteristic of the nightingale's song.
Here, Penelope imagines the bird's song as one that is full of "frequent turnings" (7*<.
)35!0>*) and that she "pours out" (U49#): "[the nightingale], who pours out her echoing
voice, twisting it constantly" (f )9 7*<. )35!0>* U49# !"&JHU4* V51_1, 19.522).
Gregory Nagy (1996, 39-44) has proposed that )35!0>* here likely refers to the
strophic organization of sequences of pitches, with !"&JHU_' V51_ functioning as a
reference to variations in pitch, and thus translates !"#$#&W?9#3"' as "having a varied[sounding] throat" (59). However, this translation elides the visual dimension that is
suggested by both U&53H%' and !"#$%&"'.
The importance of visual perception in the experience of birds' voices is clear
from the fact that the song of the swan, another paradigmatic songstress like the
nightingale, is depicted in the Homeric Hymn to Apollo as a sound that arises from a
combination of wing movements and voice: "the swan sings clearly to the
accompaniment of [or "from"] its wings" ($B$1"' g!F !)93BD51 &%D’ -9%?9#, HHA
21).179 This emphasis on the visible, kinetic features of birdsong thus suggests that these
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cf. the reference to the swan's song at Ar. Birds, >J<<#DM A"G1 E<"O | !)93";'
$34$"1)9' R*$U"1 Ü!W&&5 (771-2), where Aristophanes imagines the swan's voice
(bo!) working in concert with the sound of its wings. On the swan as a paradigmatic song
figure see Eur. IT 1104-5, where the swan is characterized as "a servant of the Muses,"
and Ion 164-9, in which it is said to sing in concert with Apollo's lyre, >B<<"&!"', 165
See also LSJ s.v. g!F qq.5 on the use of this preposition with the genitive to
denote musical accompaniment. The preposition g!F could also designate the sound
produced by the movement of the wings (with g!F then referring to the wings as the
cause or agent of the song), thus assimilating the swan's song to that of the cicada, since it
was recognized that this creature produced song by means of its wings, cf. Hes. WD
$*)*U9B9)’ -"#?G1 | !J$1F1 g!F !)93BD51 and Alc. fr. 347, !)93BD51 ?’ {!* |
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characteristics helped to identify distinctively musical qualities in the voices of birds.180
For this reason, I propose instead a translation of "undulating throat" for !"#$#&W?9#3"'
(as distinct from the "throbbing" or "trembling" conveyed by U&53H%'), for this
communicates both the movements of its voice as well as the frequent "turning" or
"twisting" that becomes visibly apaprent in the bird's throat. Thus the nightingale typifies
the way in which the sound of a voice becomes perceptible specifically as beautiful song,
rather than mere voice (V51_), and so invites identification as an -"#?W' because the
musical intelligibility of its song gives the impression of deliberate, stylized construction,
analogous to that of human rhapsodes. Likewise, I suggest, does Pindar's attribution of
poikil/ to the lyre convey the unique fusion of visible and audible movements that
manifest themselves in choral performance.
But whereas the poikilia of the nightingale's song is persistently imagined as the
embodiment of grief and sorrow, the poikilia of Pindar's lyre, as we saw above, is what
animates the dance of the chorus in celebration and characterizes the synthesis of musical
and kinetic movement. But in spite of the distinctive emotional valences attached to
poikilia in each context, the song of the nightingale and that of Pindar share an additional
feature in common: they are both represented as natural outpourings. Not only does
$*$U49# &#DB3*1 !!B$1"1" -"%?*1. See also Garrod (1920) on the poikilopteron melos
of the swan, "The fact is that in this case wings have songs; that is to say, the Greeks
supposed the music of cycnus musicus to proceed, not from his bill, but from the action of
the wind in his pinions," 135.
180
The interaction that I am positing here, whereby visual cues work in concert with the
aural features of song to convey the latter's meaning, is a well-attested phenomenon. For
an accessible and extensive discussion of contemporary psychological studies on the
relationship between visual cues and the interpretation of music, see Thompson, Graham,
and Russo (2005)'s study, "Seeing Musical Performance: Visual Influences on perception
and experience."
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Homer explicitly imagine how the nightingale "pours out" its voice (U49# !"&JHU4*
V51_1, Od. 19.522), Hesiod likewise refers to how the nightingale is "weeping
piteously" (<B39)" Y&4"1, 205-6), using a verb that denotes a sense of "flowing" or
"trickling" that, in humans, often takes the form of tears.181 Pindar also makes use of
metaphors that suggest a similar fluidity or liquidity to his song (e.g. O. 6.85-6, P. 5.99100, N. 7.61-3), but the effect of his doing so is to emphasize the vitalizing force of his
song and to suggest that his praise flows from him as easily and smoothly as water.182
And the latter idea finds expression in Nemean 4, where he indicates that great virtue
naturally and irresistibly inspires musical expression. Here, he relates how the young
victor's father, had he been alive to see this victory, "would have celebrated the victory,
playing animatedly and often on the kithara, and leaning on this melody" (!"#$%&"1
$#7*3%L51 7*<6 $9, )T?9 <4&9# $&#79%', | J`F1 $9&6?H>9 $*&&%1#$"1, 14-16). Not
only does this phrase suggest the possibility of the song's re-performance in a monodic
setting, it depicts the poikilia of song as the natural mode in which to celebrate athletic
victory, a claim that comports well with Pindar's claims elsewhere that his songs are not
the product of techn!, but of inspiration.183 And in the next section, it is precisely this
issue, the difference between natural and contrived forms of musical expression, that will
come to the fore in Pratinas and Aristophanes.
181

LSJ s.v. II.
cf. Steiner (1986), "The importance of the element which Pindar celebrates as the best
of substances lies with its vivifying and regenerative powers, and the liquid symbol
brings to song the life-giving force of its divine inspirers. Moisture and the Muses
promote natural vegetation, while Pindar sends down showers of praise on men and cities
whose glory flourishes in response," 46. See also p. 106, "The natural outpourings of the
bird act as an image for the ease of composition the poet should achieve."
183
cf. Steiner (1986) 40-51.
182
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In this section, my aim has been to show that the poikilia of Pindar's song and
music consists in the animation of praise through its fusion of the visible and audible
movements of language, music, song, and dance, corresponding to the way that the
nightingale produces her song. The same dynamism that characterizes the kinds of poikil/
images discussed in the previous chapters is thus conveyed in the literal choreography of
Pindar's song: both in its rhythmic, strophic organization as well as in the dance that
would have accompanied its performance.184 And this mobility takes on additional
relevance when we consider Pindar's emphasis on the ability for his praise to travel and
transcend the spatiotemporal constraints of its initial iteration.185 But whereas Pindar
dwells on how different types of movement can be seamlessly combined, in the next
section I will show how Aristophanes and Pratinas unpack the various elements of choral
performance and contend with the precise types of musical or kinetic movement thought
to be appropriate to particular musical contexts.

III. Debating the Value of Poikilia in Pratinas and Aristophanes

So far, my concentration on Pindar has entailed a focus on poikilia as a
component specifically of praise poetry. However, poikilia also occupies a prominent
184

cf. Ford (2002), who identifies in Pindar and Bacchylides the "…trope that well-made
texts of celebration and commemoration have a unique sort of voice and motion of their
own," 112 (emphasis in original).
185
Currie (2004) and Hubbard (2004) remain the seminal works on the question of reperformance, who each propose a number of plausible scenarios for the dissemination
and re-performance of Pindar's epinicia. See more recently Morrison (2012), who shifts
the focus to the different kinds of audiences that may have encountered Pindar's praise in
its subsequent performances.
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position in one of the most substantial fragments of Pratinas as well as in the parabasis of
Aristophanes' Birds. I will argue here that while these examples portray musico-poetic
poikilia in a manner consistent with Pindar's representations, the fact that they do so is
itself significant. For here we will see how each author uses poikil/ to reflect upon the
aesthetic sensibilities that shape responses to different forms of music and song,
including the "high lyric" of Pindar himself. In short, in these sources we will see how the
poikilia of birdsong emblematizes two kinds of musical expression: the one characterized
by a natural, inspired effusion of complementary visual, aural, and kinetic qualities, and
the other by a multiplicity of artificial, highly-stylized instrumental and vocal sounds, one
that is constantly at risk of descending into incoherence. Nor is this juxtaposition a
rhetorical one: in light of the musical trends and innovations that seem to have become
prominent in the late fifth century (especially in the domain of the aulos), the precise
criteria governing the distinction between music and noise become a topical issue and a
site of considerable dispute, as we will see. And by pitting these two musical possibilities
alongside one another, the fluidity and fragility of the boundary between them comes into
glaring relief in the examples that I will adduce here.
While Pindar happily adopts the "shout" of the aulos as an ingredient for his
praise in Olympian 3, it nonetheless does not have a starring, solo role and instead is
"mixed together" (>J<<9;I*#) in order to accompany the choral dance (-D&*W$5<"1).186
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Pindar's fr. 125, however, intriguingly focuses on compositions for the aulos, and the
implications of the aulos's ambiguous status will be examined further below. On Pindar's
attitude towards the aulos, Pythian 12, which celebrates the victory of Midas of Acragas
in an auletic competition, is our main source, and on the aitology of the instrument that he
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In this sense, Pindar's conception of the aulos corresponds well to Pratinas' formulation
of its proper role:
)%' E 7W3JA"' j?9; )% )6?9 ). U"39B<*)*;
)%' =A3#' ^<"&91 Y!/ É#"1J>#6?* !"&J!6)*D* 7J<4&*1;
Y<F' Y<F' E °3W<#"', Y<@ ?9; $9&*?9;1, Y<@ ?9; !*)*D9;1
-1’ t39* >B<91"1 <9). §*ö6?51
"i6 )9 $B$1"1 SD"1)* !"#$#&W!)93"1 <4&"'.
5
).1 -"#?.1 $*)4>)*>9 +#93/' A*>%&9#*1· E ?’ *Q&F'
=>)93"1 U"39B9)5· $*/ D.3 Y>7’ g!H34)*'.
$(<e <W1"1 7J3*<6U"#' )9 !JD<*U%*># 1451 74&"# !*3"%151
^<<91*# >)3*)H&6)*'.
!*;9 )F1 V3J19"O !"#$%&"J !1".1 ^U"1)*·
10
V&4D9 )F1 2&9>#*&"$6&*<"1
&*&"A*3B"!* !*39<9&"3J7<"A6)*1
g!*/ )3J!61e ?4<*' !9!&*><41"1.
p1 :?"B· >"# ?9I#c' $*/ !"?F' ?#*33#V6·
¶3%*<A"?#7B3*<A9, $#>>"U*;)’ S1*I,
15
187
<S$"J’> S$"J9 ).1 Y<.1 É(3#"1 U"39%*1.
What is this din? What are these dance-steps? What outrage has come to the noisy
altar of Dionysus? Mine, mine is Bromius: it is for me to shout and stamp, racing
over the mountains with the Naiads, singing a song of flashing wings like the
swan. Song was made queen by the Pierian: so let the pipe dance in second place:
he is the servant! May he wish only to be commander-in-chief of revels and the
street-brawling boxing-matches of drunken youths. Beat the one with the breath
of a mottled toad, burn the spittle-wasting reed with its prattling growl, striding
across melody and rhythm, its body fashioned under the auger! Look this way!
Here is how to fling out hand and foot! Thriambodithyrambus, lord with ivy in
your hair, hear, hear my Dorian dance-song (trans. Campbell 1991).
Here, Pratinas' satyrs condemn the "breath" of the aulos (!*;9 )F1 V3J19"O !"#$%&"J
!1".1 ^U"1)*, 10) precisely because it disrupts the harmonious balance of musical
elements that was depicted in Pindar's Olympian 3. As I will show here, the Pratinas
fragment alludes to two forms of musico-poetic poikilia that are distinguished by the role

constructs in this poem see especially Wilson (1999) and Martin (2003) as well as Clay
(1992).
187
TrGF 3 (Ath. Deipn. 14.617b-f).
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of the aulos in each: the one (the satyrs') in line with the Pindaric conception of poikilia
that I have been outlining above, and the other (that of the aulos) disparaged as intrusive
and unmusical frenzy. Moreover, while Pindar identified novelty as part of what makes
Olympian 3 an appropriate measure of praise for Theron (19">%D*&"1 )3W!"1, 4),
Athenaeus, who represents our sole source for the Pratinas poem, indicates that Pratinas'
satyrs have as their target innovations in the role of the aulos:188
+3*)%1*' ?@ E Å&9#6>#"' *Q&H)01 $*/ U"39J)01 <#>7"VW351 $*)9UW1)51
).' 23U_>)3*' -D*1*$)_>*' Y!/ )T )"s' *Q&H).' <G >J1*J&9;1 )";'
U"3";' $*76!93 |1 !6)3#"1 -&&. )"s' U"3"s' >J1ß?9#1 )";' *Q&H)*;'. ]1
"r1 9XU91 $*). )01 )*O)* !"#"B1)51 7J<F1 E +3*)%1*' Y<V*1%L9# ?#.
)"O?9 )"O g!"3U_<*)"' (14.617b-f, iii 361s. Kaibel)
"When hired pipers and dancers occupied the orchestras, Pratinas of Phlius was
angry because the pipers were not accompanying the chorus, as was traditional,
but the choruses were singing an accompaniment to the pipers; he reveals the
indignation he felt against the offenders in the following hyporcheme" (trans.
Campbell 1991).
While Athenaeus is clear that the Pratinas fragment was addressed to particular changes
in the role of the aulos in choral music, because scholars continue to debate whether
Pratinas' work should be ascribed to the early or late fifth century, it is not possible to
securely identify the exact musical innovations to which Athenaeus refers.189

188

See Porter (2010) 378-383 as well as Prauscello (2012) on Pindar's own musical
innovations.
189
Since my argument here does not depend on the generic identification of the fragment,
a brief summary of the dominant trends in its interpretation will suffice. The two main
interpretative issues related to this fragment are as follows: 1) the contemporary musical
trends to which Athenaeus alludes in his quotation of the fragment; and 2) the generic
constraints of the "hyporcheme", since Athenaeus also identifies the fragment as a
representative of that genre. In recent years, a consensus has emerged in favor of the
fragment's classification as a satyr play in light of increased attention to the similarities
between the parabases of Old Comedy and the extant remains of satyric drama (see
especially Seaford 1977, Griffith 2013, Franklin 2013), work that has revealed that
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Nevertheless, his testimony remains important because it tells us that what is at issue in
this poem is the existence of competing standards of musical performance.
Although there is still much debate about the genre of this poem as well as the
particular type of music that it attacks, it is at least clear that the aulete's hubris consisted,
on the one hand, in the leading role of his aulos vis-à-vis the chorus ("Let the aulos dance
in second place, for it is a servant", =>)93"1 U"39B9)5· $*/ D.3 Y>7’ g!H34)*'), and
on the other hand, in the aural quality of the aulos' sound: its "breath" (!1".) and the
"ruckus" (7W3JA"') it engenders. The satyrs' emphasis on the primacy of song ().1
-"#?.1 $*)4>)*>9 +#93/' A*>%&9#*1·) suggests that they have in mind a performance
in which these features, the aulos and dance, overpowered the voice of the chorus.190 In
other words, the chorus objects to an improper balance between voice, instrumentation,
and dance. A closer look at the imagery used to characterize the poikilia of the aulos and
the chorus' song respectively will enable us to identify the precise features that created
this imbalance, and to determine why poikilia is the term of choice to describe both
different kinds of song.191

criticism of contemporary musical trends would have been equally at home in satyric
drama as well as in comedy or dithyramb. However, see the notable exceptions of Csapo
(2004) and Wallace (2003), who argue in favor of the fragment's identification as part of
a non-dramatic dithyramb.
The seminal works on this fragment are as follows: Garrod (1920), Lloyd-Jones
(1966), Pickard-Cambridge (1962, rev. Webster) 17-20, Seaford (1977), Zimmermann
(1986), and Napolitano (2000). More recently, see Csapo (2004), Griffith (2013), and
Shaw (2014).
190
cf. Gentili (1988) 26-7.
191
Pratinas' pejorative use of the adjective !"#$%&"' here is often connected with the
similarly disparaging uses of the term that are directed specifically towards the "New"
music of the late fifth century (cf. Csapo 2004, Wallace 2009), but since I am not making
claims here about whether the fragment belongs to the early or late fifth century, I
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Whereas the chorus likens their !"#$#&W!)93"1 <4&"' to another paradigmatic
song figure, the swan ("i6 )9 $B$1"1, 5), the sound of the aulos calls to mind the "breath
of the mottled toad" ()F1 V3J19"O !"#$%&"J !1".1 ^U"1)*), a creature whose
musicality is more disputed. Although David Campbell adopts the variant reading of
!"#$%&*1 for !"#$%&"J in his 1991 edition, I propose that there are good reasons for
favoring the attribution of !"#$%&"J to V3J19"O.192 This is because the toad provides an
appropriately disparaging depiction of the aulos performance not only because of its
unmusical sound, but also because of its appearance. As I have argued above in my
interpretation of the epithet !"#$#&W?9#3"', poikil/ can signify the movement of the
nightingale's neck as it sings or cries. Likewise, the comparison of the aulete to a toad
may be a jibe at his appearance as he plays, since it is well attested that the playing of the
aulos forced the player's cheeks to puff out.193 The comparison to a frog would thus have
double force by likening the sound of the aulos to its croaking as well as drawing
attention to how the aulete's cheeks puff out like the sides of a frog.194

therefore do not want to suggest that this fragment's invective specifically addresses the
musical innovations that took place in the later fifth century.
192
Martin (2003) also favors the attribution to !1".1 as the lectio difficilior, commenting
that the attribution of the adjective to a toad would be "more banal" (n. 55).
193
cf. Melanippides fr. 758 PMG; Telestes fr. 805 PMG, Arist. Pol. 1341b3-8, see also
Csapo (2004).
194
See Wilson (1999) 70-2 on the phorbeia, the strap that fastened around the player's
cheeks and so may have concealed the distortion of the cheeks. However, that such a
device existed provides further evidence that the distorting effects of aulos-playing were
well-recognized, making the image of the toad even more appropriate to the aulos player.
There may be an additional dimension to Pratinas' criticism, if I am right in
suspecting that he has in mind the appearance of the aulete as well as the sound of the
instrument. The numerous attestations of auletes' accompanying their playing with bodily
movements and gyrations (Arist. Poet. 1461b30, Thphr. fr. 92 Wimmer, Paus. 9.12.5-6)
suggests that Pratinas may be objecting to the intrusiveness of display of this sort.
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By contrast, the chorus, who lead their song "like a swan" ("i6 )9 $B$1"1
SD"1)* !"#$#&W!)93"1 <4&"', 5), "stamp" (!*)*D9;1, 3) and "race through the
mountains" (-1’ t39* >B<91"1, 4) and thus adopt the pattern of rapid, dexterous
movement that, as we saw above, help to define the swan as a preeminent singer.195
Significantly, the placement of !"#$#&W!)93"1 here is ambiguous, since it would be
equally grammatical for it to designate either the swan or the satyrs' song. I propose that
this ambiguity is likely deliberate, precisely so as to signify both the movements of the
satyrs' vocalization as well as their literal motions as they race through the mountains.
And by projecting their song outside of the theater and into the mountains, the chorus
situates their song within the sacred, bucolic landscape native to the swan and so
underscores how their song is an organic extension of their Dionysian frenzy. Thus the
satyrs' !"#$#&W!)93"1 <4&"' is defined by a natural blending of effusive sound and
movement that stands in contrast to the discordant mixture evinced by the aulos.
The satyrs urge violence towards the aulete not only because of the hubris that he
has wrought in the theater of Dionysus, but also because of the violence that his sound
commits against music itself in its "stamping across melody" (!*39<9&"3J7<"A6)*1,
12). The aulos produces mere noise, a "ruckus" (7"3BA"', 1), precisely because it
embodies a confusion of discordant sounds: the sound of air and spit through the reed
(2&9>#*&"$6&*<"1, 11), the nonsensical (&*&"'-) quality of its "deep voice"
(A*3B"!*, 12), and the way in which that voice perceptibly traverses (-A*)*1) and
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See above in this chapter, n. 179.
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violates (!*3*-) melody and rhythm (<9&"3J7<"-) in one breath.196 In other words,
poikilia here signifies how the sonorous mixture effected by the aulos is a kind of
musical dysplasia that is mere "breath" (!1"6), not a <4&"'.
Moreover, the chorus' derisive allusion to the "fabricated body" (?4<*'
!9!&*><41"1, 13) of the instrument also calls attention to the artificiality of its sound,
one that consists in its production by means of technical skill, in contrast to the natural
inspiration that drives the satyrs' song. The overwrought sound of the aulos is evident
from the very language used to characterize it, for its overly-elaborate compounds and
neologism create a contrast with the high lyric language of the satyrs' description of their
own song.197 In order to malign the sound, therefore, the satyrs resort to language that is
as overblown and artificial as the aulos' music, a move that draws attention to the
potential for poetic diction to become as contrived as the sound of the aulos. In this way,
poikilia in Pratinas functions not only to juxtapose two different modes of choral
performance, but also marks two distinctive kinds of poetic diction.
What becomes clear from the attribution of poikilia to both of the songs described
in Pratinas, however, is that the poikilia of the aulos becomes problematic and worthy of
196

This characterization of the aulos' sound accords with ancient testimony about the
differences between the lyre and the aulos, which dwell on the capacity of the aulos to
produce an infinite number of different sounds (e.g. Pi. Pyth. 12.22-24, Plat. Rep. 399c-d,
cf. West 1992 94-107). Unlike the lyre or cithara, in which each string produced a
distinctive tone, unsympathetic listeners of the aulos focus on its jumbled, disorganized
tonality.
197
cf. Martin (2003) "After the switch-point of the description, the descent to komastic
space (lines 8-9), even the language shifts, from the restrained, high-style poeticisms of
lines 1-6 into the abusive, multisyllabic babble of the comic stage," 166. The latter kind
of language is also typical of dithyramb, so it may well be that the satyrs are parodying
developments in this genre within their own (that of satyr play), as Seaford (1977) has
argued.
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censure when it is the sole modality in which poikilia is manifested, rather than the
poikilia that results from a cohesion of sound, voices, and lyrics. On the one hand, the
!"#$#&W!)93"1 <4&"' of the chorus is one that, like Pindar's !"#$%&"# =<1"#, blends
movement and voice in a choreographed song and is described in correspondingly high
lyric language that emphasizes the natural, inspired quality of the satyrs' song. On the
other hand, the poikilia of the aulos is defined by a visible and audible discord that
undermines the other elements of choral performance: song and dance. And in order to
verbally reproduce this effect, Pratinas' satyrs adopt language that itself embodies the
overwrought and artificially-engineered timbre of the aulos. However, the forcefulness of
the satyrs' invective gives the impression that the poikilia of the aulos posed a real threat
to their version of the !"#$#&W!)93"' <4&"', which in turn suggests that there were
divergent tastes concerning musico-poetic poikilia as early as the beginning of the fifth
century (if an early date for this poem is accepted).
And by the end of the fifth century, Aristophanes in the Birds can employ the
aulos in a starring role to depict the poikilia of the nightingale's song. While the stage
configuration between the play's accompanying aulete and the nightingale character is
unclear, it is at evident from the inclusion of the phrase *Q&9; within the text of the play
that the bird's song was performed through the medium of the aulos.198 Aristophanes thus
exploits the mimetic versatility of the aulos for dramatic (and possibly comic) effect in
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cf. Barker (2004) and Nagy (1996) 41. While Dunbar (1995) assumes that the
nightingale and aulete were two separate figures onstage (ad 222), Barker (2004)
proposes that the nightingale was played by the aulete himself. I myself am persuaded by
this latter reading because it explains the nightingale's peculiar silence onstage, but my
argument here will not hinge on this point.
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order to create an imaginary world in which, to the characters onstage, the sound of the
aulos is perceptually indistinguishable from the voice of the nightingale.199 As I will
show, the effect of doing so is similar to the bird-chorus' blending of onomatopoeic birdsounds with high lyric diction in their invocation to their "elaborate (poikil!) Woodland
Muse" (737-52). Both depictions, I submit, expose the fluid boundary between voices and
instrumentation (in the aulos' performance), and between sounds and poetic speech (in
the bird-chorus' ode) in order to parody the different musical sensibilities concerning the
kinds of poetic and musical forms that were pleasurable to hear.
Following Tereus' invocation of Procne at 209-222, it is generally assumed that an
aulete then performed a solo.200 The "voice" of the nightingale qua the aulos in this play
is consistently heralded as the best among the birds onstage.201 The chorus, for one, refers
to the "sweetness" of her voice ()G1 ?’ P?J<9&M -H?W1*, 659; P?s1 V7WDD"1, 681) and
Euelpides remarks on how her song "sweetened the whole thicket" ("i"1 $*)9<9&%)5>9
)G1 &WU<H1 j&H1, 224). In the idealized world of the birds, the focus is therefore on the
pleasurable quality of the nightingale's voice rather than on its association with pain and
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This is most succinctly illustrated in the bird-chorus' address to the nightingale, where
they characterize its voice as an aulos: "you, weaving out the beautiful-voiced aulos with
your spring strains, lead off our anapests" (-&&’ ò $*&&#AW*1 $34$"J>’ | *Q&F1
V74D<*>#1 C3#1";', | S3U"J )01 -1*!*%>)51, 682-4).
200
cf. Romer (1983), Dunbar (1995) ad loc, Barker (2004).
201
Opinions vary as to the comic effect of the aulete's performance of the nightingale's
song: Dunbar (1995) ad 222, for one, assumes that the aulete played a "striking solo" in
response to Tereus' invocation, while Barker (2004) n. 25 theorizes that the aulos was
supposed to fall comically short in its attempt to portray the nightingale's music. Whether
or not the aulete presented a virtuosic performance or a comically bad one, the relevant
detail for my purposes is that, within the artifice of the play, the sound of the aulos is
presented as identical to that of the nightingale.
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mourning.202 By praising the aulos with language typical to descriptions of the
nightingale's song, Aristophanes' characters depict the workings of an aesthetic sensibility
that perceives the pleasurable quality of the aulos as equal to that of the nightingale, a
taste that may or may not have been shared by members of the audience.203 The
nightingale qua the aulos thus has the potential to reflect two different attitudes towards
music: one that, like Pratinas' satyrs, denigrates the aulos as comically short of the natural
beauty of birdsong, and conversely, one that values its sound as much as that of the
nightingale. On either view, however, the effect of portraying the nightingale as a role
that can be performed by an aulete is the same. For in doing so, Aristophanes reverses the
trope in which the nightingale functions as a model for human music, and suggests
instead that the nightingale's song seems musical only because it resembles the music of
the aulos, rather than the other way around.204
Later in the play, when the aulete is called upon to accompany the bird-chorus'
song in the parabasis (682-4), the focus shifts to a markedly different kind of music:
namely, the song inspired by the Woodland Muse (£"O>* &"U<*%*) that the birds
espouse as their own. In this ode, then, birdsong is embodied both in the language that the
chorus uses to describe this song as well as in their onstage performance. The poikilia of
their muse, like the poikilia of Pindar's songs, will thus encompass both real (performed)
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This emphasis on the "sweetness" of the nightingale's song was already apparent in
Bacchylides, where he refers to "the grace of the honey-voiced Cean nightingale" ($*/
<9&#D&(>>"J )#' g<1_>9# U63#1 | âHë*' -H?W1"', 3.97-8).
203
cf. Barker (2004) n. 25, who suggests that the characters may have been supposed to
display "ludicrous bad taste."
204
cf. Ford (2010), "Do we think birds "sing" sad songs only because we do?...It is the
artifice of human song that allows birdsong to be natural" 301-2.
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and imagined (described) characteristics of birdsong. And while the "Woodland Muse"
could refer either to a divinity or function as an epithet of the nightingale, it is
nonetheless clear from the chorus' emphasis on their choreography and song that their
muse is to be distinguished from the nightingale/aulos-player onstage:205
£"O>* &"U<*%*,
)#" )#" )#" )#"
!"#$%&H, <97’ v' YDá 1*-!*#>% )9 $*/ $"3JV*;' Y1 239%*#',
740
)#" )#" )#" )%DI,
`LW<91"' <9&%*' ^!# VJ&&"$W<"J,
)#" )#" )#" )#"
?#’ Y<M' D41J"' I"J7M' <9&451
+*1/ 1W<"J' `93"s' -1*V*%15
745
>9<16 )9 £H)3/ U"39B<*)’ 239%[,
)")")" )")")" )")")" )%DI,
^1791 8>!939/ <4&#))*
Å3B1#U"' -<A3">%51 <9&451 -!9AW>$9)" $*3!F1 -9/
750
V4351 D&J$9;*1 Ñ?61.
)#" )#" )#" )%DI (737-52).206
O Woodland Muse, tiotiotiotio, elaborate one, perching on the thick-leaved ash,
with whom I, in the glades and mountain dells, tiotiotiotinx, bring to light the holy
rites for Pan and the revered choral dances for the mountain mother with songs
from my quivering throat, totototototototototinx, where Phrynichus, just like a
bee, always used to feed on the fruit of our ambrosial strains, carrying off the
sweet tune. Tiotiotiotinx.
Like Pratinas' chorus of satyrs, the birds here lay claim to poikilia as a defining attribute
of their song by attributing it to their muse herself. And here, too, birdsong is portrayed
as a mode that combines song with dance-steps (<9&451, 744; U"39B<*)’, 746). More
205

cf. Barker (2004), "What happens as the parabasis unrolls itself is that she [the
nightingale-piper] slips from what looked like an acting role into the role of
accompanying musician; that is her real function, and she stays with it for the rest of the
performance" 203. On the possible identification of the "Woodland Muse" as the
nightingale, see Dunbar (1995) ad 737-9.
206
The text is that of Dunbar (1995).
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significantly, this song and dance is a performance that they "bring to light" or "reveal"
(-1*V*%15, 745). That the chorus refers to their activity with this verb is striking
because it describes musical performance in only one other instance in archaic and
classical sources. Book eight of the Odyssey relates how Demodocus "brought to light his
song, having been inspired by the god" (E ?’ E3<H79/' 79"O K3U9)", V*;19 ?’ -"#?_1,
499). For Demodocus, this "bringing to light" consists in the vividness of his narration of
the story of the Trojan horse (8.500ff). For Aristophanes' bird-chorus, however, the
Woodland Muse is invoked specifically in order to preside over the representation of
birdsong that they are enacting within the play. The poikilia of the muse, then, extends
into the visual and aural characteristics of the performance itself, with -1*V*%15 selfreflexively designating the dance-steps and lyrics that the chorus are literally "bringing to
light" in their rendition of the song of the Woodland Muse.
Moreover, the Sycophant's reference to the chorus' appearance as "the
elaborately-winged ones" (!)93"!"%$#&"#, 1410) indicates that, in addition to their song,
the costuming of the chorus also manifested the poikilia of their muse.207 As a body of
twenty-four different kinds of birds, the variety of species and colors that the chorus
portrays would have resulted in an intensely colorful spectacle, one that is visible in its
individual members, as well. The black francolin, for instance, is named as one of its
207

"Who are these birds, elaborately winged but possessing nothing, o long-winged,
decorated swallow?" (t31#79' )%19' "o?’ "Q?@1 ^U"1)9' !)93"!"%$#&"#, | )*1J>%!)939
!"#$%&* U9&#?";; 1410-11). cf. Dunbar (1995) ad 297-304 II, "We naturally do not know
how accurately the costume-makers tried to reproduce the very varied plumage-colours
and patterns involved (it is unlikely that real feathers were procured), but at least twelve
of the birds represented have one eye-catching colour or more, and at least six of
those…would each provide, if at all accurately portrayed, a striking spectacle of bright
and contrasting colours."
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members, a bird who is itself characterized as "elaborate-winged", !)93JD"!"%$#&W'
(249).208 In this way, the poikilia of the Muse is reflected both in the representation of the
poikilia native to individual bird types as well as in the colorful spectacle generated from
the chorus' depiction of multiple species of birds.
Within the context of their imagined performance, the chorus makes it clear that
the elaborate spectacle of their song is one that, like the !"#$#&W!)93"1 <4&"' of
Pratinas' satyrs, takes place in a distant, bucolic setting (16!*#># $*/ $"3JV*;' Y1
239%*#', 740), where they perform sacred rites (+*1/ 1W<"J' `93"s', >9<16 )9 <H)3/
U"39B<*)’ 239%[, 745-6).209 In portraying their song in this way, they call attention to
the reverent and inspired nature of their song, an aspect that will find a contrast in the
)4U1H that characterizes Cinesias' lyrics later in the play. However, that the inspired
quality of their song is described with markedly lyric diction (e.g. VJ&&"$W<"J, 742; ?#’
Y<M' D41J"' I"J7M' <9&451, 744; 8>!939/ <4&#))*, 748) betrays the birds' familiarity
with the artifice of poetic speech and its stylistic conventions. A particularly illustrative
instance of this occurs when they demonstrate their awareness of the important role that
birdsong plays in the lyric imagination by alluding to how their song provided the tragic
poet Phrynichus with a "sweet song" of his own (Å3B1#U"' -<A3">%51 <9&451
-!9AW>$9)" $*3!F1 -9/ | V4351 D&J$9;*1 Ñ?61, 749-51). That they do so by means
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cf. Dunbar (1995) ad loc, who notes the vivid coloration of black, red, and white
peculiar to this species.
209
cf. Worman (2014), who notes that the "Birds charts a path out of the city that
dramatizes a political and intellectual terrain of fantastical proportions" 202. See also
Steiner (1986) 87-98 on Pindar's uses of similar landscape imagery.
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of yet another trope, the image of the poet as a bee and the song as fruit, testifies to their
keen consciousness of the norms of lyric language.210
On the other hand, the chorus' blending of this rarefied lyric diction with
onomatopoeic, nonsensical bird sounds ()#" )#" )#", 738; )#" )#" )#" )%DI, 741) raises the
question as to the relationship between sound and sense in poetic speech.211 In their
interpolation of bird-sounds, the chorus' language capitalizes upon the mimetic character
of language and its potential to convincingly represent non-human phonemes.212 At the
same time, however, these interpolations also illustrate the possibility for poetic speech,
including the elaborate lyric imagery surrounding the Woodland Muse, to become
entirely meaningless and nonsensical. And this is precisely the criticism directed towards
the poet Cinesias later in the play.213 For while I have argued that the poikilia of the
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Whether or not Phrynichus himself actually used this image, the characterization of a
poet as a bee finds several precedents in fifth-century melic poetry (e.g. Bacch. 10.10, Pi.
P. 10.54, cf. Pi. O. 10.97, where the sweetness of song is likened to that of honey). The
fact that Aristophanes elsewhere uses the same image to parody high lyric (Ec. 973)
suggests that the image has a similar force here, cf. Dunbar (1995) ad 748-51.
211
cf. Dunbar (1995) ad 737-52.
212
cf. Payne (2013), "A relationship between life-style and phoneme inventory is
articulated such that the audience perceives a fit between certain sound clusters in their
own language and certain kinds of nonhuman lives. Indeed, it is this paraesthetic
experience of their own language that opens up their hearing to the apprehension that the
sounds of birdsong may encode the same kinds of information that they themselves
exchange in their own everyday communication" 48. cf. Rothwell (2007) 161-2, and for
an extensive discussion of the difficult relationship between the bird-sounds and metrical
patterns see Dunbar (1995) ad 227. See also Stanford (1981) for a discussion of sound
and sense in early Greek poetry, including other examples of poetic onomatopoeia.
213
A fragment of Pherecrates (fr. 155=[Plut.] Mus. 30.1141ef) associates Cinesias with
some of the musical innovations characteristic of the "New" music of the late fifth
century. In this fragment, the Muse refers to how Cinesias has corrupted her by means of
the frequent harmonic modulations within his dithyrambic compositions. On dithyrambic
language see most recently the contribution of Ford in Kowalzig and Wilson (2013), a
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Woodland Muse is enthusiastically adopted in the chorus' costuming and choreography as
well as in their musical and linguistic representation of birdsong, Cinesias' desire to join
the bird realm as a nightingale (t31#' D914>7*# A"B&"<*# | &#DBV7"DD"' -H?(1, 13801) with his own brand of "wing-whirling" (!)93"?W1H)*, 1390) song is flatly rejected.214
More specifically, Peisetairos and Euelpides reject the dithyrambic style of music
and language that Cinesias champions, one that composes music out of "clouds" (Y$ )01
19V9&01 $*#1.' &*A9;1, 1383):
$34<*)*# <@1 "r1 Y1)9O791 P<01 P )4U1H.
)01 ?#7J36<A51 D.3 ). &*<!3. D%D19)*#
-43#* $*/ >$")9#1. $*/ $J*1*JD4*
$*/ !)93"?W1H)*· >s ?@ $&B51 9R>9# )6U*. (1387-90)
Why, our whole trade depends upon the clouds; What are our noblest dithyrambs
but things of air, and mist, and purple-gleaming depths, and feathery whirlwings?
You'll see right away, just listen (trans. Rogers 1968, slightly modified)
What characterizes Cinesias' musical style is its lack of substance, its "airiness."215 This
consists both in the effusiveness of his song and in his overwrought and unintelligible

collection of essays devoted to a wide variety of issues related to the dithyramb and its
performance.
214
See LeVen (2014) for a thorough study of the stylistic, generic, and sociopolitical
forces involved in the "New" styles of music and poetry, a style that Cinesias represents
in this play.
The Pindaric poet that appears at 905 is also subjected to ridicule, but, as the
representative of an old-fashioned but respected style of poetry (unlike Cinesias), he is
generally treated kindly by Peisetairos, who gives him his cloak (946-8). I do not have
the space here to advance a detailed interpretation of the differences between this poet's
portrayal and that of Cinesias, but my reason for dwelling on the latter is that he, unlike
the Pindaric poet, expresses a desire to become a bird himself in the form of a
nightingale.
215
For an extensive study of the language of the "New" poetry, see LeVen (2014) 150188. She draws attention to the fact that "Cinesias' diction is, actually, not earthshatteringly new" 154, but that Peisetairos' extreme reaction to it creates an impression of
novelty.
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lyrics. Unlike the divinely-inspired song of the birds, Cinesias' song has an affected
character as the product of technical skill, )4U1H (1387). This contrived quality manifests
in the aural "airiness" of Cinesias' speech that so annoys Peisetairos, "By God I'll surely
stop your breezes" (1G )F1 É#’ | ®D( >"J $*)*!*B>5 ).' !1"6', 1397). Like the
!1"6 of the aulos in Pratinas' fragment, Cinesias' singing is perceived to be as absurd and
insubstantial as the wind.216 Another problematic aspect of Cinesias' )4U1H is how it
manifests when he slips back into verse (*:793"?3W<51, )*1*"?9%351, 1393-4) and
proceeds to characterize his song using the same overly-elaborate compounds with which
Pratinas' satyrs characterized the aulos. To both the chorus of satyrs and to Peisetairos
and Euelpides, such language represents an attempt to cultivate aural effects at the
expense of meaning. The resulting subordination of lyrics to sound entails that the song
becomes wholly unintelligible and nonsensical.217 Peisetairos and Euelpides thus refuse to
permit Cinesias' transformation into a nightingale because, to their ears, he produces
mere noise, not song. By enacting onstage this rejection of Cinesias' alternate brand of
birdsong, Aristophanes' speakers thus implicitly subscribe instead to the form of musicopoetic poikilia embodied in the birdsong of the chorus. And the bird chorus, as we have
seen, adopts the visually and aurally spectacular characteristics of high lyric only in order
to parody it by interweaving bird-sounds into its elaborate diction.
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cf. LeVen (2014), "Just as was the case with the representation of the dithyrambic
subject matters that live high in the sky, the lack of substance of the clouds, mists, and
gales functions as a visual parallel for the lack of substance of the dithyrambs themselves,
and is turned into the topic of the dithyrambists' expressions" 156.
217
cf. the oft-cited adage transmitted by the scholiast to this passage, who records the
saying "You have less sense than a dithyramb" (?#7J36<A51 1"O1 ^U9#' Y&6))"1*, ad
1392).
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However, it is equally clear that virtuosic performances of the aulos and the
dithyrambs of Cinesias' style were wildly popular: the condemnation of these musical
innovations in much of our testimony represents a vocal minority.218 What these
portrayals of birdsong and musical poikilia in Pratinas and Aristophanes reveal, therefore,
is the existence of competing aesthetic sensibilities about the different kinds of musical
sounds that were thought to be pleasurable and sweet to hear. The role of the aulos, as we
have seen, played a crucial role in distinguishing these modes of musical experience. On
the one hand, the prominence of its role in Aristophanes' depiction of the nightingale
illustrates how the instrument could be exploited for dramatic and comic effect because
of its ability to simulate the nightingale's voice. On the other hand, that Aristophanes then
subordinates the aulos by making it accompany the markedly different imitation of
birdsong comprised by the lyrics and dance of the chorus' parabasis reestablishes the
primacy of song that Pratinas' satyrs assert ().1 -"#?.1 $*)4>)*>9 +#93/' A*>%&9#*1,
6). Both the satyrs and the birds, by adopting poikilia as the defining characteristic of
their blend of movement and vocalization, thus assimilate their songs to those of
exemplary songstresses like the swan and nightingale.
At the same time, however, Aristophanes' birds and their inclusion of bird-sounds
reveal that it is not only the aulos that runs the risk of producing incoherent noise, but
poetic language itself. This idea finds extreme realization in the figure of Cinesias. His
218

cf. Csapo and Wilson (2009) 279-280, who note that, "All the considerable criticism
directed against Timotheus and the other 'New Musicians' from the comic stage and the
scholar's study is predicated on a high degree of achieved agonistic success. It is, in fact,
largely motivated by that success" 280. See also LeVen (2014) 6-7 for a survey of the
influence of ancient criticism of the "New" music on modern scholarship and D'Angour
(2011) on Greek attitudes towards novelty and innovation.
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"airy" ().' !1"6', 1397) dithyrambic diction is visibly and forcefully expelled from the
idealized world of the birds because, unlike the nightingale that he aspires to become,
Cinesias' lyrics are not the natural outpouring of inspiration, but are artificial and
affected: a counterpart to the "fabricated body" (?4<*' !9!&*><41"1, 13) of Pratinas'
aulos. In sum, what these examples reveal is that, by the end of the fifth century, the
aesthetic value of poikilia in choral music was a matter of taste, informed by the differing
perspectives on the proper relationship between voice, instrumentation, and dance that
are presented in these passages. Given the increased attention to musical standards that
has become apparent in this chapter, in the next and final chapter, I will focus on Plato,
one of the most vehement critics of the contemporary musical inclinations alluded to
here, in order to determine why the issue of musical taste was of such importance to the
political and ethical system he outlines in the Republic.

IV. Conclusions: Timotheus and the Genealogy of Musico-Poetic Poikilia

By way of conclusion, I want to turn to another prominent late fifth-century
portrayal of musical poikilia that uses the term to portray a different kind of musical
movement: the musical genealogy that appears at the conclusion of Timotheus'
Persians.219 While the examples discussed so far have situated poikilia within the
particular hic et nunc of performance, Timotheus cites poikilia as a timeless feature of
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For a recent and extensive analysis of this text, see Hordern (2002). But on Timotheus
more generally and the musical milieu in which he worked, see especially LeVen (2014)
passim, D'Angour (2011) esp. 198-206, and Csapo and Wilson (2009).
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music, and instrumental music in particular. This work, a citharodic nome that depicts the
battle of Salamis, represents our lengthiest extant example of the kind of language
characteristic of the New music: the very diction so fiercely parodied in Aristophanes'
Birds.220 And here, Timotheus affords poikilia pride of place by referring to the original
lyre of Orpheus, the prototype of the citharodic art, as !"#$#&W<"J>"':
!30)"' !"#$#&W<"J>"1221 ü3V9s' !U4&"J1 Y)4$1>591
J`F' â*&&#W!*!' $W3*'
É#F'" +#93%*791·
u43!*1?3"' ?’ Y!/ )T ?4$*
L9OI9 £"O>*1 Y1 Ñ?*;'·
¢4>A"' ?’ è:"&%* 1!#1" Ü1)%>>[ D9%1*)" $&9#1W1·
1O1 ?@ u#<W79"' <4)3"#'
bJ7<";' )’ d1?9$*$3"J<6)"#'
$%7*3#1 YI*1*)4&&9#,
7H>*J3F1 !"&BJ<1"1 "RI*' £"J>c1 7*&*<9J)W1· (220-233).
"Orpheus, son of Calliope daughter of Zeus and native of Pieria, was the first to
beget the tortoiseshell lyre of dappled music. Then Terpander yoked the Muse to
ten songs. Aeolian Lesbos gave birth to this man to give fame to Antissa. And
now Timotheus with meters and rhythms of eleven strokes makes the cithara
spring up, opening the treasure rich in songs hidden in the thalamus of the Muses"
(trans. LeVen 2014).
Poikilia thus becomes the means by which Timotheus situates himself within a long
musical lineage and enables him to portray himself as the rightful heir to the "tradition of
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On the genre of the nome see especially West (1992) 215-17. On the language of the
New music see above, n. 215 in this chapter.
221
There is a textual problem associated with this compound and editors differ over
whether !"#$#&W<"J>"' is nominative or accusative. For a summary of these issues, see
LeVen (2014) n. 68.
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innovations" that he sees as the definitive characteristic of citharodic style.222 For his
description of each of his musical precedents, by focusing on their innovations on the
lyre's musical possibilities, indicates that change is a fundamental component of the
citharodic art. Moreover, although he does not name him, by identifying a special affinity
between poikilia and stringed music, Timotheus' characterization of the prototypical lyre
recalls Pindar's repeated attribution of poikil/ compounds to the lyre (!"#$#&WD*3J'
VW3<#DI, O. 3.8; !"#$#&"VW3<#DI, O. 4.2). A further Pindaric echo occurs in Timotheus'
reference to the 7H>*J3W' !"&BJ<1"' at 232, which calls to mind the opening of
Pythian 6, where Pindar refers to a "treasurehouse of hymns" (=<151 7H>*J3W', 7). But
Timotheus' spin on this image, by emphasizing multiplicity (!"&BJ<1"'), hones in more
closely on the abundance of musical possibilities embodied in the cithara, as an
instrument that he defines in terms of its ever-present potential for innovation and
expansion.
The poikilia of Timotheus' muse, therefore, is intimately connected to change, and
specifically to evolution: Timotheus' genealogy constructs innovation as a form of
progress, whereas for Plato, as we will see in the next chapter, innovation is symptomatic
of decline and deterioration. And this is because of a point that Timotheus raised in the
lines preceding his allusion to the !"#$#&W<"J>"' lyre: he defends his work by
emphasizing how it appeals to everyone, young and old alike: YDá ?’ "{)9 14"1 )#1’ "{| )9 D93*F1 "{)’ :>_A*1 | 9R3D5 )01?’ d$.' =<151·, "Yet I for my part do not keep
anyone, either young or old or a peer, away from these songs (213-14, trans. LeVen
222

See LeVen (2014) 97-101 for an extensive analysis of Timotheus' "tradition of
innovations."
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2014). By emphasizing the inclusive nature of his music, Timotheus articulates what will
become one of Plato's fundamental criticisms against the New music: its democratic
nature, one that consists in its ability to appeal to a large and variegated body of
spectators.
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Chapter Five. Poikilia and its Discontents: Plato and Pop Culture
In the Republic, poikilia appears as the object of Plato's notorious and biting
censure, featuring as one of the qualities that he wishes to see expelled from all musical
and dramatic performances.223 But it is not only in the context of music and poetry that
Plato attacks poikilia (although he is at his most vociferous here). Throughout the
Platonic corpus, poikilia comes under attack because Plato sees its aesthetic value as a
symptom of degeneration in aesthetic taste, one that consists in the privileging of pleasure
as a sole criterion for aesthetic merit.224 And while poikilia is often invoked as a
desideratum of the inferior tastes of the uneducated mob, it is also clear that Plato
recognizes a universal appeal to poikilia, as a quality that is pleasing even to the most
educated man. It is for this reason that poikilia, in Republic 8, becomes an emblem of
democracy in the form of the poikilon himation, the "many-colored cloak" that
encapsulates the all-inclusive and motley nature of a state that panders to the will of the
populace:
\>!93 `<6)#"1 !"#$%&"1 !c>#1 S179># !9!"#$#&<41"1, "=)5 $*/ *=)H !c>#1
K79>#1 !9!"#$#&<41H $*&&%>)H a1 V*%1"#)". $*/ R>5' <41, |1 ?’ YD(, $*/
)*B)H1, \>!93 "` !*;?4' )9 $*/ *` DJ1*;$9' ). !"#$%&* 79(<91"#, $*&&%>)H1
a1 !"&&"/ $3%19#*1.
"Just like a cloak brightly embroidered with all kinds of flowers, so this state
adorned with all kinds of characters would appear to be the finest. Perhaps too," I
223

On Plato's criticisms of musico-poetic poikilia see especially Wallace (2009) as well
as Halliwell's (1988) comment ad Rep. 10.604e1, "The Platonic mentality favours
simplicity, and deprecates variety as decadent, in everything, whether food, music,
clothing, politics or morality" 140. On Plato's objections specifically to the poikilos
mim!sis of Republic book ten see Moss (2007).
224
cf. especially the Hippias Major (298a), where "fancy, decorative stuff" ().
!"#$%&<*)*) is classed among those objects whose visual appeal is such as to suggest
that "the beautiful" ()F $*&W1) consists in that "which pleases through sight or hearing"
()F $*&W1 Y>)# )F ?#’ -$"M' )9 $*/ ?#’ t,95' P?B, 298a1-3).
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said, "many would judge it to be so, just as children and women do when they see
intricate embroideries" (557c5-9).225
Poikilia here has both literal and metaphorical force, (literally) typifying the tastes of the
mob as well as (metaphorically) representing the variegated composition of democracy.226
And the force of the image is to convey how, in the same way that only those with
inferior or underdeveloped minds (women and children) would judge such an object as
the "many-colored cloak" to be the most beautiful, so too would the variegated, allinclusive nature of the democratic state erroneously appear to be "the finest" ($*&&%>)H1)
constitution to many people ($*&&%>)H1 a1 !"&&"/ $3%19#*1). And this would be an
erroneous judgment because poikilia, throughout this discussion of democracy, is
repeatedly used to characterize democracy as a state tantamount to anarchy, as Socrates
makes explicit a little later on: "It [democracy] seems it would be a pleasant (P?9;*)
constitution, anarchic and richly varied (!"#$%&H), which doles out a kind of equality to
the equal and unequal alike" (558c2-4).227 As I will show here, the image of the poikilon
himation, by signifying both the motley nature of democracy as well as embodying an
aesthetic quality so popular with the mob, typifies the correspondence between
perceptible, sensuous qualities and the nature of the state (and soul) that will emerge from
Plato's allusions to poikilia throughout the Republic.
225

cf. the description of the decadent, "inflamed city" (V&9D<*%1"J>#1 !W&#1, 373a1) in
Republic 2 (372e-373c), where poikilia appears within a laundry list of the sorts of
frivolous non-essentials that inhabitants of such a state would require.
226
On this passage see also Villacèque (2010), who situates this metaphor and its antidemocratic rhetoric within the sociopolitical context of the post-Peloponnesian war.
227
$*/ 9RH, 8' ^"#$91, P?9;* !"&#)9%* $*/ S1*3U"' $*/ !"#$%&H, :>W)H)6 )#1*
E<"%5' R>"#' )9 $*/ -1%>"#' ?#*14<"J>*.
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The zeal for poikilia in music, drama, and art that Plato attributes to the mob finds
its progenitor in the "complex and many-headed beast" (:?4*1 7H3%"J !"#$%&"J $*/
!"&J$9V6&"J, 588c7) that Socrates invokes in book 9 in order to illustrate the appetitive
element of the soul:
!&6))9 )"%1J1 <%*1 <@1 :?4*1 7H3%"J !"#$%&"J $*/ !"&J$9V6&"J, P<4351
?@ 7H3%51 ^U"1)"' $9V*&.' $B$&e $*/ -D3%51, $*/ ?J1*)"O <9)*A6&&9#1
$*/ VB9#1 YI *g)"O !61)* )*O)*
"Now then, put together a single form of a complex many-headed animal, but
with a circle of heads of both tame and wild beasts, capable of changing and
growing these parts out of itself" (588c7-10)
This creature is formulated in order to visualize (o1* 9:?Z E Y$9;1* &4D51 "i* ^&9D91,
588b11) the variety of desires and impulses contained within the sphere of the irrational
part of the soul, the part associated with mixed pleasures and with intemperance,
akolasia. While the poikilia of this mythical creature represents the appetitive element of
the soul, this part is then combined with the image of a lion, symbolizing the "spirited"
(thumoeid!s) part, and the figure of a man (the rational element) (588d-e) in order to
visualize the tripartite structure of the soul as a whole. As I will show, what poikil/
denotes in this particular example provides a paradigm for understanding Plato's allusions
to musico-poetic forms of poikilia. For what defines the appetitive element of the soul is
its irrationality: because it seeks only after bodily pleasures, it is not only multiple
(!"&J$9V6&"J) but is also constantly and unpredictably shifting according to the everfluctuating needs and wants of the body. In what follows, it will become clear that this
instability and changeability is likewise what defines musico-poetic poikilia elsewhere in
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the Republic, a type of aesthetic which in turn is supposed to stimulate precisely this part
of the soul.
On the state-soul analogy that Socrates constructs throughout the latter half of the
Republic, the rule of democracy is tantamount to the rule of this creature: the appetitive
element. Both are characterized by manifold and conflicting desires for sensuous
pleasures, which include performances like the poikilos mim!sis of Republic 10: those
dramatic portrayals of emotionally conflicted and volatile characters that are as pleasing
as they are corrosive (604e1-7). In the Republic, then, poikilia is both a cause and effect
of psychological and ethical degeneration, and the reason for this, as I will propose, is
that for Plato, poikilia is affectively scintillating: its complex, vivid patterns materialize
in a correspondingly irregular and volatile movement in the soul. And this effect is most
immediate specifically in the performing arts (of music and drama), since it is here that
Plato expels poikilia outright. Thus my purpose in this chapter is to show that Plato's
censorship of musical and poetic (dramatic) forms of poikilia in this text centers on the
very complexity and dynamism that, in previous chapters, made poikilia an aesthetically
valuable quality.
By analyzing Plato's allusions to poikilia elsewhere in the Platonic corpus
(notably in two later works, the Timaeus and Laws) alongside its appearances in the
Republic, it will thus become clear that poikilia is especially prominent in the Republic
because its repetition helps to delineate the nexus of aesthetics, ethics, and politics that
Plato is at pains to construct in this text. Thus it is in the Republic that we will see how an
aesthetic term like poikilia is used to visualize both sides of the interaction between the
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soul and the phenomenal world. And this is precisely how Socrates introduces the image
of the poikilon th!rion in dubbing it an "image" (9:$W1*) that will illustrate what had
been said earlier on in the discussion (9:$W1* !&6>*1)9' )M' ,JUM' &WDe, o1* 9:?Z E
Y$9;1* &4D51 "i* ^&9D91, 588b10-11). In short, Plato's criticisms of musico-poetic
poikilia in the Republic will turn out to typify his concerns with the embodied mind itself
and its vulnerability to the degenerative effects of sensory stimulation.

I. Excluding Poikilia from the Republic: Music and Drama

I begin with Plato's expulsion of poikilia in musical rhythms in Republic 3, since
it is in music that the clearest correlation between literal, audible rhythm and psychic
rhythm emerges. Starting here will also form a bridge with the previous chapter, which
concluded with a discussion of those examples that linked poikilia to recent musical
developments. From a glance at the passages in Plato that speak directly to the poikilia of
music it is not difficult to discern Plato's polemical stance against the innovations
characteristic of the New music: the increased independence of the melodic line from the
lyrics, enhanced rhythmic complexity, and the wider melodic range of both the aulos and
cithara. And given Plato's clear misgivings about the contemporary musical trends
embodied in the New music (an attitude typified in Laws 700d2-e4), poikilia is often
cited as a defining feature of the New music precisely because it is one of the qualities
that Plato wishes to expel from the realm of performance.228 However, he nowhere
228

cf. Csapo (2004) 229 and Csapo and Wilson (2009) 283-4.
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explicitly locates poikilia within any one period or style of music, and this enables him to
justify his condemnation of the popular appeal of poikilia on ethical and psychological
grounds, rather than ideological ones.229 As I will show in this section, Plato objects to
musical poikilia not solely because of its association with the New music, but because of
its tangible and deleterious effects on the soul. As we will see, while visual forms of
poikilia (e.g. textiles and paintings) are objectionable because they provide merely
sensuous pleasure, it is in the performance of music as well as drama that poikilia has the
most profound impact, because it is in these contexts that the quality of poikilia is said to
actually embody unstable emotional states.230
In book three of the Republic, Socrates and Glaucon undertake a "purification" of
musical and poetic styles ($*7*%35<91, 399e7). In doing so, their goal is to craft the
ideal model of musical education (cf. 401b-402a), and that this project is couched as a
kind of "purification" implicitly conveys that music has become impure and thus,
inferior. Having established the kind of content and style of narration in poetry that is
conducive to the creation of good citizens, the discussion turns to "songs and lyrics" ()F
!93/ Ñ?M' )3W!"J $*/ <9&01, 398c2). Poikilia here appears specifically in the context
of rhythm, a category that includes dance (A6>9#', "steps") as well as music. As we saw
229

The pseudo-Plutarchan De Musica, however, which draws much of its material from
the fourth-century treatises of Aristoxenus, repeatedly associates poikilia with musical
innovations in the late classical period (see e.g. 1141c, 1142c). See also Wallace (2009)
on Plato's criticisms of the poikilia of the New music, which focuses specifically on the
contemporary musical styles and technical innovations to which this term refers in Plato's
discussions of music.
230
cf. Ferrari (1989) and Ford (2002), "The viewer of poetic imitations undergoes an
almost physical change, as directly and inevitably as gymnastic exercise shapes the body"
217.
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in the previous chapter, poikilia in this context too denotes both the audible and visible
aspects of music's kinetics:
d!W<91"1 D.3 ?G )*;' z3<"1%*#' a1 P<;1 9RH )F !93/ bJ7<"s', <G !"#$%&"J'
*Q)"s' ?#($9#1 <H?@ !*1)"?*!.' A6>9#', -&&. A%"J bJ7<"s' :?9;1
$"><%"J )9 $*/ -1?39%"J )%19' 9:>%1· "m' :?W1)* )F1 !W?* )T )"O )"#"B)"J
&WDe -1*D$6L9#1 N!9>7*# $*/ )F <4&"', -&&. <G &WD"1 !"?% )9 $*/ <4&9#.
"Following on from the modes there is the matter of rhythms. We must not go for
the ones that are elaborate or with a variety of movements, but see which are the
rhythms of an orderly and manly life. In view of this the metrical foot and the
melody must follow the verbal expression and not the expression follow the meter
and melody" (399e7-400a4).
The discussion immediately preceding this one saw the exclusion of all musical modes
(harmoniai) apart from the Dorian and Phrygian, which in turn entailed the exclusion of
the aulos and other instruments that are "many-noted" (!"&BU"3?*) and "capable of
playing in many modes" (!"&J*3<W1#*) (Rep. 399c8-13). Given that the poikilia of
rhythm is cited as the counterpart to this kind of tonal multiplicity, this passage makes it
clear that rhythms that exhibit a comparable complexity and flexibility need to be
excluded for the same reasons that justify Plato's prohibitions on melody: namely,
because they are correlated with undesirable qualities like softness (<*&*$*% )9 $*/
>J<!")#$*/ )01 z3<"1#01, 398e11).231 Rhythm, however, is associated in particular
with decorum, as Socrates goes on to assert.
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Plato here reveals his inheritance of Damon's musical theories and their attribution of
different ethical qualities to different modes and rhythms, on which topic see most
recently Wallace (2015), especially 23-48. However, it is difficult to know exactly what
sort of rhythms Plato has in mind here, since Socrates' and Glaucon's memories of
Damon's theories prove to be rather foggy. However, see Rocconi (2015) 83-4 for a good,
succinct summary of the technical features of musical and rhythmic poikilia that seem to
the object of Plato's criticism: the abandonment of antistrophic composition and the
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What is meant by the "orderly and manly life" alluded to in this passage becomes
clearer when the pair agree that "good rhythm" (9Q3B7<"') corresponds to "elegance" or
"gracefulness" ()F )M' 9Q>UH<">B1H'), and vice versa: "The element of elegance and
that of inelegance match what is good rhythm and bad rhythm respectively" ()F )M'
9Q>UH<">B1H' )9 $*/ ->UH<">B1H' )T 9Q3B7<e )9 $*/ -33B7<e -$"&"J79;,
400c9-10). The terms used here, 9Q>UH<">B1H' and ->UH<">B1H', indicate both
aesthetic and ethical qualities, referring to the individual's physical, visible form as well
as to the comport of their ethical character, as Socrates concludes: "Fine language then,
melodiousness, elegance, and good rhythm match goodness of character" (©Q&"D%* S3*
$*/ 9Q*3<">)%* $*/ 9Q>UH<">B1H $*/ 9Q3J7<%* 9QH79%[ -$"&"J79;, 400d10-e1).232
Given that poikilia is excluded from the category of good rhythm and so also from the
category of elegance, it is safe to assume that this is because its complicated movements
were thought to be at odds with "orderly and manly" comportment.

mixture of notes from different modes and genres. On the other hand, it seems to me that
Plato's discussion of rhythm here addresses not only the overall rhythmic structure of
music (i.e. antistrophic or not), but the character of the rhythmic schemata used therein,
given that Socrates and Glaucon go on to refer to Damon's characterization of the
dactylic rhythm as "martial" and "heroic" because it includes an "equal arrangement of
ups and downs": "I think I have heard him talking of a compound rhythm which he called
'martial', 'dactyl' and even 'heroic' and somehow arranging it equally up and down with an
interchange of long and short" (Y1W!&#W1 )4 )#1* 21"<6L"1)"' *Q)"O >B179)"1 $*/
?6$)J&"1 $*/ P3TW1 D9, "Q$ "X?* j!5' ?#*$"><"O1)"' $*/ R>"1 S15 $*/ $6)5
)#741)"', 9:' A3*UB )9 $*/ <*$3F1 D#D1W<91"1, 400b5-8).
232
Moreover, part of what counts as "good rhythm" is the subservience of rhythm to the
lyrics, for these "match the character of the soul": "What about the style of language and
the content? I said, "don't they match the character of the soul?" (E )3W!"' )M' &4I95',
|1 ?’ YD(, $*/ E &WD"'; "Q )T )M' ,JUM' K79# N!9)*#; 400d5-6). Cf. Laws 669e for
more explicit criticism of "wordless" (S19J &WD"J) melody and rhythm.
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For whereas the language (logos) of song is the purveyor of truth (or falsehood),
melody and rhythm are sensuous and bodily, penetrating to the inmost depths of the soul
and shaping it accordingly, as Socrates says explicitly a bit later: "Rhythm and melody
above all penetrate to the innermost part of the soul and most powerfully affect it,
bringing gracefulness, and make one graceful" (<6&#>)* $*)*?B9)*# 9:' )F Y1)F' )M'
,JUM' j )9 bJ7<F' $*/ z3<"1%*, $*/ Y335<914>)*)* é!)9)*# *Q)M' V43"1)* )G1
9Q>UH<">B1H1, $*/ !"#9; 9Q>U_<"1*, 401d6-8). Thus the problem with musical and
choreographed poikilia is not only that it creates awkward and inelegant motions, but also
that it evokes a complicated and unpredictable movement in the soul, resulting in poor
physical and ethical comportment. While this may seem to allot an undue amount of
power to rhythm, this element of music is given as much weight as the contents of lyrics
because the kind of movements associated with poikilia here are also what identify the
poikilos mim!sis described in Republic 10, where poikilia refers to emotionally volatile
and unstable characters. By looking at these two passages in tandem (book 3's discussion
of poikilia and rhythm and book 10's portrayal of the poikilos mim!sis), I will show how
the negative effects of rhythmic poikilia on an individual's decorum are actualized in
emotional shifts like those that define the poikilos mim!sis. And what will turn out to be
crucial for understanding why the poikilia of both music and drama must be censored is
the way that books 8 and 9 equate the poikilia of the democratic soul and state with the
tyranny of the appetitive part of the soul.
As an example of a poikilos mim!sis, Socrates invokes Homeric and tragic
representations of grieving heroes (605d). Socrates dwells on the fact that spectators
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"delight in" (U*%3"<91, 605d3) and "suffer together with" (>J<!6>U"1)9', 605d4) these
heroes as they weep and lament.233 But the problem here is that such portrayals appeal to
the lower, irrational (-&WD#>)"1) part of the soul, which is responsible for such impulses,
whereas the best and rational part (&"D#>)#$W1) restrains these desires (604c-d):234
"Q$"O1 )F <@1 !"&&G1 <%<H>#1 $*/ !"#$%&H1 ^U9#, )F -D*1*$)H)#$W1, )F ?@
V3W1#<W1 )9 $*/ P>BU#"1 |7"', !*3*!&_>#"1 ™1 -9/ *Q)F *g)T, "{)9
bß?#"1 <#<_>*>7*# "{)9 <#<"J<41"J 9Q!9)@' $*)*<*79;1, S&&5' )9 $*/
!*1HDB39# $*/ !*1)"?*!";' -173(!"#' 9:' 74*)3* >J&&9D"<41"#'·
-&&")3%"J D.3 !"J !67"J' P <%<H>#' *Q)";' D%D19)*#.
"So does that mean that the part which causes irritation involves a good deal of
elaborate imitation, while the calm, thoughtful disposition, which is almost
always fully consistent within itself, is neither easy to imitate, nor when it is
imitated is it easy to understand, especially when people of every sort are gathered
in the theaters in large numbers? For the imitation is of a kind which is alien for
them" (604e1-7).
This passage explains that poets are compelled to produce representations of a poikilon
!thos because doing so appeals to the volatile ()F -D*1*$)H)#$W1) part of the soul and
thus enables poets to win favor with the crowd (9: <4&&9# 9Q?"$#<_>9#1, 605a6): to do
otherwise would afford the spectators no pleasure, because the portrayal of a calm,
thoughtful person would be "alien for them" (-&&")3%"J !67"J'). Given that the
pleasure of such performances is generated from the audience's ability to "suffer together
with" (>J<!*>UW1)9', 605d4), it is therefore crucial for the !thos portrayed to be "easy
233

The bibliography on Plato's accounts of mim!sis is enormous. Although I am not
dealing here with the philosophical problems at stake in this issue, I cite here a few
philosophical analyses that have informed my interpretations here: Belfiore (1984),
Janaway (1995) 133-157, Halliwell (2009) ch. 2, and Moss (2007).
234
On the apparent discrepancy between the tripartite divison of the soul adumbrated in
books four and six and book ten's division of the soul solely into "rational" and
"irrational" elements, I have found Destrée (2011) particularly illuminating.
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to understand" (9Q!9)@' $*)*<*79;1). And the representation of volatile characters is
the easiest to understand because most people are themselves just such characters in their
own lives: the "people of every sort" (!*1)"?*!";' -173(!"#') gathered in the theater
will thus only find intelligible and enjoyable a figure engaged in similarly irrational
activity.
Moreover, while Socrates adduces grieving as one specific example of the kind of
behavior depicted in the poikilos mim!sis, it is clear that this is not the only emotion that
characterizes such a portrayal. Instead, the poikilon !thos is defined by the multiplicity of
forms it can take, since what sets apart the "calm, thoughtful" ()F ?@ V3W1#<W1 )9 $*/
P>BU#"1) !thos is the fact that it is consistent, being "almost always at one with itself"
(!*3*!&_>#"1 ™1 -9/ *Q)F *g)T). And what enables the poikilon !thos to manifest
itself in different forms is the fact that it engages not in "measurement and calculation"
(<4)3e D9 $*/ &"D#><T, 603a4), the hallmarks of the rational part of the soul, but yields
to the manifold impulses generated by the irrational psychic element (cf. 606d).
Spectators of a poikilos mim!sis are thus subjected to a visual experience of a character
whose emotional shifts and outbursts are the product of the sudden shifts and changes
that characterize the irrational part of the soul. The poikilos mim!sis, in other words,
brings each viewer into direct contact with the irrational element that exists in his own
soul, one that sits in uneasy harmony with the rational part.
The result of seeing this kind of portrayal, like hearing poikilia in musical rhythm,
is a direct and tangible impact on the health of the soul and thus, on the individual's
character. Seeing a poikilos mim!sis "stirs up" and "nourishes" the irrational part of the
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soul and thus enables it to compromise the workings of the rational faculty ()"O)"
YD9%39# )M' ,JUM' $*/ )34V9# $*/ :>UJ3F1 !"#01 -!W&&J># )F &"D#>)#$W1, 605b3, cf.
606d4-8). What's more, not even the most virtuous spectator (A4&)#>)"# P<01, 605c10)
is immune to the pleasurable effects of such representations, and this is what Socrates
dubs "the greatest" part of his indictment of poetry ()W D9 <4D#>)"1 $*)HD"3_$*<91
*Q)M', 605c6-7): everyone alike enjoys the sensation of experiencing emotions that they
are notionally inclined to suppress, and for this reason mimetic poetry writ large must be
banned (607a). This is because the visual presentation of poikilia therein, one that
embodies the whole spectrum of human emotions and desires, disrupts the proper balance
and harmony of everyone's soul just as the poikilia of rhythm and melody likewise
disturbs the motion of reason.
Since Socrates maintains that mimetic poetry involves representation of character
in words and actions as well as in rhythm and melody, it is thus not surprising that his
description of poikilia's effects in book 10 aligns closely with his characterization of the
impact of musical poikilia in book 3, where he expands the category of rhythmic poikilia
considerably by referring to musical poikilia more generally, which he defines as "the
composition in all modes and meters" (Y1 )T !*1*3<"1%e $*/ Y1 !c># bJ7<";',
404d12). He compares the consequences of hearing such music to the effects of eating
decadent Sicilian food (k#$9&#$G1 !"#$#&%*1 t,"J, 404d2) and thus emphasizes the
pervasive and bodily effect of music: "In that case [musical poikilia], embellishment (P
!"#$#&%*) brought about licentiousness (-$"&*>%*1), and here illness is the result"(
"Q$"O1 Y$9; <@1 -$"&*>%*1 P !"#$#&%* Y14)#$)91, Y1)*O7* ?@ 1W>"1, 404e2-3).
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While eating too rich food engenders physical illness, so too does great variety in musical
form bring about the psychic illness of akolasia, the licentiousness that fills the afflicted
with "insatiable appetites" (-!&H>)%*) and forces them to wander in vain pursuit of their
fulfillment (cf. Rep. 586a1-4).235
This state of akolasia, as we saw above, is engendered by the appetitive element
of the soul, itself characterized as a poikilon th!rion in book 9. For if the "dread, manyformed element" ()F ?9#1W1, )F <4D* Y$9;1" $*/ !"&J9#?@' 734<<*, 590a9-10) of the
appetitive and spirited parts is left unchecked by reason, the result is a state in which the
manifold desires emblematized by the poikilos th!rion, in conjunction with the power of
the spirited element (thumoeid!s) overpower the rational faculty. And this overpowering
of the rational element is precisely what Plato believes has happened in the case of
democracy: the multiple, disparate nature of the poikilon th!rion becomes actualized in
the motley, all-inclusive nature of democratic society.236
The image of the poikilon th!rion appears in book 9 specifically within a
discussion of the relative merits of committing justices and injustices (588b1-4), but it
picks up book 8's extensive analysis of the different types of soul and the kinds of
235

cf. Tim. 87a5-6, where Timaeus uses poikil/ to convey how humors, when trapped
within the body, upset the soul's movements and implant all kinds of undesirable
conditions, "And they [the humors] animate all manner of forms of bad temper and bad
spirits, and bring to life rashness and cowardice, and also forgetfulness as well as
stupidity" !"#$%&&9# <@1 9R?H ?J>$"&%*' $*/ ?J>7J<%*' !*1)"?*!6, !"#$%&&9# ?@
73*>B)H)W' )9 $*/ ?9#&%*', ^)# ?@ &_7H' é<* $*/ ?J><*7%*'. This passage thus
assigns a physiological aspect to the destructive movements of poikilia that find their
counterpart in the poikilia of music and poetry.
236
cf. Rep. 580d-581a, where the soul-state analogy is explicitly formulated. See further
Blössner (2007), Ferrari (2003), as well as Williams (1997), who succinctly identifies the
weak spots in this analogy and their implications for the overall argument against
democracy.
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pleasures that each seeks. The soul governed by the poikilon th!rion is one that is
constantly overwhelmed with apl!stia, an "insatiable appetite" for bodily, sensuous
pleasures: food, drink, sex, and the like, which lock the individual into an endless cycle
of replenishment and need (cf. Rep. 577d-e). Given the way that the appetitive element
thus enslaves the individual to these desires, its impulses are characterized as the
"passionate" and "tyrannical" desires (Y35)#$*% )9 $*/ )J3*11#$*/ Y!#7J<%*#, 587b1-2).
Within the elaborate analogy that book eight constructs between the tyrannical passions
and the different types of state, Plato maintains that democracy is at the root of tyranny
("Q$ YI S&&H' !"&#)9%*' )J3*11/' $*7%>)*)*# p Y$ ?H<"$3*)%*', 564a7-8), for it is
the "insatiable appetite" (apl!stia) for freedom, one that is engendered by the democratic
appetitive, that opens up space for a tyrant to take control.
For by admitting persons of all types and not making any attempt to restrain their
individual impulses (557e-558a), the democratic state is the political counterpart of the
individual who is entirely ruled by the appetitive and spirited elements of his soul, as
Socrates indicates in book 8 by characterizing the quintessential democratic man as the
one who lives by his whimsy and "enjoys the desire that each day happens to bring
along"(?#*LZ )F $*7’ P<43*1 "=)5 U*3#LW<91"' )Z !3">!#!)"B>å Y!#7J<%[, 561c78), which in turn is supposed to make him poikilos:
"X<*# ?4 D9, |1 ?’ YDá, $*/ !*1)"?*!W1 )9 $*/ !&9%>)51 C701 <9>)W1, $*/
)F1 $*&W1 )9 $*/ !"#$%&"1, \>!93 Y$9%1H1 )G1 !W&#1, )"O)"1 )F1 S1?3*
9X1*#. ]1 !"&&"/ a1 $*/ !"&&*/ LH&(>9#*1 )"O A%"J, !*3*?9%D<*)*
!"&#)9#01 )9 $*/ )3W!51 !&9;>)* Y1 *Q)T ^U"1)*.
"I certainly think," I said, "this is a man of all sorts, full of so many
characteristics, both fine and varied, just like that city. Many men and women
would envy him his way of life with all the many examples of constitutions and
traditions it contains" (561e3-8).
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The democratic man, and by analogy, the democratic city (\>!93 Y$9%1H1 )G1 !W&#1) is
thus envisioned as the embodiment of the kind of figure portrayed in a poikilos mim!sis:
receptive to impulses and desires of all sorts, and for this reason presenting an appealing
image (!"&&*/ LH&(>9#*1 )"O A%"J), because both the democratic man and the state
admit all the features that are normally excluded from the life of a man or city that is
ruled by reason, not passion and desire. And given the tyrannical character of the
appetitive, it is thus because of the democratic appetite (apl!stia) for freedom (562b7-10)
that the threat of the tyrant emerges. And the tyrant, in turn, can take power because he is
surrounded by others who have also been driven mad by their appetites: the defining
characteristic of the tyrant's soul (572e-573b). Accordingly, this group is also described
in terms of poikilia: "Let's talk about the tyrant's camp once again, how he's going to
provision (734,9)*#) this fine large motley (!"#$%&"1) crew constantly on the drift
("Q?4!")9 )*Q)W1)" (&4D5<91 ?@ !6&#1 Y$9;1" )F )"O )J3611"J >)3*)W!9?"1, )F
$*&W1 )9 $*/ !"&s $*/ !"#$%&"1 $*/ "Q?4!")9 )*Q)W1, 568d5-8). The tyrant can thus
only rise to power in the company of followers who are infected with the drive to indulge
themselves in the manner portrayed in the poikilos mim!sis.237 For just as the poikilos
mim!sis is only appealing because it depicts figures who indulge impulses that are
common to everyone, so too must the tyrant rely upon others like himself in order to

237

cf. Lear (1992), ""Poet and tyrant are essentially dreaming the same dream; indeed,
they are bedfellows" 214.
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obtain power.238 And while Plato in books 8 and 9 illustrates the nature of the democratic
and tyrannical state via the image of a single man, it is clear that the individual democrat
and tyrant do not develop out of nowhere and in isolation, but emerge in concert with
many others, in what Jonathan Lear (1992) has termed the "intrapsychic" pathology of
the appetitive.
The repetition of poikilia throughout the last three books of the Republic thus
tracks a chain of causality between the theater's visual presentations of poikilia, the
stimulation of appetitive pleasures that such portrayals create, and the rise of the
democratic man and in turn, that of the tyrant. These parallels between the democrat and
tyrant on the one hand and the poikilos mim!sis on the other enable us to see how books
eight and nine presage book ten's return to poetry and its emphatic denial of the poikilos
mim!sis for the same reason that the poikilia of music had earlier been expelled.239 And it
is because of the contagious nature of psychic discord that Socrates concludes the
Republic by expelling the "Muse of delight" ()G1 P?J><41H1 £"O>*1, 607a6) from
lyric and epic altogether, because of the fact that "only a few" (&"D%L9>7*# D.3 "X<*#
2&%D"#' )#>/1 <4)9>)#1, 606b7) will be able to control the emotional pull of poetry and
avoid succumbing to the impulses of the appetitive.240 But since these few would not be
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cf. Lear (1992), "The tyrant keeps his appetites inside: because of them he outwardly
enslaves the polis and inwardly is enslaved by them. The poet externalizes his appetites:
but there they form a cultural template which, when reinternalized, enslaves us all" 214.
239
cf. Lear (1992), "It [Republic book ten] is not just that it has to follow the entire
psychology and metaphysics of the Republic but that it has to follow Book IX" 214 n.
168 (emphasis added).
240
cf. Moss (2007), "he [Plato] has presented an argument, based on metaphysical and
psychological theory, that only ethically harmful poetry—poetry that reflects and
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powerful enough to restrain the others, dramatic poikilia as a whole must be abandoned
in order to prevent its discord from infecting the whole state.
This section has thus revealed the Republic's conception of musico-poetic poikilia
as both symptom and cause of irrationality and degeneracy, as a quality that both reflects
as well as incites psychic discord, analogous to the way that the poikilon himation both
illustrates the democratic state as well as the appetitive tastes characteristic of that state:
the poikilos mim!sis reflects the irrational impulses of the !thos it portrays, and the
spectator who takes pleasure in such a spectacle is likewise affected by the same
imbalance. Analogously, the democratic state, in its efforts to accommodate the desires of
everyone therein, will perpetuate the state's appetitive nature via the inclusion of such
dramatic presentations. If this cycle of akolasia and apl!stia engendered by the appetitive
is to be avoided, then musical and dramatic forms of poikilia must be excluded entirely.
Thus by tracking Plato's use of poikilia throughout the Republic, it becomes clear that he
repeatedly invokes the terminology of poikilia in order to depict how external,
phenomenal qualities can become inner, embodied ones. By attributing poikilia to music
and drama (which both are able to powerfully affect and shape their audiences) as well as
to the democratic state and soul, Plato illustrates the permeability of the soul (and state)
in the very way that he recycles the terminology of poikilia throughout the work. In the
next section, however, I will show how, elsewhere in the Platonic corpus, the ambiguous
value that Plato attributes to poikilia in turn reflects the ambiguous nature of sensory
perception itself: since this can mislead and destroy the individual (the possibility that the
reinforces the flaws in popular morality—can compel us and move us with its portrayal
of human affairs" 443.
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Republic dwells on), but can also serve an important pedagogical function by directing
attention to the Forms underlying the sensible world.

II. Accommodating Poikilia in the Laws and Timaeus

The pleasing appearance of poikilia cited in the poikilon himation re-surfaces in
different contexts throughout the Platonic corpus, but consistently as an example of the
kind of beauty that is merely apparent, being sensuous and bodily. This idea is succinctly
expressed in Republic 7's allusion to the poikilia of the cosmos:
)*O)* <@1 ). Y1 )T "Q3*1T !"#$%&<*)*, Y!9%!93 Y1 E3*)T !9!"%$#&)*#,
$6&&#>)* <@1 PD9;>7*# $*/ -$3#A4>)*)* )01 )"#"B)51 ^U9#1, )01 ?@
-&H7#101 !"&s Y1?9;1,
"These stars that adorn the heavens, since they ornament the visible sky, we think
they're the most beautiful and perfect examples of their kind. And yet they fall far
short of the real ones" (Rep. 529c8-d2).
By asserting that the visible poikilia of the stars is merely a faint apparition of the perfect,
imperceptible and immaterial entities that impart this splendor, Socrates articulates two
distinctive modes of perception, one sensuous and the other not. For Socrates goes on to
relate how the stars are but shallow reflections of pure number and geometry, and does so
in order to distinguish between the perceptual faculty of the intellect versus that of vision:
the "ornamentation" of the poikilia of the cosmos is visually appealing ($6&&#>)*), but
the beauty of the immaterial entities they reflect is perceptible only "through reason and
intellect, not by sight" (û ?G &WDe <@1 $*/ ?#*1"%[ &H!)6, t,9# ?’ "{, 529d5). By
making this distinction, however, this example suggests that attention to the beauty of
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sensible phenomena can nonetheless serve to draw attention to the imperceptible forms
underlying them and in this way invite intellectual, rather than sensory, engagement.
In the Timaeus, poikilia itself becomes the object of the kind of contemplation
that gets at the Forms. Here, Timaeus cites poikilia as a quality native to the cosmos as
well as to number itself, since the "science of number" (-3#7<W1) came into being from
contemplation of the heavens. In the context of mathematics and astronomy, therefore,
poikilia becomes a subject for contemplation, rather than censorship, because it is a
quality that Timaeus identifies as inherent to the nature of these phenomena (number and
astronomy). The movements of the planets, for instance, evince complex patterns that
Timaeus dubs in terms of poikil/:

"Q$ R>*># U3W1"1 t1)* ).' )"B)51 !&61*', !&_79# <@1 -<HU61e U35<41*',
!9!"#$#&<41*' 7*J<*>)0'.
For they do not know that the wanderings of the planets, which are hard to
calculate and of wondrous complexity, constitute time" (39d1-2).
Timaeus' point here is to highlight how humans are mostly unaware of the fact that, in
spite of the stars' "wondrously complex" appearance, there is nonetheless a rational
design behind their movements that can be discerned when the cosmos is subjected to
computation (-3#7<";') and measurement (IJ<<9)3"O1)*#).241 As Timaeus goes on to
make clear, these elaborate patterns that govern the movements of the stars and planets
typify a way in which the perceptible universe assimilates itself (E<"#W)*)"1 ´) to its
"perfect and intelligible" creator, the Living Creature: 8' E<"#W)*)"1 ´ )T )9&4e $*/
241

"{)9 !3F' S&&H&* IJ<<9)3"O1)*# >$"!"O1)9' -3#7<";', 39c6-7.
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1"H)T L(e, 39d10. In this example, in short, the poikilia of the cosmos is presented as a
phenomenon fit for contemplation and rational computation because this appearance is a
reflection of the eternal, divine perfection that the universe emulates ()G1 ?#*#51%*'
<%<H>#1 VB>95', 39e1-2).
The poikilia of the visible cosmos finds its counterpart in the poikilia that defines
the "infinite variety" ()G1 !"#$#&%*1 Y>)/1 S!9#3*) of geometrical forms that the two
elemental triangles can produce:
?#F ?G IJ<<#D1B<91* *Q)6 )9 !3F' *g). $*/ !3F' S&&H&* )G1 !"#$#&%*1
Y>)/1 S!9#3*· v' ?G ?9; 7953"s' D%D19>7*# )"s' <4&&"1)*' !93/ VB>95'
9:$W)# &WDe U3_>9>7*#
"Consequently, when these [the elemental triangles] are combined amongst
themselves and with one another they are infinite in their variety; and this variety
must be kept in view by those who purpose to employ probable reasoning
concerning nature" (57d3-7)
This passage helps to explain Timaeus' allusion to the "variety of diverse appearances"
(!"#$%&"J !6>*' !"#$#&%*', 50d5) that proliferate throughout the phenomenal world.242
Given that, on Timaeus' view, everything in the visible world is composed of triangles
(cf. 53d-57c), poikilia thus characterizes the infinite variety of ways that the triangles can
combine so as to produce a correspondingly infinite diversity of bodies and appearances.
And in the same way that the poikilia visible in the cosmos demands rational explanation
242

[!34!9#] 1"M>*% )9 8' "Q$ S&&5' Y$)J!(<*)"' ^>9>7*# <4&&"1)"' :?9;1
!"#$%&"J !6>*' !"#$#&%*' )"O)’ *Q)F Y1 ¨ Y$)J!"B<91"1 Y1%>)*)*# D41"#)’ a1
!*39>$9J*><41"1 9r, !&G1 S<"3V"1 ™1 Y$9%151 z!*>01 )01 :?901 j>*' <4&&"#
?4U9>7*% !"791.
"[It is fitting] to perceive that, if the stamped copy is to assume diverse appearances of all
sorts, that substance wherein it is set and stamped could not possibly be suited to its
purpose unless it were itself devoid of all those forms which it is about to receive from
any quarter" (50d4-8).
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through mathematical calculation, Timaeus is even more explicit here about the
theoretical import of poikilia by emphasizing how the complexities of geometry must
form part of any inquiry concerning the natural, phenomenal world (v' ?G ?9; 7953"s'
D%D19>7*# )"s' <4&&"1)*' !93/ VB>95' 9:$W)# &WDe U3_>9>7*#). Thus, even though
the triangles' "infinity of poikilia" can, by definition, only be grasped by the mind and not
by the senses, Timaeus' injunction here to "keep in view" the complexity of the elemental
triangles in studying nature indicates how a theoretical grasp of the poikilia that
characterizes elemental geometry provides a template for using the senses to understand
nature. The emphasis here, as in his allusion to the poikilia of the cosmos, is thus
exclusively on the visible forms of poikilia that manifest themselves throughout the
universe, for it is through rational engagement with these forms (e.g. in mathematical
calculations) that humans may come into contact with the real Forms, which are by
definition imperceptible to any of the senses (-W3*)"1 ?@ $*/ S&&5' -1*%>7H)"1,
52a3-4).
For it is through this kind of calculation that order may be restored to the soul,
since the movements of cosmic and numerical poikilia count as one of the "revolutions of
Reason" ().' Y1 "Q3*1T )"O 1"O $*)#?W1)9' !93#W?"J', 47b6, cf. 34a1-5) whose
rhythm can bring "order and concord" (9:' $*)*$W><H>#1 $*/ >J<V51%*1) to the soul:
P ?@ z3<"1%*, >JDD919;' ^U"J>* V"3.' )*;' Y1 P<;1 )M' ,JUM' !93#W?"#',
)T <9). 1"O !3">U35<41e £"B>*#' "Q$ YV’ P?"1G1 S&"D"1 $*76!93 1O1
9X1*# ?"$9; U3_>#<"', -&&’ Y!/ )G1 D9D"1J;*1 Y1 P<;1 -163<">)"1 ,JUM'
!93%"?"1 9:' $*)*$W><H>#1 $*/ >J<V51%*1 d*J)Z >B<<*U"' g!F £"J>01
?4?")*#: $*/ bJ7<F' *r ?#. )G1 S<9)3"1 Y1 P<;1 $*/ U*3%)51 Y!#?9c
D#D1"<41H1 Y1 )";' !&9%>)"#' NI#1 Y!%$"J3"' Y!/ )*Q). g!F )01 *Q)01
Y?W7H (47d1-e3)
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And harmony, which has motions akin to the revolutions of the Soul within us,
was given by the Muses to him who makes intelligent use of the Muses, not as an
aid to irrational pleasure, as is now supposed, but as an auxiliary to the inner
revolution of the Soul, when it has lost its harmony, to assist in restoring it to
order and concord with itself. And because of the unmeasured condition, deficient
in grace, which exists in most of us, Rhythm also was bestowed upon us to be our
helper by the same deities and for the same ends.243
Here Timaeus recognizes the same profound capacity for rhythm to shape its listener as
did Socrates in book 3 of the Republic, and likewise also suggests that current musical
practices are at odds with the need for music to serve a restorative function (as an "ally,"
>B<<*U"', and "helper," Y!%$"J3"'). Instead, he intimates, contemporary music
($*76!93 1O1 9X1*# ?"$9; U3_>#<"') cultivates "irrational pleasure" (YV’ P?"1G1
S&"D"1). As Francesco Pelosi (2010) has interpreted this passage, what Timaeus has in
mind here by an "irrational" (S&"D"') pleasure is one that is purely sensate and lacks an
intellectual dimension. As he puts it,
alogon in 47d4 indicates a non-logical pleasure not in that it is non-rational, but in
that it is not solicited by perception of the logical relationships that make up the
link between psych! and music" (104, trans. Henderson, emphasis in original).
The pleasure of hearing music thus is supposed to come not just from how it sounds to
the ear, but from the individual's recognition of an affinity between certain kinds of
harmony and rhythm and the movements native to the soul. Contemporary music,
however, mis-identifies what is "useful" (U3_>#<"') in music. While Timaeus does not
identify poikilia with new styles of music, a passage from Laws 7 explicitly excludes
243

trans. Bury, slightly modified. All translations of the Timaeus unless otherwise noted
are from Bury (1929).
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musical poikilia from the realm of what is "useful" ()F )M' <"J>#$M' U3_>#<"1, 812e4)
for a young student of the lyre:
)G1 ?’ d)93"V51%*1 $*/ !"#$#&%*1 )M' &B3*', S&&* <@1 <4&H )01 U"3?01
`9#>01, S&&* ?@ )"O )M1 <9&e?%*1 >J1741)"' !"#H)"O, $*/ ?G $*/
!J$1W)H)* <*1W)H)# $*/ )6U"' A3*?J)M)# $*/ 2IB)H)* A*3B)H)# >B<V51"1
$*/ -1)%V51"1 !*39U"<41"J', $*/ )01 bJ7<01 8>*B)5' !*1)"?*!.
!"#$%&<*)* !3">*3<W))"1)*' )";># V7WDD"#' )M' &B3*', !61)* "r1 ).
)"#*O)* <G !3">V439#1 )";' <4&&"J>#1 Y1 )3%>#1 ^)9>#1 )F )M' <"J>#$M'
U3_>#<"1 Y$&_,9>7*# ?#. )6U"J' (812d3-e4)
"As for the use of different notes and elaborate complexity on the lyre, when the
strings play one set of tunes and the composer of the melody another, or when
people perform a combination of small intervals with wide ones or of speed with
slowness or of high pitch with low, whether in concord or in responsion, and
similarly when they fit all kinds of elaboration of rhythms to the notes of the lyre,
no such things should be taught to those who must assimilate quickly, in three
years, that which is beneficial in music" (trans. Barker 1995).
This passage provides clearer indication as to how musical poikilia is created: namely, in
the independence of the lyre from the lyric melody or in the combination and
juxtaposition of different intervals (!J$1W)H)* <*1W)H)#), tempos ()6U"' A3*?J)M)#),
and pitches (2IB)H)* A*3B)H)#).244 Moreover, as we saw already in the Republic's link
between rhythmic poikilia and "all kinds of steps" (!*1)"?*!.' A6>9#'), this passage
likewise identifies rhythmic "elaborations" (!"#$%&<*)*) as those that enjoin "manifold"
(!*1)"?*!.) rhythms onto the melodic line (!3">*3<W))"1)*' )";># V7WDD"#' )M'
&B3*'). This passage thus puts a finer point on the musical dynamism of poikilia
discussed in the previous chapter, where we saw the term used of whirling, circular
motion (Pi. O. 4.2-3) as well as frenzied the racing of Pratinas' satyrs (TrGF 3 3-5). Here,
244

Barker (1995), who analyzes an array of examples pertaining to the relationship
between instruments and sung melody, remains the definitive analysis on the subject of
the musical possibilities for instrumental accompaniment other than note-for-note unison
with the lyric line.
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the term is more specific in designating the kind of complexity generated by radically
juxtaposed melodic and rhythmic variations. Moreover, the Athenian goes on to specify
the effect of the kind of poikilia he has outlined here in characterizing it as "the jumbling
of opposites with one another" (). D.3 Y1*1)%* S&&H&* )*36))"1)*, 812e4-5). Since
the lyre instructor's job is to only incorporate those ethically sound musical forms that
will optimize the student's character development, musical forms of poikilia fail to meet
this criterion because it is overly-complex and therefore is an "impediment to learning,"
as the Athenian says a bit later (?J><679#*1 !*34U9#, 812e5). In short, what the student
does not need to learn, what isn't useful to his growth, is the poikilia that consists in
variation for the sake of variety.
Earlier in the Laws, in book 2, however, the Athenian is equally explicit about the
utility of this kind of variation for fostering civic unity through choreia:

)F ?9;1 !61)’ S1?3* $*/ !*;?*, Y&9B793"1 $*/ ?"O&"1, 7M&B1 )9 $*/
S3391*, $*/ j&å )Z !W&9# j&H1 )G1 !W&#1 *Q)G1 *g)Z Y!ß?"J>*1 <G
!*B9>7*% !")9 )*O)* û ?#9&H&B7*<91, z<0' D4 !5' -9/ <9)*A*&&W<91* $*/
!61)5' !*39UW<91* !"#$#&%*1, \>)9 -!&H>)%*1 9X1*% )#1* )01 =<151 )";'
≠?"J>#1 $*/ P?"1_1.
"It is the duty of every man and child—bond and free, male and female, –and the
duty of the whole State, to charm themselves unceasingly with the chants we have
described, constantly changing them and securing variety in every way possible,
so as to inspire the singers with an insatiable appetite for the hymns and with
pleasure therein" (665c2-8)
Here, the Athenian acknowledges the need to constantly (-9%) "innovate"
(<9)*A*&&W<91*) and "secure variety" (!*39UW<91* !"#$#&%*1) in the hymns adopted
into the state in order to instill a constant delight (P?"1_1) and appetite (-!&H>)%*1) for
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choral performance in Magnesia's citizen choruses ()";' ≠?"J>#1). Moreover, that he
stipulates how this innovation and variety must be created "in every way possible"
(!61)5') suggests that the Athenian has in mind all of the possible media in which
poikilia can be effected: rhythms (including dance) as well as melodies. However, it is
clear that innovation and poikilia will have to be effected on a very limited scale, since
genuinely new innovations and modifications cannot be admitted (798b-799c).
Nevertheless, as has already become apparent from the allusions to poikilia and
number in the Timaeus, not all forms of poikilia are equally deleterious. In book 3 of the
Laws in particular, there seems to be room in this account for certain kinds of elaboration
and variety, presumably ones that emulate the ordered complexity of the cosmos as
opposed to the wild, irregular movements of the off-kilter soul (think Mozart, not
Mahler). Thus while the first section detailed how the Plato of the Republic relegates
poikilia to the realm of sensuous, lower-order pleasures, in this passage the Stranger
suggests that, if properly and strictly moderated within the confines of a morally edifying
type of music (hymns for the gods), such pleasure can be marshaled in service to the
state.245
This is because, as the Athenian made clear earlier in book two, choreia is first
and foremost an instrument of social cohesion: humans are unique in their ability to effect
order in body and voice through rhythm and harmony, and so it is through choreia that
245

cf. Calame (2013), "It [the choreia of the Laws] is not about eliminating either
rhapsodes or citharodes, comedians or tragedians, or even puppeteers: to each his own
public, but for the whole of the civic community choral poems have this almost physical
power of integration, via aesthetic pleasure, in the midst of rhythm and harmony, of the
values that animate good people," 94.
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individuals can become "linked" with one another (Ñ?*;' )9 $*/ 23U_>9>#1 -&&_&"#'
>J19%3"1)*', 654a1-2.246 For this reason, choreia is placed at the heart of education,
paideia: "Should we suppose that education is, in origin, a product of the Muses and
Apollo?" (654a6). 247And it is for this reason that the members of the chorus ()";'
≠?"J>#1) must take delight in and have an insatiable appetite for the hymns they
perform, for by practicing choreia in this way, rather than performing for the sake of the
audience's pleasure, they will become good citizens. As Anastasia Peponi (2013) has
summarized it, choreia is, on this account, "the way to cultivate in society an acceptable
vehicle of pleasure" (221). By harnessing the appetitive desire marked by the term
apl!stia (one that formed a prominent part of section one) into a carefully proscribed kind
of choreia, Magnesia's citizens will take pleasure in being virtuous, pious citizens, rather
than delighting in poikilia solely for the sake of the sensuous pleasure it affords.248 This is
what Peponi (2013) has termed a "de-aestheticization" of choreia, where the focus shifts
to the pleasure of the performers themselves, rather than on the pleasure that the chorus
provides to the spectators (223-232), and this interpretation helps to explain why musical
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"We said also that none of the other creatures attains a sense of order, bodily and
vocal, and that this is possessed by man alone; and that the order of motion is called
'rhythm', while the order of voice (in which acute and grave tones are blended together) is
termed 'harmony', and to the combination of these two the name 'choristry' is given",
)6I95' ?’ *R>7H>#1 )"B)51 -<V")4351, )01 S&&51 <@1 Lî51 "Q?@1 YV6!)"#)", P
?@ -173(!"J VB>#' ^U"# <W1H )"O)": )Z ?G )M' $#1_>95' )6I9# bJ7<F' t1"<* 9RH,
)Z ?@ *r )M' V51M', )"O )9 2I4"' é<* $*/ A*34"' >JD$93*11J<4151, z3<"1%*
t1"<* !3">*D"39B"#)", U"39%* ?@ )F >J1*<VW)93"1 $&H79%H, 664e7-665a4.
247
70<91 !*#?9%*1 9X1*# !3()H1 ?#. £"J>01 )9 $*/ Ü!W&&51"';
248
cf. Folch (2015), "Advances in form that conduce to the right kinds of pleasure are an
essential feature of Magnesia's performance culture; the educative power of mousik!
depends on perpetual, hedonic novelty within established and appropriate models" 107.
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poikilia is admitted into Magnesia's choreia and is elsewhere in the Laws and the
Republic emphatically excluded.
It is the task of the lawmaker to ensure that choreia serves this purpose, and in
book 5 of the Laws, the Athenian articulates a practical application for the poikilia of
mathematics referenced in the Timaeus by emphasizing its relevance to the lawmaker:
!3F' !61)* 9X1*# U3H>%<"J' ).' )01 -3#7<01 ?#*1"<.' $*/ !"#$%&>9#', j>*
)9 *Q)"/ Y1 d*J)";' !"#$%&&"1)*# $*/ j>* Y1 <_$9># $*/ Y1 A679>#
!"#$%&<*)*, $*/ ?G $*/ Y1 V7WDD"#' $*/ $#1_>9># )*;' )9 $*). )G1
9Q7J!"3%*1 )M' S15 $*/ $6)5 V"3c' $*/ )M' $B$&e !93#V"3c': !3F' D.3
)*O)* !61)* ?9; A&4,*1)* )W1 D9 1"<74)H1 !3">)6))9#1 )";' !"&%)*#'
!c>#1 9:' ?B1*<#1 )"B)51 <G -!"&9%!9>7*# )M' >J1)6I95'.
"He must recognize it as a universal truth that the divisions and variations of
numbers are applicable to all purposes—both to their own arithmetical variations
and to the geometrical variations of surfaces and solids, and also to those of
sounds, and of motions, whether in a straight line up and down or circular. The
lawgiver must keep all these in view and charge all the citizens to hold fast, as far
as they can, to this organized numerical system. (747a1-6)
Whereas we saw above how the poikilia of the lyre was excluded from the realm of the
"useful" or beneficial" ()F U3_>#<"1, Laws 812d3-e4) to the student, here we see the
reverse. The poikilia of number (here defined, as in the Timaeus, in terms of the variety
of forms that different number combinations produce) is "applicable" (U3_>#<"J') to
everything, since it is the task of the lawgiver to ensure that everything in the city is in
due proportion.249 Further, as the Athenian makes clear here, this task of apportionment
extends outside of math and politics and into the most basic elements of perception, ones
that comprise musical performance itself: bodies (j>* Y1 <_$9># $*/ Y1 A679>#
249

"The law must fix all of these things such that they are in due measure and consistent
with one another," !61)* )*O)* ^<<9)36 )9 $*/ -&&_&"#' >B<V51* ?9; )F1 D9 1W<"1
)6))9#1, 746e2-3.
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!"#$%&<*)*) as well as sounds and movements (Y1 V7WDD"#' $*/ $#1_>9>#). For as a
feature that defines the myriad ways and proportions in which numbers can combine,
attendance to this kind of poikilia aids in the creation of organized systems that in turn
reflect the lawmaker's rigorous exercise of reason.
In this section, then, we have seen Plato's focus on the utility (or lack thereof) of
certain forms of poikilia, and it is in this context that poikilia obtains a value that it
decidedly lacked in the Republic: namely, its potential to direct attention towards
intellectual contemplation (e.g. in mathematics) and to foster civic unity. At the same
time, however, it is equally clear that Plato has not entirely changed his stance on
poikilia, since we saw in the Laws how melodic and rhythmic complexity and variation
was firmly excluded from music education. Nevertheless, in the Laws and Timaeus
(widely acknowledged to be two of Plato's latest dialogues), we can discern a shift in
Plato's attitude towards poikilia, since in these texts he portrays it as a quality that can be
perceived by means of the senses as well as the mind. This imparts to poikilia an
ambivalent value that in turn reflects the duality between perception and cognition that
was articulated in Republic 7, where the poikilia of the cosmos served to illustrate the
difference between sensuous (perceptible) and eternal (imperceptible) beauty.250
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)*O)* <@1 ). Y1 )T "Q3*1T !"#$%&<*)*, Y!9%!93 Y1 E3*)T !9!"%$#&)*#,
$6&&#>)* <@1 PD9;>7*# $*/ -$3#A4>)*)* )01 )"#"B)51 ^U9#1, )01 ?@ -&H7#101
!"&s Y1?9;1, "These stars that adorn the heavens, since they ornament the visible sky, we
think they're the most beautiful and perfect examples of their kind. And yet they fall far
short of the real ones" (Rep. 529c8-d2)
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Conclusions:
Although it is standard to attribute to Plato a uniformly negative stance on poikilia
in all forms, my goal here, in broad strokes, has been to nuance this view by
demonstrating that Plato's attitude towards this aesthetic is as subtle and complex as the
concept itself.251 While Plato alludes to poikilia many times throughout the dialogues, by
focusing on its portrayal in the Republic on the one hand and the Laws and Timaeus on
the other, it becomes clear that poikilia is censored so rigorously in the Republic in
particular because of the profound psychological and political effects that he attributes to
aesthetic qualities in music and poetry. And unlike the poets who (as I have argued in the
previous chapter) use the term to draw attention to the features of material and musical
artifacts that make them aesthetically valuable, Plato's approach to poikilia and to
aesthetics in general is akin to what Socrates refers to as "stripping off the colors of
poetic speech" (DJ<15741)* D9 )01 )M' <"J>#$M' U35<6)51 ). )01 !"#H)01, Rep.
601b2-3). For so too does Plato aim to uncover the empirical realities behind the
shimmering, tantalizing façade of poikilia by considering its impact on the senses and,
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cf. the opening of the Philebus, where Plato links poikilia to the complexity of
pleasure as a concept, since the latter "takes on all sorts of forms that are all distinct from
one another": )G1 ?@ P?"1G1 "X?* 8' ^>)# !"#$%&"1, $*/ j!93 9X!"1, -!’ Y$9%1H'
P<c' -3U"<41"J' Y17J<9;>7*# ?9; $*/ >$"!9;1 f1)#1* VB>#1 ^U9#. ^>)# D63,
-$"B9#1 <@1 "=)5' z!&0', N1 )# <"3V.' ?@ ?_!"J !*1)"%*' 9R&HV9 $*% )#1*
)3W!"1 -1"<"%"J' -&&_&*#', "I know that pleasure is a complex thing, and since, as I
said, we are to begin with her, we must consider and examine what her nature is. For,
when you just simply hear her name, she is only one thing, but surely she takes on all
sorts of shapes which are even, in a way, unlike each other" (12c5-9, trans. Burnet 1903,
slightly modified)
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correspondingly, the soul. And these effects, as I have shown, encompass two poles of
experience: it can stimulate the appetitive element or engage the rational faculty.
In this sense, Plato's conception of poikilia epitomizes the vagaries and
vicissitudes of the sensible realm writ large, vagaries that become particularly prescient
in the experience of the performing arts where the soul is especially vulnerable because
of the pleasure such performances evoke. As Plato's uses of poikil/ show, sensory
experience can either enslave us to the appetitive, or, if its percepts are mediated through
the lens of reason, can open the door into the contemplation of the Forms. It is thus in
Plato that poikilia comes to be used in connection with the ambiguous nature of aisth!sis
as a means of uncovering philosophical, eternal truths. Indeed, by incorporating the
imagery of poikilia (e.g. in the poikilon himation and the poikilon th!rion) in the
Republic, Plato typifies how aesthetic, sensory experience can be re-directed towards a
higher purpose than pleasure alone.
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Conclusion
Beginning with the observation that poikil/ is an aesthetic term and therefore a
word whose attribution (as Frank Sibley has shown) is predicated on sensory encounters,
my study has shown how attention to the different uses of such a term opens a window
onto how archaic and classical Greeks articulated aspects of lived experience in language.
Moreover, by attending to the similarities as well as the differences between types of
phenomena (e.g. the poikilia of a shield and that of music), this study has illuminated the
spectrum of experiences underlying the concept of poikilia in archaic and classical Greek
thought. "Spectrum" is the right way to characterize the picture that emerges from the
panoptic approach to poikilia that I have adopted here, for this encapsulates how the
degrees of overlap and difference between the various manifestations of poikilia can
range from subtle to pronounced. Moreover, the complex aspect created by the
arrangement of colors in a spectrum is likewise reflected in the particular types of
phenomena designated in terms of poikil/, which are distinctive for their (visible or
audible) patterns of multiple elements.
In the first chapter, I focused on the poikilia attributed to textiles and painting, an
application of the term that links poikilia not simply to variegation in color, but more
precisely to the luminous and scintillating visual effects created by patterns of hue. In this
chapter, then, two aspects of poikilia emerged that continued to re-surface in subsequent
chapters: 1) its illusory or deceptive visual effects; and 2) its association with highly
skilled craftsmanship. As I argued there, both of these features made poikilia a quality of
high aesthetic as well as material value.
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When I then turned to poikilia's manifestations in dress, my aim in exploring the
relationship between poikilia, the body, and its perception was to delineate the
polyvalence of poikilia as a form of adornment. In short, what I tried to bring out in this
chapter was how the characteristic luminosity of poikilia could enhance the body's
appearance in a variety of ways. Thus viewer responses to poikilia in this chapter were
particularly context-dependent and culturally mediated (an aspect that was especially
apparent in the persistent correlation of feminine adornment with male desire). It was also
in this chapter that a paradoxical element to poikilia's perception emerged, one that
consisted in the combination of the animate and inanimate (e.g. in Odysseus' brooch) or
the artificial and organic (e.g. in Aphrodite's appearance to Anchises).
As I demonstrated in the following chapter, this paradoxical quality to poikilia
features prominently in examples that link poikilia to m!tis and to deceptive speech and
behavior writ large. For in the passages that I discussed here, the attribution of poikil/ to
deceptive words or to ruses drew attention to the fallibilities of hearing and vision by
suggesting that language, for instance, can be as receptive to artifice as fabric or metal.
Thus, in this chapter, we saw how the illusory effects of color discussed in the first
chapter find a corollary in more extreme forms of illusion (e.g. lies, tricks). And as Pindar
recognized in Olympian 1's allusion to "beguiling lies" (,9B?9># !"#$%&"#', 29), poetry
itself can be a medium for such effects.
In the fourth chapter's focus on the poikilia of music, I argued that in spite of the
wide variety of musical sounds and effects denoted in terms of poikilia, a consistent
feature of these portrayals is a synesthetic conception of music: that is, as one that
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necessarily involves sound as well as sight, in choral as well as monodic performance.
Moreover, this chapter also delved into the issue of taste and thus reprised a theme that
became prominent in the preceding chapter (namely, the ambiguous aesthetic value of
poikilia), since the examples included in this section evinced varying attitudes towards
the poikilia of music.
In the fifth and final chapter, I focused on one of the most vocal critics of musical
forms of poikilia, Plato. Beginning with an analysis of his uses of the term within the
Republic, I demonstrated there how it is through the repetition and re-invocation of this
quality (as an aspect of music, as a quality of democracy and the democratic soul, as a
feature of the appetitive element, and finally, of mim!sis) that Plato articulates a two-way
chain of causality between aesthetics on the one hand and ethics and politics on the other.
Not only does the poikilia of music and poetry adversely affect the individual soul, the
effects of the discord it creates also manifest themselves in the poikilia of the state, which
in turn entails the inclusion of delights like the poikilos mim!sis. However, by
considering this representation of poikilia in tandem with several of its appearances in the
Laws and Timaeus, it became apparent that poikilia need not be rejected wholesale if and
when it stimulates intellectual, rather than sensory, engagement.
This kaleidoscope of sensory experiences that falls into the lexical domain of
poikilia thus finds a counterpart in the spectrum of meanings and valences attached to
poikilia in Greek thought. What unites them all, however, is a fascination with the
nuances and complexities of sensory experience itself. The concept of poikilia thus
typifies an attitude towards the phenomenal world that Marcelo Gleiser (2014) has
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expressed as follows, "The map of what we call reality is an ever-shifting mosaic of
ideas" (xiv). Accordingly, I would like to conclude with an example with which I began
this study and one that beautifully illustrates, I think, the concept of poikilia as I have
delineated it here. For when Socrates in the Phaedo recounts the appearance of the divine
world when seen from above ("[The hollows of the earth] furnish a certain appearance of
color as each one [color] gleams amid the variety of other hues, such that it creates the
impression of one continuous appearance of variegation" (U3(<*)W' )# 9X?"'
!*34U9>7*# >)%&A"1)* Y1 )Z )01 S&&51 U35<6)51 !"#$#&%[, \>)9 N1 )# *Q)M'
9X?"' >J119U@' !"#$%&"1 V*1)6L9>7*#, 110d1-3), he could be describing the
perceptual and phenomenological sphere of poikilia itself.
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